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But looking at the rank of that person again, Lin Kai was dumbfounded. The rank of this 
person seemed to be just a lieutenant, not as high as his own. 

When does the lieutenant have a guard? 

Moreover, it seems that the guards are not simple roles, all of them have sharp eyes 
and stand straight. They all seem to be practicing. 

Ever since, Lin Kai whispered to the wild wolf next to him: “Brother, what kind of big 
man is that? It seems that his military rank is not high, so why does Brigadier He 
respect him so much?” 

Hearing the words, the wild wolf replied with an indifferent expression: “Liu Fuxing, once 
the squad leader of the cooking squad of a company in the Southeast Military Region, 
has now retired and is temporarily living in the military district compound.” 

“Huh?” Lin Kai was stunned. Has the cooking squad leader been so ostentatious these 
years? 

Could it be that He Zhijun and the others are afraid that the cooking squad will poison 
their meals, so they respect him so much? But he has retired! Nonsense! 

“Ah what? You brat, this one is the hero of our Huaxia Kingdom. The soldiers he 
brought out scared you to death! Ye Nantian was once his soldier.” The mountain wolf 
winked at Lin Kai. . 

Ye Nantian? What character? Lin Kai was even more confused. 

Liu Fuxing patted his chubby belly, glanced at the projection on the wall, and curiously 
asked, “What are you looking at?” 

He Zhijun’s old face blushed when he heard the words, and he couldn’t speak. 

How did he say? Can he say that this is an action video handed in after his soldiers 
were eliminated? 

If Liu Fuxing saw that his soldiers under He Zhijun were so embarrassed, wouldn’t he 
still laugh at him? 



Zhang Tianyi smiled and did not speak. He has never talked much. He is a middleman. 
He only watches the excitement and will not interfere too much in the affairs between 
He Zhijun and Fan Tianlei. 

When Fan Tianlei heard this, he laughed and said: “Old squad leader, our Southeast 
Military Region has appointed a newcomer this year. For the first time on mission, he 
killed seven professional assassins from foreign countries and won third-class merit. 
The one in front of you, Lin Kai!” 

He Zhijun’s face turned black when he heard Fan Tianlei’s praise of Lin Kai. He just 
wanted to lift Lin Kai high, and then fell down so hard that He Zhijun was ashamed in 
front of Liu Fuxing. 

When Liu Fuxing heard this, his eyes lit up, and he looked at Lin Kai. 

He looked at Lin Kai up and down, smiled, and said, “This little baby is quite white! 
Xiaotian was as white and thin as him at the time, and his body looked vulnerable.” 

Fan Tianlei answered, “It can’t be compared, Lin Kai can’t compare with him!” 

When Liu Fuxing heard the words, he held his stomach and laughed, with an amiable 
appearance. 

It seemed that he looked at Lin Kai high, but there was always a kind of arrogance in his 
eyes, a kind of arrogance that looked down on Lin Kai. 

The soldier he brought out, Ye Nantian, is the legend of the entire Chinese nation, a 
well-deserved soldier king, and a weapon of the country. After bringing out such a top 
soldier king, Lin Kai can only be regarded as an ordinary special soldier in his eyes. 
That’s it. 

“Interesting, let me see how strong this year’s rookie king is. Open the projection and let 
me see.” Liu Fuxing laughed. 

He Zhijun heard this, with an embarrassed expression on his face, and explained: 
“That’s it, because…” 

Before He Zhijun’s words were finished, Fan Tianlei interrupted He Zhijun’s words: 
“Hey, Lao He, don’t be mad, let the old squad leader see it, what’s the big deal?” 

“Are you right, Zhang?” Fan Tianlei asked Zhang Tianyi, who just smiled and nodded. 

He Zhijun’s face was stern. Originally, He Zhijun wanted to be laughed at by Fan Tianlei 
and let them watch Lin Kai’s action video this time. 



But now there is another Liu Fuxing. If Liu Fuxing sees Lin Kai’s embarrassment, 
wouldn’t he laugh out loud? 

But now even if He Zhijun refused, he couldn’t find a reason. 

He can only nod his head heavily, wave his hand, and say in a bad tone: “Play!” 

When the guard heard the words, he pressed the space bar, and the projection on the 
wall began to play. The first scene was what happened at a food stall in Jiangbei City. 

In the video, only a dozen policemen walked into the food stall and began to check 
everyone’s documents. 

The wild wolf stood up and explained: “This is our first assessment of Lin Kai, assessing 
his reaction ability and individual combat capability. The dozen or so policemen in the 
projection are actually armed police with powerful skills. .” 

The armed police, the four nodded, He Zhijun’s face became darker, and he knew that 
your kid would make a moth. The police tried Lin Kai if it was not enough, and the 
armed police was transferred. 

Fan Tianlei’s face was already showing a gleeful smile. If he guessed correctly, there 
would be a scene where Lin Kai was violently beaten, and then Lin Kai might be caught 
by a wild wolf. 

Liu Fuxing nodded. The combat effectiveness of the armed police is only inferior to that 
of the special forces, because the armed police are different from the soldiers. They 
need to perform real killing missions to maintain the peace of China. 

However, most of the soldiers in the Huaxia Kingdom are currently only in a state of 
preparation, and their combat experience is definitely not as good as the armed police. 

A dozen people besieged one person, even if he was a special soldier, he would 
definitely not be able to hold it, Liu Fuxing shook his head. 

Sure enough, a dozen policemen besieged Lin Kai in the projection, and Lin Kai was 
submerged in the crowd, and there was no movement at all. 

It seemed that just the dozen or so armed policemen had already subdued Lin Kai. 

He Zhijun also waved his hand quickly, saying: “This paragraph can be skipped.” 

Fan Tianlei stopped: “Why are you skipping? We still want to see how strong this year’s 
rookie king is. After all, we have killed seven professional killers!” 



He Zhijun glared at Fan Tianlei, Fan Tianlei had a smug expression, He Zhijun really 
had nothing to do with him. 

Liu Fuxing also stared at the screen with interest, and said: “If it is Xiaotian, these dozen 
people are not enough for him to fight.” 

Liu Fuxing had obviously begun to compare Lin Kai and Ye Nantian. 

Bystanders cleared, Zhang Tianyi shook his head secretly, one is the newcomer king of 
the Southeast Military Region this year, and the other is the super soldier king of China. 
There is no comparison at all. 

In everyones eyes, Lin Kai in the projection had no hope of escape, but at this moment, 
the sudden change came out, and only a bang was heard. Lin Kai kicked an armed 
policeman, and the armed police directly hit it. The wolf on their car door! 

A dozen armed police backed back one after another, and saw Lin Kai in the middle of 
them, with piercing eyes and no wounds on his body, only his clothes were scratched. 

At this time, Lin Kai looked at the dozen or so armed policemen, and finally burst out his 
true strength, like a tiger entering a flock, and began his unilateral killing! 

And he is very vicious, and he will never give up if he doesn’t beat them to the point 
where he can fight back! 
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At this time, Lin Kai’s real combat power was finally revealed, killing the Quartet. The 
armed police disguised as a policeman was not Lin Kai’s opponent at all! 

In less than a while, all these armed policemen were brought down by Lin Kai alone, 
and no one was standing at the scene! 

Seeing that the captain of the armed police disguised as a policeman was knocked 
down by a peanut sprayed out of Lin’s mouth, He Zhijun couldn’t help standing up and 
applauded! 

“Good! Good fight!” He Zhijun applauded, with a ruddy look on his face, obviously very 
happy. 



It seems that Lin Kai is indeed an excellent special force. Facing more than a dozen 
armed police with strong skills, he can also be fearless in the face of danger, relying on 
his strong skills and abnormal defense to defeat them all. 

Although Lin Kai was caught back, at least he did not lose in the first level. 

Liu Fuxing also smiled and nodded. He could beat a dozen. Lin Kai, the rookie king, did 
have two brushes. 

But just this point can’t enter Liu Fuxing’s eyes. 

The wild wolves glanced at each other, and their faces showed a wry smile. They were 
also dull when they were beaten so much by a recruit. 

“Good skill.” Liu Fuxing nodded with a smile. 

He Zhijun heard Liu Fuxing praise his soldiers with a triumphant smile on his face: 
“Fortunately, there is no counseling in my wolf teeth.” 

Fan Tianlei laughed out of the side at this time: “Puff haha! What a hell! Don’t worry and 
be happy, the good show is yet to come!” 

He Zhijun glanced at Fan Tianlei. Fan Tianlei was just looking at the excitement. After 
Lin Kai got embarrassed, he would definitely laugh at him mercilessly. 

Lin Kai brought down more than a dozen armed police officers alone, and Fan Tianlei 
was not surprised. After all, he was the rookie king this year, and he was better than 
ordinary special forces. That was normal. 

Next, I saw Lin Kai dashing out of the food stall, very fast. After seeing the speed of Lin 
Kai’s burst, everyone nodded. 

Just relying on this speed, Lin Kai can have a place in the world of special forces. 

Next, the projection turned to the picture of the Siberian wolf, and the Siberian wolf 
lowered the window and lifted the sniper rifle out of the window. 

After throwing out a piece of toilet paper, and probably after judging the direction of the 
wind, the Siberian wolf relied on his rich combat experience and directly fired. 

boom! 

A gunshot sounded, and a narcotic bomb hit Lin Kai’s leg mercilessly! 

With a plop, Lin Kai, who was running wildly, fell directly to the ground, unable to move. 



The wild wolf continued to explain: “The Siberian wolf uses the latest model of our 
army’s exercise anesthesia bomb. It has a strong anesthesia effect and small side 
effects. After an ordinary person is shot, it takes ten minutes to recover.” 

Hearing what the wild wolf said, Fan Tianlei gave a clear smile. 

It seems that Lin Kai fell on this level. Fan Tianlei also understands the marksmanship 
of the Siberian wolf, the first sharpshooter of the Southeast Military Region. 

After Lin Kai was shot, he must have been controlled by the wild wolves, and then 
subjected to brutal torture, and was finally caught back. 

Liu Fuxing saw this scene and shook his head. Although Lin Kaikong had a good skill, 
he still lacked combat experience. A narcotic bomb actually subdued him. 

The smile on He Zhijun’s face also disappeared, his eyes looked far away, like I didn’t 
see it. 

It was not just Liu Fuxing who thought that Lin Kai had been eliminated, but the wild wolf 
and the others thought so at the time. Lin Kai’s road to exercise this time is over. 

During the projection, the wild wolf and the others got out of the car, walked towards Lin 
Kai unhurriedly, came to Lin Kai, kicked Lin Kai, and Lin Kai did not move. 

They took out the handcuffs and were just about to handcuff Lin Kai away. With a swish, 
Lin Kai rolled away with a carp and ran away. 

During the projection, the wild wolves froze in place, and they did not react for a long 
time. 

Not only were they stunned by the wild wolf in the projection, but also several other 
people in the war room. What was the situation? 

Isn’t the effect of this narcotic bomb lasting ten minutes? Why did Lin Kai run away in 
only ten seconds? It seemed that the narcotic bomb had no effect on him. 

“What’s the situation? Don’t you say that this anesthetic bomb has ten minutes of 
efficacy on ordinary people? How come it fails in ten seconds?” Fan Tianlei stood up 
and asked with a look of confusion. 

The mountain wolf smiled awkwardly, and explained: “That’s right. This type of 
anesthesia bomb is only for exercises. It does have an effective time of ten minutes for 
ordinary people, but it is effective for people with particularly strong physical fitness. 
Time will be reduced.” 

Hearing the explanation of the mountain wolf, everyone looked at each other. 



Ten minutes, reduced to ten seconds, how strong is this physical fitness? Iron Man? 

A hint of surprise finally flashed in Liu Fuxing’s eyes, such a strong physique, he had 
only seen Ye Nantian’s body. 

Liu Fuxing nodded slightly, which recognized Lin Kai at one point, and Zhang Tianyi 
also looked envious. He and Long Xiaoyun had agreed to dig Lin Kai to their Tigers. 

Although Lin Kai did not go to the Tigers in the end, Zhang Tianyi was only slightly 
disappointed. 

But now that Lin Kai has such a good foundation, Zhang Tianyi actually feels a little pity 
in his heart. 

Such a good talent would be great if he were in his company. 

Seeing this scene, He Zhijun’s expression on his green face improved, and a smile 
appeared on his ruddy face again, and he nodded to Lin Kai, which was considered 
approval. 

The picture turned again, and the picture in the projection had changed from a food stall 
to a supermarket. 

At the entrance of the supermarket, the wild wolf and the others found here based on 
Lin Kai’s positioning, and found Lin Kai in the supermarket. 

After Lin Kai was discovered, he actually opened the black suitcase and spilled one 
hundred thousand yuan in cash, trying to escape from the chaos. 

But it was discovered by the mountain wolf and kicked back. 

Next, the mountain wolf slowly walked towards Lin Kai and stretched out his body, 
looking like he was going to meet Lin Kai with his hands for a while. 

The Siberian wolf was picking up banknotes. The wild wolf watched eagerly at the 
entrance of the supermarket. After the mountain wolf moved his muscles and bones, he 
suddenly shot Lin. 

Seeing this scene, Fan Tianlei finally had a certain look in his eyes. Lin Kai must have 
been caught at this level! 

Lin Kai’s skill is good, and Fan Tianlei has seen it just now, but this time, it is not the 
armed police who dealt with him, but the ace special soldier of the Southeast Military 
Region, the mountain wolf! 



What if your physical fitness is strong? The physique of the mountain wolf is also very 
strong, and the melee ability is hardly comparable to him in the Southeast Military 
Region. 

No matter how good Lin Kai is, can he be the opponent of the mountain wolf? 

Chapter 163: Incredible 

Chapter 163 

But Fan Tianlei didn’t notice that the mountain wolf standing by, covered his face at this 
time, and couldn’t bear to watch the next scene. 

As if he had determined that Lin Yihui lost, Fan Tianlei explained to Liu Fuxing with a 
smile: “The brawny man in the projection is named Zheng Sanpao. He is a special 
soldier of the Spike Special Brigade. He is good at close combat and is the close 
combat king of the Southeast Military Region. “ 

Liu Fuxing nodded, and said, “I know him, he is very strong, and his melee ability is 
really good.” 

Liu Fuxing also knew Zheng Sanpao, and also understood how terrifying the mountain 
wolf’s melee ability was. 

And He Zhijun, who had always been confident in Lin Kai, couldn’t help but worry at this 
time. Does Lin Kai have any hope of winning against Shangshan Wolf? 

In other words, how many moves can Lin Kai hold in the hands of the mountain wolf? 

Looking at the blood stains on Lin Kai’s body, there is still blood on his face. It should 
have been beaten by a mountain wolf. This kid has never been light or heavy. It is very 
likely that Lin Kai was planted in this level. 

During the projection, the mountain wolf launched an attack, the attack was very fierce, 
and the fist speed was very fast. Lin Kai couldn’t stand it and was directly forced to the 
corner! 

Seeing this scene, He Zhijun’s heart was desperate. It seemed that his guess was 
correct, and Lin Kai had indeed fallen at this level! 

Suddenly, the mountain wolf slammed a punch at Lin Kai. This punch was fierce, and 
Lin Kai had nowhere to hide, so he could only use his body to get the punch! 

Everyone seems to have seen the picture of Lin Kai being beaten and bleeding next. In 
the Spike Special Forces brigade, no one can receive the punch of the mountain wolf. 
This punch is enough to beat Lin Kai to no combat power! 



Everyone thought that Lin Gongyi made a dodge action, but the flames of war ignited in 
Lin Kai’s eyes in the projection! I saw that he also slammed a punch at the mountain 
wolf! 

He is trying to force the mountain wolf to close his fist! 

But the mountain wolf didn’t pay attention to Lin Kai’s punch at all. In his opinion, Lin 
Kai’s body is so thin, no matter how good his physique, how powerful can he be? 

Not only did the mountain wolf think so, but everyone at the scene also thought so! 

boom! boom! 

Two muffled noises sounded almost at the same time. Lin Kai was hit hard in the chest 
by the mountain wolf. With a bang, Lin Kai’s back hit the wall, his face turned pale, but 
he did not vomit blood. 

However, the mountain wolf retreated a few steps, and then stabilized. Both the 
Siberian wolf and the wild wolf felt that Lin Kai had no fighting power at this time, so 
they put down their guard and slowly approached Lin Kai. 

But at this time, with a swish, Lin Kai once again broke out his terrifying speed, and with 
a peculiar pace, directly rushed out of the wild wolves! 

Ran! 

The wolf looked at each other. 

As soon as the video turned, this time it was from the perspective of a wild wolf. He 
went to pat the wolf’s shoulder and saw that the wolf’s face was extremely pale, a 
mouth, and a trace of blood flowed out of his mouth. 

Mountain wolf is injured! 

The mountain wolf is the most powerful special soldier in the Wolfya Special Brigade! 
His physical fitness is also very strong. 

Why did he punch Lin Kai and Lin Kai was fine, but when Lin Kai punched him, he was 
bleeding? 

With such a big change in things, everyone in front of the projection was once again 
stunned. What’s the situation? 

Did Lin Kai run away again? 

And even the mountain wolf is injured? 



The old mountain wolf blushed and lowered his head, not dare to face He Zhijun at all. 

But He Zhijun was extremely excited at this time. Lin Kai was able to make it to this 
point, it was enough, and he did not shame He Zhijun. 

After all, Lin Kai faced the ace special forces of the Spike Special Brigade. He was 
proud enough to be able to escape three times in their hands. 

Liu Fuxing nodded slightly, confirming Lin Kai’s strength. 

“This year’s rookie king is still a bit to watch.” Liu Fuxing praised. 

He Zhijun was very happy when he heard Liu Fuxing’s words. After all, Liu Fuxing is the 
squad leader and can be recognized by him. Next, Lin Kai’s career in the army will be 
much easier. 

Fan Tianlei stared at the projection for a long while, recalling what he had said to praise 
the mountain wolf just now, didn’t he lift a rock and hit him in the foot? 

The melee soldier king of the southeast military region dignified, unexpectedly suffered 
a loss in the hands of a recruit? 

This is really incredible! 

Zhang Tianyi’s expression of regret in his eyes became heavier and heavier. He had 
known that Lin Kai was so good. He should have desperately pulled Lin Kai into his 
Tigers special team. 

After all, Lin Kai’s strength had already shocked Zhang Tianyi. 

Too strong, a person can face a dozen armed police without fear of danger, and 
defeating these armed police, the physical quality is so strong that even the narcotic 
bomb can be resolved in ten seconds. 

The melee ability is not inferior to the mountain wolf. With such a strong strength, Lin 
Kai can even join the wolfya special brigade and become a member of the ace special 
forces. 

After being run away by Lin Kai, the wild wolf in the projection was very angry and 
angry. He gave an order to catch Lin Kai quickly! 

Ever since, they drove off again. 

The picture in the projection turned around. This time, the mountain wolf and the others 
drove the car and came under the Lin Group building based on their positioning. 



After seeing the Lin Group, He Zhijun and their faces showed solemn expressions. Will 
Lin Kai not go to the Lin Group to seek asylum? 

You know, being a soldier is one thing, whether it’s **** or not is another thing. 

If a soldier is very powerful, but not bloody, he will only be a tortoise with his head on 
the battlefield. 

He Zhijun knew that this time he sent the wild wolves to specifically target Lin Kai, which 
was very unfair to Lin Kai, but it also showed that He Zhijun had great expectations of 
him. 

If it was because of this difficulty that Lin Kai chose to flee into the Lin Group to seek 
asylum, it would really disappoint He Zhijun. 

At first, the wild wolves thought so too, but after they squeezed into the crowd, they 
realized that it was not the same thing. 

I saw that on the tenth floor of the Lin Group, a little girl was about to jump off the 
building! 

At that time, the wild wolves immediately wanted to start rescue activities, but before 
they acted, the little girl had jumped off the building! 

Fan Tianlei exclaimed. Obviously he did not expect that the accident could also be seen 
in the action video. 

The little girl is staying on the tenth floor. It seems that the firefighters have just arrived, 
and the airbags have not had time to open. The little girl jumps down now, it is really a 
dead end! 

But at this time, Lin Kai actually stepped forward. In the projection, Lin Kai stood where 
the little girl had fallen, trying to catch the little girl with his hands. 

Everyone opened their eyes wide and watched this scene intently. 

Everyone knows that the impact of a person jumping from the tenth floor is very 
powerful. Although Lin Kai’s physical fitness is good, it does not mean that he can catch 
the little girl who jumped from the tenth floor! 

It is very possible that Lin Kai will die there too. 

But Lin Kai didn’t die. Could it be that he used his body as a mat to catch the little girl? 
This is how the blood on his body came from? 

Chapter 164: Speechless 
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“What does Lin Kai want to do?” He Zhijun exclaimed, stood up from the chair, and 
stared at the projection intently. 

He actually wanted to catch the little girl who jumped from the tenth floor with his arms. 
Is he crazy? 

Even Liu Fuxing gripped the armrest of the chair tightly, looking very nervous. 

The wild wolves shook their heads and smiled bitterly. At that time, they were not this 
expression? Lin Kai brought them too many surprises. 

During the projection, I saw Lin Kai jump in place, and he actually hugged the little girl 
who was about to land! 

After Lin Kai landed, his body was bent into a shrimp shape, which greatly cushioned 
the impact the little girl gave him. 

Then, Lin Kai got up and rotated around and put the little **** the ground. 

Look at the little girl, except for a little fright, not even a single hair fell. 

Lin Kai seemed to have suffered a serious internal injury, his face was pale, and his 
whole body was trembling vaguely. It was obvious that he had saved the little girl, and 
Lin Kai’s body was also under great pressure. 

But Lin Kai did a miracle. He really caught the little girl with his hands! 

He saved a living life! 

At that time, there was thunderous applause from the whole scene. Although they felt 
incredible, everyone still gave Lin Kai a thumbs up. 

Lin Kai’s physical fitness is so strong that everyone admires, but what everyone admires 
most is Lin Kai’s courage to stand up. 

Because if Lin Kai can’t catch the little girl, she will probably be crushed to death. 

A person with blood, courage and strength is worthy of admiration. 

Amidst applause, the wild wolf and the others walked towards Lin Kai, held Lin Kai, 
passed through the crowd, and led Lin Kai into the jeep. 



The video in the projection was paused at this point. Many clips in the video were cut 
off, leaving only the scene of Lin Kai rescuing people and the scene of Lin Kai being 
taken away. 

In the war room, after everyone watched this video, the scene fell silent. 

Almost everyone looked at Lin Kai. Seeing the blood on the corner of Lin Kai’s mouth 
and the embarrassment all over, everyone no longer felt that he was eliminated so 
quickly, how shameful it was. 

On the contrary, Lin Kai should be respected because he was eliminated because of 
saving people, even though he was defeated. 

He Zhijun looked at Lin Kai and nodded, with pride in his eyes. 

It is his pride to bring out a soldier like Lin Kai, even if he is eliminated? Lin Kai is a **** 
and responsible man with justice in his heart and is not afraid of being looked down 
upon by others! 

Even Fan Tianlei, who had always wanted to see Lin Kai embarrassed and laughed at 
He Zhijun, gave Lin Kai a thumbs up at this time. 

Lin Kai’s ability to save people is important, but he lacks courage and is completely 
useless. Fan Tianlei’s admiration for Lin Kai’s courage to rush forward to save people. 

Even if Lin Kai was eliminated, Fan Tianlei would not say anything else, and would only 
give his thumbs up. 

In Zhang Tianyi’s heart, the more regret, the better Lin Kai’s performance, the more 
uncomfortable his heart, such a good seed, why didn’t he recruit his own troops in the 
first place? 

He is too good, not only excellent in strength, but also excellent in soul. 

Such people are the pillars of the country. 

Liu Fuxing also nodded and smiled at Lin: “Young man, you are very good. I am 
optimistic about you. Are you interested in studying in the Yanjing Military Region?” 

Liu Fuxing spoke highly of Lin Kai. After hearing that Lin Kai would be invited to study in 
the Yanjing Military Region, everyone’s eyes widened. 

The strength of the Yanjing Military Region is much higher than that of the Southeast 
Military Region, because Ye Nantian, the king of soldiers brought by Liu Fuxing, is in the 
Yanjing Military Region and is known as the king of soldiers of the Yanjing Military 
Region. 



The special forces of the Yanjing Military Region are indeed powerful. If Lin Kai arrives 
in the Yanjing Military Region, he will definitely be polished into an excellent special 
forces king. 

He Zhijun’s eyes were a little bit reluctant, but since Liu Fuxing spoke, he had no reason 
to refuse, because the soldier Liu Fuxing brought out, Ye Nantian, was too powerful. 

So strong that He Zhijun dared not refuse. 

Lin Kai scratched his head, looked at He Zhijun, and smiled shyly: “Thank you, senior, 
for your kindness. I’m in the Southeast Military Region and I’m not going anywhere.” 

He Zhijun laughed after hearing Lin Kai’s words, and nodded to Lin Kai in approval. 

When Liu Fuxing heard this, his expression was slightly disappointed, but he did not 
force it: “Well, if you change your mind in the future, you can come to me at any time.” 

Lin Kai nodded and saluted. 

Zhang Tianyi said at this time: “Lin Kai, your courage to save people deserves 
everyone’s admiration. Even if you are eliminated, you are also a hero. I suggest that 
you make an exception to give Lin Kai a resurrection place.” 

“After all, in this exercise, Brigadier He had to increase the difficulty of Lin Kai’s 
exercise. Lin Kai was eliminated only to save people, and with Lin Kai’s strength, he 
should not be eliminated at all, so I think he should be resurrected. .” 

He Zhijun also nodded: “He is my soldier. I naturally can’t bear to let him leave the 
special forces. If you don’t tell me, I will revive him.” 

The two brigade commanders both spoke, and even Fan Tianlei, who has always been 
very mean, nodded: “I agree.” 

The three agreed that Lin Kai was resurrected, but the wild wolf and the mountain wolf 
looked at each other, and there was a hint of helplessness in their eyes. 

“Dear chiefs, the video hasn’t been finished yet,” the Siberian wolf reminded. 

Not finished yet? When everyone was in a daze, could it be the picture just now, wasn’t 
it the picture after Lin Kai was caught? 

Continue to play, during the projection, Lin Kai was caught in the jeep, the Siberian wolf 
was driving, the wild wolf was sitting in the passenger seat, and the mountain wolf and 
Lin Kai were sitting in the back position. 



Lin Kai’s complexion was very pale and he was sweating profusely. He sat on the back 
seat with his eyes closed, groaning from time to time in his throat. 

The injury is not light! Everyone thought that Lin Kai was seriously injured, but they 
didn’t know that at that time, Lin Kai was fusing his extraction abilities, so he was 
sweating profusely and he even made a muffled noise. 

He Zhijun and the others looked at the video in front of them, with doubts in their eyes. 
Lin Kai saw that he was already seriously injured, could he still run? 

Moreover, although the car does not drive fast, they know what material the car is made 
of. 

This is a bulletproof jeep. The locks are specially made. Without the impact of more 
than one ton, the lock cannot be opened at all. 

How can Lin Kai escape? 

Just when everyone was puzzled, Lin Kai in the video suddenly opened his eyes and 
roared, “The rhino is close to the mountain!” 

boom! 

Lin Kai stomped heavily on the bottom of the car and hit the door with a shoulder. With 
a bang, the car door was directly knocked open by Lin Kai. After Lin Kai landed, he 
rolled over and ran into the alley on the side of the road. 

The car stopped, and the three wolves looked at the dark alley, speechless for a long 
time. 

Chapter 165: Ran Away Again? 

Episode 165 

In the projection, it can be clearly seen that the bottom of the car was kicked out of a pit 
by Lin Kai, the door of the car was also knocked out of a pit by Lin Kai, and the car lock 
was damaged on the spot. 

Everyone thought that Lin Kai had no way to go back this time, but no one thought that 
he could hit the door of the car and then escape. 

This is incredible, let alone Lin Kai’s body has just experienced a lot of impact, just 
relying on this bulletproof door, Lin Kai has no reason to break open! 

This is a bulletproof car door! Besides, it is very difficult for ordinary family cars to hit the 
door with a shoulder. 



The video was paused, and everyone’s gaze at Lin Kai completely changed this time, 
as if they were watching a monster. 

This kid escaped four times in the hands of Sirius! Every time, we ran away under 
unexpected circumstances. 

This is really incredible. 

“You kid, it really surprised me!” He Zhijun said excitedly. 

Running away four times in the hands of the three of them, Lin Kai was proud of 
himself, and He Zhijun had no idea that Lin Kai actually had the strength to break 
through the bulletproof car door. 

You know, you need at least a ton of force to break open the bulletproof door! And Lin 
Kai looked weak, so how powerful is his body? 

Liu Fuxing was trembling with excitement at this time, and Lin Kai used his strength time 
and time again to make him, an old squad leader with a taller eye, look at him 
differently! 

Too strong, really too strong! 

“Ye Nantian was nothing but that back then!” Liu Fuxing said excitedly. 

He once again compared Lin Kai and Ye Nantian. Ye Nantian is a legend of Chinese 
soldiers, and Liu Fuxing actually said that Ye Nantian and Lin Kai were equal, which 
pushed Lin Kai to a new height! 

“Courage, responsibility, strength, and resourcefulness. Such special forces are the 
hope of our China!” Zhang Tianyi also said excitedly. 

After all, he looked at He Zhijun with a hint of envy. Such a good soldier was actually a 
soldier under He Zhijun, and Zhang Tianyi felt extremely sorry in his heart. 

He Zhijun’s face was red at this time, with a look of excitement. Lin Kai’s performance in 
the video is very good. When he is the brigade commander, he also feels the light on 
his face! 

Fan Tianlei, who originally wanted to watch the excitement, had a black face and 
watched He Zhijun proud in front of him, but he had nothing to do with him. 

Because Lin Kai’s performance was not as bad as he had imagined, but rather 
performed very well. 

“Continue playing.” Liu Fuxing said. 



The video started playing again. In the pitch-black alley, the wild wolves followed Lin 
Kai’s positioning and started arresting again. 

I have to say that Lin Kai’s speed is indeed very fast, they chased Lin Kai for half an 
hour, and they did not catch Lin Kai. 

Finally, in a dark alley, I ran into Lin Kai. In the video, Lin Kai just brought down more 
than a dozen policemen who were chasing his teammates. When the wild wolf saw this, 
he immediately ordered the Siberian wolf to drive and chase him. 

The Fatty and Li Erniu in the video are exhausted and have no energy to continue to 
escape. They have been exhausted by the wheels of the police. 

Lin Kai didn’t want to abandon his comrades-in-arms, so he carried one in one hand 
and ran away. 

Before the projection, everyone saw this scene and their eyes almost fell to the ground. 
Is this okay? 

The weight of these two people add up to 300 catties, right? Fleeing from the jeep with 
a weight of three hundred pounds? 

This seems very stupid, and the distance between Lin Kai and the jeep is indeed pulled 
in little by little. 

He was about to grab Lin Kai, but Lin Kai saw a very narrow alley and rushed in. With 
the size of a jeep, he couldn’t squeeze into this alley. 

Ever since, the wolf got out of the car, moved his muscles and bones, and looked at Lin 
Kai’s back. 

The Siberian wolf drove to the other side to surround Lin Kai, while the wild wolf hunted 
Lin Kai. 

After seeing this scene, Fan Tianlei’s face once again showed a determined look. It 
must be this time that Lin Kai was caught. 

Because Lin Kai’s physical strength has been almost consumed, and he still weighs 150 
kilograms, can he run? 

Besides, Fan Tianlei knows the speed of the wild wolf, and no one can compare it in the 
Southeast Military Region! 

“It seems that Lin Kai fell on this level.” Fan Tianlei touched his chin and said. 



Zhang Tianyi also nodded: “Well, you and I know that the speed of the wild wolf is faster 
than him in the Southeast Military Region. Besides, Lin Kai also carried two people on 
his back, at least 150 kilograms. With a heavy load, his physical strength has been 
consumed so much, he will definitely be caught.” 

It wasn’t that they looked down on Lin Kai and looked at it from an objective angle. This 
time Lin Kai really had nowhere to escape. After all, he still brought two people who 
were holding back. 

Even Liu Fuxing shook his head slightly, this time Lin Kai really had nowhere to go. 

A look of disappointment flashed across He Zhijun’s eyes, but his face was still very 
proud, because Lin Kai was already very good at this point. 

In the video, the wild wolf started to chase Lin Kai speedily, and saw that he was about 
to catch up with Lin Kai, but at this time Lin Kai suddenly accelerated, and the wild wolf 
who was about to catch up with Lin Kai was suddenly pulled away. 

The wild wolf broke out at his full speed, and Lin Kai also broke out at his full speed. In 
that small alley, the two people were like cheetahs running wild, and the fast video was 
a little fuzzy. 

Everyone was shocked by Lin Kai’s explosive power. Such a strong explosive power is 
very rare among special forces. 

But it’s one thing to be explosive, but it’s another thing to be durable. 

Lin Kai ran so fast, with two people on his back, he would definitely lose his energy 
immediately. 

Everyone had this idea in their minds, and the wolf at that time had the same idea. 

But when time passed, Lin Kai didn’t mean to slow down at all. Ten minutes later, Lin 
Kai was still running wildly! 

He didn’t seem to feel tired, and he didn’t slow down at all. In the wild wolf’s vision, Lin 
Kai’s back became more and more blurred, and he couldn’t catch up with the wild wolf! 

In the end, at a corner, Lin Kai turned in, and after the wild wolf caught up, he couldn’t 
even see Lin Kai’s back. 

The video was here, and it was paused again. 

The scene was silent again, and Lin Kai once again created a miracle! 

With a weight of 150 kilograms, the wild wolf who was behind his **** was thrown away! 



The wild wolf, the fastest man in the entire Southeastern Military Region, was finally 
defeated by a recruit, who had been rushing for half a night and carrying a weight of 150 
kilograms. 

If the opponent doesn’t bear the weight, isn’t it the rhythm to take off? The wolf can’t 
even see Lin Kai’s heel? 
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After watching the video, there was dead silence in the room. 

As for the wild wolf, who has always been known for his indifference, his old face was 
slightly red at this time, and his face was indeed dull when he was abused by a 
newcomer. 

After staying for a long time, He Zhijun suddenly slapped the table and exclaimed, 
“Pretty!” 

“With a weight of three hundred catties, the speed is so fast that even wild wolves can’t 
catch up. It is indeed the soldier I like He Zhijun!” 

He Zhijun was very emotional, and all the stars flew out when he spoke. 

Can he not get excited? He used to think that Lin Kai’s background was very good, and 
the future is bright, but now it seems that Lin Kai’s background is good? It’s just a 
monster! 

Even the ace special forces of the Spike Special Brigade could not catch him. If this 
news is released, it is estimated that the soldiers of the entire Southeast Military Region 
will be shocked. 

Liu Fuxing also trembled in surprise, and muttered to himself: “Little God, after all these 
years, I finally found someone better than you…” 

Liu Fuxing gave Lin Kai a higher evaluation, he actually felt that Lin Kai now is stronger 
than Ye Nantian before! 

Fan Tianlei’s thoughts at this time were the same as Zhang Tianyi’s. He loves and hates 
Lin Kai. What he loves is that this kid is indeed powerful and his performance is very 
good. 

What I hate is that this kid is so powerful that it makes him faceless. What’s more, he is 
not in his company. 



If this kid was a member of the Red Cell Special Forces Brigade, I must offer him 
delicious food. This is Fan Tianlei’s inner thoughts at this time. 

Seeing the crowd so excited, the Siberian wolf smiled bitterly, not knowing what 
expression they would look like in the next picture. 

“Keep playing!” Liu Fuxing waved excitedly. 

He couldn’t wait to see what miracle Lin Kai could do next. 

As soon as the screen turned, the mountain wolf appeared in an entertainment venue, 
dressed as a waiter, holding a tray with some breakfast in it. 

And a black pistol was placed under the tray by him. 

The person involved, the mountain wolf, stood up and explained: “At that time, Lin Kai 
used his status as the Lin family to enter a high-consumption entertainment company. 
We did not have that much military expenditure, and there was no way to apply for a 
card to arrest. We are not the police, and we have no right to force it enter.” 

“So, I dressed up as a waiter and came to the entertainment venue with ten times the 
dose of anesthetic bullets in the gun. I wanted to attack Lin Kai. For the next thing, look 
at the projection.” 

The mountain wolf wants to attack Lin Kai himself. The disguise of the mountain wolf is 
also very famous in the army. It can force the mountain wolf to attack a rookie, and Lin 
Kai is proud. 

At this time, no one would think that Lin Zhuan would not be eliminated. Everyone was 
thinking about how Lin Zhuan escaped. 

Because Lin Kai gave them so many surprises that they didn’t believe that the mountain 
wolf could catch him. 

There was a knock on the door, and Lin Kai opened the door after confirming his 
identity. 

The mountain wolf walked in and told Lin Kai that he was serving breakfast. Lin Kai 
didn’t have any suspicions at the time and asked the mountain wolf to put breakfast on 
the table. 

But as soon as the mountain wolf pulled his hand, he drew a pistol from under the tray 
and aimed it at Lin Kai’s chest before firing. 

Before the projection, everyone’s heart sank. Could it be that Lin Kai fell into the hands 
of the mountain wolf? 



The gun in the mountain wolf’s hand was already pointed at Lin Kai’s chest. It was 
difficult for Lin Kai to avoid it at such a close distance. 

boom! 

A gunshot raised everyone’s hearts. It seemed that Lin Kai was really over this time, 
and everyone shook their heads. 

But an unbelievable scene appeared again, I saw Lin Kai’s hand swiping, stretched out 
two of his fingers, and caught a bullet with a snap! 

There was a sound of chin falling to the ground. Isn’t this an exaggeration? 

Everyone even wondered if this was making a movie, holding the bullet with their 
fingers? What a perverted speed and strength? 

The mountain wolf was also dumbfounded at the time, and he unbeliever shot Lin again, 
bang! With a shot, Lin Kai’s figure flicked again, and a bullet was caught in Lin Kai’s 
fingers again. 

He caught the bullet again! 

The mountain wolf is even more confused, but he does not believe in evil, he does not 
believe that Lin Kai’s reaction ability is so abnormal, bang bang! Several more shots 
were fired, and bullets shot towards Lin Kai! 

Faced with so many bullets, Lin Kai was not afraid of danger. He saw his hands were 
constantly dancing, and Lin Kai’s hands could not be seen clearly in the projection. After 
waving for a while, Lin Kai stopped and saw several shots in his hands. bullet! 

With a clatter, Lin Kai threw all the bullets to the ground. The mountain wolf tried to 
shoot again, but found that there were no more bullets in the gun. 

And Lin Kai also took this opportunity to escape from the entertainment venue. 

It seemed that he was numb to Lin Kai’s perverted strength. This time everyone didn’t 
react excessively, but there was a slight strangeness in the eyes of Lin Kai. 

That kind of vision seemed to be not looking at a person, but at a monster, a big 
monster that everyone had never seen before. 

Too strong, this is not only strong, this is simply abnormal! 

Catch the anesthesia bullet with your hand! Although the power of anesthetic bullets is 
not great, but somehow they have the word bullet in their names. Can they give it some 
face? You actually pinched the bullet with two fingers? 



Bullet: Am I **** shameless? 

If the video was not handed in by the wolf himself, everyone even suspected that it was 
someone who edited a section from the blockbuster to fool them! 

This was the first time Lin Kai did not know how to escape from the wild wolf and the 
others. After the wild wolf returned downstairs, the wild wolf was very angry. 

The picture was paused again, and the wolf stood up and said, “Next, Lin Kai used 
special methods to block the signal tracking the bracelet without removing the bracelet.” 

“But we still rely on rich combat experience to find Lin Kai, please see the projection.” 

The screen flashed. At the entrance of a room on the 18th floor of the Water Lily Dream 
Hotel, the wild wolf was holding a submachine gun, and the mountain wolf was holding 
an assault rifle, which had blocked the only exit of the entire room. 

As soon as the screen turned, the Siberian wolf had arrived at the building opposite to 
the Water Lily Dream Hotel, on the nineteenth floor, found the best shooting position, 
and lay down holding a sniper rifle. 

Because the camera mounted on the head of the Siberian wolf could not see the picture 
in the magnifying lens, it was not very clear at Lin Kai, opposite the Siberian wolf. 

“The Siberian wolf is in place, requesting a shot.” 

“Agree to shoot.” 

The Siberian wolf took out a piece of toilet paper and threw it in the air, then pulled the 
trigger, and a bullet shot out of the sniper rifle, pointing directly at Lin Kai’s thigh! 

The sound of the sniper rifle equipped with a silencer was very faint when firing, and it 
was impossible for Lin Kai who was far away to detect it. Logically speaking, this gun 
would hit Lin Kai very smoothly. 
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With a snap, the bullet passed through the glass, seeing that the bullet was about to hit 
Lin Kai, and Lin Kai seemed to have expected the bullet to attack him in advance, so he 
escaped! 

Lin Kai’s whole body was curled up under the table, and everyone was stunned at this 
scene. 



How did he dodge bullets at such a fast speed? Is it possible that when the bullet 
passed through the glass, he heard the sound of glass breaking, so he made a dodge 
action, then his reaction was too fast? 

The Siberian wolf failed to hit the target and could only call the wolf to initiate a charge. 

After learning about it, the wolf did not hesitate, opened the door and threw a tear gas 
canister into it. 

The tear gas quickly dissipated in the room, and the whole room was covered in white. 

The wild wolf launched an attack, he rushed into the room, and shot Lin Kai in a burst. 

Lin Kaijiong glanced at the wolf with a sharp look. The tear gas seemed to have no 
effect on him. He hid behind the table, avoiding the wolf’s strafe. 

Lin Kai’s ability to react is too strong, so strong that everyone thinks they are acting 
according to the script. 

Even if it is performed according to the script, it is really rare to be able to avoid bullets 
so perfectly. 

The scenes in the anti-Japanese drama really happened on Lin Kai’s body, it was really 
daily dodging bullets. 

The mountain wolf also walked in with a rifle. The two looked at each other and slowly 
approached the table. 

When he reached the table, the wolf suddenly opened the table, and Lin opened a 
backflip and jumped out of the rear window! 

Seeing this scene, He Zhijun couldn’t help but exclaimed. He knew that this was the 
eighteenth floor! Jumping from here is no different from looking for death! 

He knew that Lin Kai was definitely not dead, because Lin Kai was standing by his side, 
so how did Lin Kai survive when he jumped out of the window? 

The wild wolf and the mountain wolf quickly squatted on the window and looked down, 
and saw Lin Kai like a flexible monkey jumping up and down on the air-conditioning 
bracket, quickly approaching the ground. 

This scene not only stunned the wild wolf and mountain wolf, but also stunned everyone 
in front of the projection. 



Lin Kai actually has such a flexible skill? Looking at the speed at which Lin Kai jumped 
down, he was not slow at all. Even a professional firefighter would not be as flexible as 
Lin Kai when he used both hands and feet. 

What’s more, jumping from the eighteenth floor requires not only skill, but courage! 

On the eighteenth floor, a glance down can scare people! 

When seeing this video, He Zhijun and others all sweated for Lin Kai. This was really 
exciting. 

After Lin Kai reached the ground, everyone breathed a sigh of relief, but Lin Kai didn’t 
seem to want to escape. He quickly approached where the Siberian wolf was. 

He Zhijun exclaimed: “Lin Kai! Do you want to eliminate the Siberian wolf?” 

He Zhijun’s eyes widened. He didn’t expect that Lin Kai actually gave up running away 
and took the initiative to challenge the Siberian wolf! 

The Siberian wolf is a special troop, how could Lin Kai have such courage? 

During the projection, the picture turned, the Siberian wolf found Lin Kai on the 
nineteenth floor who wanted to come up to surprise him, so he put on a military iron-
finger tiger and stood outside the elevator door, trying to attack Lin open. 

He Zhijun gave a wry smile. Needless to say, Lin Kai must have fallen at this level. As 
soon as the elevator door opens, the Siberian wolf will punch him immediately. 

This can also explain where the blood on Lin Kai’s face came from. 

Lin Kai took the elevator, and Lin Kai came to the nineteenth floor. As soon as the 
elevator door opened a gap, the Siberian wolf punched into the elevator! 

But his punch seemed to be empty, and he punched in, hitting the air. Suddenly, a 
strong force came, and the fist of the Siberian wolf was actually caught by Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai dragged the Siberian wolf into the elevator, quickly pressed the button on the 
first floor, and the action was done in one go. Then, he approached the Siberian wolf, 
and the Siberian wolf hit Lin Kai, but without two strikes, his hands Being locked up by 
Lin Kai, Lin Kai was desperate and hit the head of the Siberian wolf crazy with his head! 

The elevator was descending rapidly, and when Lin Kai descended to the first floor, the 
Siberian wolf was dying in the elevator. 

There was another silence at the scene. 



Just now I wanted to talk about Lin Kai’s crazy He Zhijun. At this time, he was silent, Lin 
Kai, once again created a miracle! 

He defeated the ace special forces, the Siberian wolf! 

The Siberian wolf didn’t even have the ability to fight back, and fell into the elevator. 

Judging from Lin Kai’s movements and acting style, he is bold, strong, and crazy. 

He dared to jump from the eighteenth floor, and even dared to take the initiative to 
challenge the ace special forces. Such courage is really rare. 

As soon as the elevator door opened, Lin Kai ran into the wild wolf and the mountain 
wolf head-on. The two of them saw the Siberian wolf defeated by Lin Kai. The two were 
furious and rushed into the elevator, facing Lin Kai with a fierce attack! 

Lin Kai lost to them and was beaten in the corner of the elevator, protecting his head 
and balls. 

It seemed to be over. Although Lin Kai defeated the Siberian wolf, the melee ability of 
mountain wolves and wild wolves was the strongest. 

Lin Kai was not ashamed of losing. On the contrary, Lin Kai performed very well, ran 
away so many times in their hands, and even defeated the Siberian wolf, even if he was 
the second to be eliminated, he was eligible to stay. 

Everyone felt that the matter was over, but when the elevator door was closed, Lin Kai 
roared, his muscles tightened, and he stepped on the elevator floor suddenly, and 
slammed into the mountain wolf and wild wolf with one shoulder! 

With a muffled bang, Lin Kai directly hit the mountain wolf’s arm. The mountain wolf’s 
arm was damaged on the spot, and the chest was also hit hard. Blood was sprayed on 
the spot, spraying Lin Kai’s face. 

The mountain wolf hit the wolf with a slam, and the elevator door was directly knocked 
open by the wolf, and the two fell directly out of the elevator. 

Lin Kai walked towards the wild wolf and the mountain wolf step by step, his eyes were 
red, and the faint killing intent on his body was emitted. Even through the projection, 
everyone could feel the terrifying killing intent of Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai didn’t come back to his senses until the wolf called Lin Kai’s voice. 

Next, Lin Kai healed them, and after they recovered, the video came to an end. 

There was silence again. 



Snapped! Snapped! Snapped! 

After a long time, Liu Fugui clapped and stood up while applauding. 

He Zhijun also clapped his hands and gave Lin Kai a thumbs up. 

Fan Tianlei and Zhang Tianyi also stood up. Today, Lin Kai used his own strength and 
courage to prove in front of the four of them that the name Lin Kai’s new king was not 
for nothing. 

The blood on his face is not his, but the mountain wolf. 

He was not eliminated, but eliminated wild wolves, mountain wolves, and Siberian 
wolves. He is not the second-to-last in this exercise, he is the first in this exercise! 

No1! 
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What is Bingwang? This is called Bingwang! 

In terms of speed, Lin Kai ran out of the motorcycle with a weight of 300 jin! 

In terms of strength, Lin Kai can use his body to knock open the bulletproof car door! 

Regarding physique, it takes only ten seconds for Lin Kai to dissolve the narcotic bomb 
that ordinary people can dissolve in ten minutes! 

On courage, Lin Kai dared to jump down from the eighteenth floor! 

In terms of being a person, Lin Kai dared to catch the little girl who jumped down from 
the tenth floor! 

In terms of healing, he can heal the three of them through his exclusive massage 
technique! 

Everything is omnipotent, everything is proficient! 

And He Zhijun, who had a trace of guilt towards Lin Kai, didn’t feel any guilt in his heart. 
It was he who sent the three ace special forces, the Wild Wolf, to discover Lin Kai’s 
strength. 



What Fan Tianlei once said was bullshit. Lin Kai definitely didn’t rely on Lin’s 
bodyguards to kill the blood butterfly mercenaries, but relying on his own strength to kill 
the blood butterfly mercenaries! 

He is the worthy soldier king! 

He Zhijun felt that the most correct decision he made in his life was to win Lin Kai. 

At the very beginning, He Zhijun was awarded the rank of Captain Lin Kai. You know, 
the recruits jumped directly to Captain, and the margin is very large, even though He 
Zhijun was also trying to make friends with the Lin family behind Lin Kai in disguise. 

At first, He Zhijun still regretted it. It was a bit too high to be promoted directly to the 
captain. Now thinking about it, even if he was promoted directly to the major, he would 
not be wronged! 

With Lin Kai’s strength, looking at the entire Southeast Military Region, no, looking at 
the entire Huaxia Nation, how many more can you find? 

No wonder the faces of the wild wolves were not very good after they came back. It 
turned out that the three of them were cleaned up by the recruit Lin Kai. 

“Hahahaha! Good job, worthy of my He Zhijun’s soldier!” He Zhijun patted Lin Kai’s 
shoulder and laughed, his face ruddy. 

Zhang Tianyi and Fan Tianlei looked at He Zhijun with envy. Such a good talent is 
actually He Zhijun’s soldier, which is a pity. 

“Report to the chief!” At this moment, the wild wolf suddenly saluted and stood out from 
the queue. 

He Zhijun’s expression also became serious, and he also gave a military salute: “Please 
tell me.” 

“Major Lin Kai, performed well in this exercise, sss-level physical strength! melee sss-
level! Reaction sss-level! Speed sss-level! Comprehensive evaluation three-s-level! The 
assessment passed! Please instruct!” 

The wolf gave Lin Kai all full marks. 

He Zhijun nodded in satisfaction and said: “Good job, return to the team!” 

“Yes!” The wild wolf finished the ceremony and returned to the queue. 

Liu Fugui also nodded in satisfaction, and suddenly asked, “Does Lin Kai have his own 
code name?” 



As soon as this question came up, He Zhijun was taken aback, and shook his head: “He 
is still in the recruiting stage and currently has no code name.” 

The code name is the name that every special soldier has. For example, Zheng 
Sanpaos mountain wolf and Zhuang Yans Siberian wolf are their code names. 

But Lin Kai hasn’t fully become a special soldier yet, so he doesn’t have a code name. 

Liu Fugui said: “Lin Kai’s ability is already sufficient to be an excellent special soldier. I 
suggest that Lin Kai be given the code now!” 

He Zhijun was also quite happy when he heard this. Liu Fugui said this, and the gold 
content is much heavier. After all, Liu Fugui is Ye Nantian’s squad leader, maybe Lin 
Kai is the second Ye Nantian. 

“About this code name, Lin Kai, do you have any good suggestions?” Liu Fugui asked 
Xiang Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai shook his head dumbly, he had never thought about the code name. 

“No.” Lin Kai answered truthfully. 

Liu Fugui smiled and stroked his chin, thought for a while, and said, “I think you have 
been very low-key in the exercise. You have the ability to compete with the wild wolves, 
but you have been choosing to escape. Finally, you can’t bear it before you start Jedi. 
Counterattack, there is a kind of cruelty in your body, why don’t you call it a mad wolf?” 

Crazy wolf? 

This code name still sounds crazy, Lin Kai nodded with satisfaction, saluted, and said, 
“Thank you, senior, for giving the code name!” 

“Hahaha! Good! From now on, your code name will be called Crazy Wolf!” He Zhijun 
applauded and laughed. 

In a round of applause, Lin Kai had his own code name, Crazy Wolf. 

When Liu Fugui was leaving, he secretly opened a note to Lin. On the note, it was Liu 
Fugui’s contact information. 

And he repeatedly told Lin Kai that if he didn’t want to stay in the Southeast Military 
Region, he could contact him and he could transfer Lin Kai to the Yanjing Military 
Region. 



Although Liu Fugui has now retired, his prestige in the military is very high. There are 
many old friends at the director level. It is only a very easy task to recommend Lin Kai to 
the Yanjing Military Region. 

Lin Kai came back, and the stone that He Zhijun was hanging in his heart was finally put 
down, and the wild wolf and the others also bid farewell to Lin Kai and returned to the 
Wolfya Special Brigade. 

They knew that it was impossible for Lin Kai to join the Spike Special Brigade. Anyway, 
they belonged to the Spike Special Brigade, and there was no need to dig around. 

Lin Kai bid farewell to He Zhijun, washed his face in the bathroom, and walked towards 
the War Wolf base. 

Half an hour later, Lin Kai came to the gate of the Wolf Base. The inside of the Wolf 
Base was very quiet. Except for occasionally one or two cleaning ordermen appeared, 
almost no one was seen. 

After all, the special forces of the entire Wolf Warriors squadron have been pulled out 
for exercises, and now there are only one Long Xiaoyun and a few order soldiers left in 
the Wolf Warriors base. 

Entering the War Wolf base, Lin Kai returned to his dormitory, rushed into the bathroom, 
took a shower, threw his tattered clothes into the trash can, changed into clean clothes, 
lay on his bed and stared at the ceiling in a daze . 

It was only the next day, and I came back. There are still six days before the end of the 
exercise. I can rest for a few days. 

Lying on the bed, his eyelids sank involuntarily. After a while, Lin Kai fell asleep. 

… 

Snoring~snoring~ 

There was a snoring sound, Lin Kai was sleeping with a fragrance, but he did not expect 
that a face quietly appeared outside the window, staring at Lin Kai who was sleeping. 

The door of Lin Kai’s room was slowly pushed open, and a figure entered the room. The 
person slowed down and approached Lin Kai little by little. After a while, the person 
came to Lin Kai’s front. 

Afterwards, the man raised his hand and slapped Lin Kai’s chest with a swish, the 
strong wind even blew Lin Kai’s face. 



The warning cat’s eye immediately shook, and Lin Kai was pleasantly surprised from his 
sleep. He rolled from the bed to the ground with a look of surprise. 

In the middle of the night, there are still people attacking yourself? This is the Wolf 
Base! Is it possible that the exercise is not over yet? 

“who is it?” 
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As soon as he looked up, Lin Kai saw a pretty face staring at him angrily. She was 
wearing a military uniform, her figure was very hot, her face was handsome, white and 
valiant, she was Lin Kais instructor, Long Xiaoyun ! 

She actually attacked herself? Why do you smoke? 

Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief, stood up from the ground, and patted the dust on his 
body. 

“I was scared to death. I thought the exercise was not over yet.” Lin Kai breathed a sigh 
of relief. 

Long Xiaoyun came in front of Lin Kai with piercing eyes and serious expression: “This 
is only the second day of the drill. Why did you come back early?” 

Lin Kai touched his nose and answered truthfully: “Because I defeated three instructors, 
I was put back!” 

“You nonsense!” Upon hearing this, Long Xiaoyun was furious and pointed at Lin Kai 
angrily: “Can you defeat the three ace special forces? What’s a joke? Lin Kai, I know 
you are very strong, but you have to know, There are people outside, there are heaven 
outside the sky!” 

Long Xiaoyun didn’t believe that Lin Kai could defeat them. 

After all, there are three of them, but Lin Kai is just a recruit who is the face of the Spike 
Special Forces Brigade, can he defeat them? 

Lin Kai gave a very helpless smile: “Instructor Long, I’m telling the truth. If you don’t 
believe me, you can call Brigadier He.” 

Seeing Lin Kai’s vows, Long Xiaoyun was dubious. 



“You come with me.” Long Xiaoyun said, turned and walked out of the men’s dormitory. 

Lin Kai reluctantly followed Long Xiaoyun out of the male soldiers’ dormitory and came 
to Long Xiaoyun’s office. 

Long Xiaoyun picked up the phone and dialed the phone in He Zhijun’s office. After a 
while, the phone was connected. 

“Hey, Brigadier He, I want to ask, that is…” 

Before Long Xiaoyun finished speaking, the caller interrupted Long Xiaoyun’s words. 
After a while, Long Xiaoyun’s expression became more exciting. 

“Okay, yes, um.” 

After a few promises, Long Xiaoyun hung up the phone, and she also looked at Lin Kai 
with a very strange look. 

In one day, they defeated wild wolves, mountain wolves, and Siberian wolves. If it 
weren’t for He Zhijun’s own mouth, who would believe this? 

Now, Long Xiaoyun began to treat Lin Kai as a monster. Although she knew that Lin Kai 
was very strong, she did not expect Lin Kai to be so strong. 

And Long Xiaoyun also learned that Lin Kai already had his own code name, Crazy 
Wolf. 

After joining the special forces for more than two months, he has his own code name. If 
this news spreads out, I don’t know how many special soldiers will envy him. 

You know, the assessment time of special forces is very long, and if you want to get 
your own code name, you must survive in the world of special forces. 

Like the members of the Raiden Commando, each of them has experienced life and 
death before they have their own code names. 

For recruits like Lin Kai who have only been in the army for a few months, there are 
almost no soldiers who can obtain a code name, only him is such a pervert. 

“Your growth rate surprised me.” Long Xiaoyun suddenly said after a while. 

Lin Kai smiled shyly, and scratched his head embarrassedly: “Thanks to Instructor Long 
for your good teaching.” 



“Stop flattering.” Long Xiaoyun glanced at Lin Kai and said: “It just so happened that the 
superior asked me to complete a task within these five days. Since you are back, you 
can’t let you idle, you go. “ 

With a snap, Long Xiaoyun took out a folder from the drawer and threw it in front of Lin 
Kai. 

Lin Kai opened the folder and took out the files inside. After a glance, Lin Kai’s 
expression changed. 

“Let me take the recruits? Isn’t it appropriate? I’m still a recruit myself.” Lin Kai looked 
embarrassed. 

The task Long Xiaoyun gave him was to bring a team of only ten stingers. This team 
was also made up of recruits, and the enlistment time was mostly three to six months. 

Long Xiaoyun lay on the chair with a nonchalant expression, and asked, “Lin Kai, do 
you know the biggest gap between you and Lei Zhan?” 

Lin Kai froze for a moment, comparing himself with Lei Zhan? 

It seems that Lei Zhan is not his opponent in terms of shooting or physical fitness. 

He shook his head: “I don’t know.” 

“The biggest difference between you and Lei Zhan is that you are just a soldier, while 
Lei Zhan is an instructor.” 

“Why are you stronger than Lei Zhan, and you are just a soldier, but he is an 
instructor?” 

When Long Xiaoyun’s question came out, Lin Kai fell into deep thought. 

Yes, why is he an instructor, and he is just a soldier? 

“Because…because of qualifications?” Lin Kai asked tentatively. 

Long Xiaoyun smiled but didn’t smile: “This is part of the reason. When you grow up, 
you can also become an instructor.” 

“But, Lin Kai, you are also the captain of the Wolf Squadron. You have to convince the 
players of you, although you now call them brothers and have a deep friendship with 
every player.” 

“But you have to understand that you are their comrades-in-arms and their captain. You 
have to convince them to convince you, even a little… fearful.” 



“Is there a bad relationship between Lei Zhan and the other members of the Raiden 
Commando? Good, but the old foxes never dared to defy what they said to Lei Zhan.” 

“By doing this, you can become an excellent instructor.” 

Long Xiaoyun’s words are very reasonable. Although Lin Kai is now the captain of the 
Wolf Squadron, his comrades never seem to treat him as a captain. 

It was only when Lin Kai had such a captain title that he obeyed Lin Kai’s orders. 

And this is far from enough. Lin Kai is an excellent special soldier, but far from an 
excellent captain. 

What he said was not convincing. The rest of the Wolf Squadron heard it and probably 
only laughed hippiely. 

Seeing Lin Kai meditating, Long Xiaoyun continued: “This time, I will mainly let you bring 
a group of rebellious newcomers.” 

“This group of newcomers are a group of rich second generations. They used to be 
basically the same as you. They were cynical. They were sent into the army by their 
family members. When they arrive in the army, they have to become special soldiers.” 

“But I have to say that these ten rich second generations are still practicing family, and 
they have some strength, so they stayed in the army.” 

“Your task is to convince them to convince you. You still have five days to take office 
tomorrow. If you can do it, you will be the true captain of the Wolf Squadron. If you can’t 
do it, I will consider whether to change. Captain.” 

Long Xiaoyun’s words are serious, this is to force Lin Kai to take the position of Captain 
Lin Kai. 

Either be an excellent instructor, or be willing to be a special soldier and obey the orders 
of others. 

In the previous life, Lin Kai had always been a very cowardly and easy-going person. In 
this life, Lin Kai still maintained the easy-going and cowardly of the previous life. 

But to live a lifetime, I am not willing to be ordinary! 

Chapter 170: Peak Base 

Chapter 170: Mountain Top Base 



“Make sure to complete the task!” After the salute, Lin Kai took the folder and walked 
out of Long Xiaoyun’s office. 

After returning to his dormitory and cleaning it up, Lin Kai took out a book and read it 
with gusto. 

The name of the book is “The God-level Extraction System of Special Forces”. I heard 
that the author of this book, Crazy Carat, is a handsome man who is romantic and 
suave, and Lin Kai also inspires to become a writer like Crazy Carat. 

Looking at the book, Lin Kai fell asleep, sleeping until six o’clock the next morning. 

At six o’clock, Lin Kai got up to wash, put on his military uniform, and put on his 
backpack. The collar was wearing the rank of major. 

Lin Kai officially left the Wolf Warrior base and went to a base in the Southeast Military 
Region as an instructor. 

Riding a military vehicle, Lin Kai came to a base built on the top of the mountain after 
half an hour. 

This base is very interesting. Looking from the top down, you can almost see the entire 
Southeast Military Region. There are three or four two-story buildings on the top of the 
mountain, with a five-star red flag erected in the center. 

This place is a battalion of thornheads in the Southeast Military Region. Every once in a 
while, a few thornhead soldiers will be thrown here, and special personnel will be sent to 
train these thornheads. 

Those who can be trained and obedient will be transferred to the company or special 
forces, and those who are not obedient will leave directly. 

And this time, it was a group of thornheads who wanted to become special forces. 

This group of thorns are not only the rich second generation, but they are also 
practitioners. They have invited professional martial artists to teach them martial arts in 
their respective families. 

Desperate and rebellious, this is the group of people. 

When he got here, Lin Kai got out of the car, and walked towards the building camp 
alone. 

Entering the base, there is no one in the base, the courtyard is very clean, but it is a 
little scary quiet. 



Lin Kai looked around and walked to the men’s dormitory. After approaching the men’s 
dormitory, Lin Kai immediately heard a group of noisy sounds. 

Looking inside through the window, Lin Kai immediately saw the black line at the end, 
and saw ten male soldiers gathered in the male soldiers’ dormitory, actually playing 
cards! 

There were no playing cards in the army, and these boys made a set of playing cards 
out of white paper. 

Several soldiers still had cigarettes in their mouths, all of them looked like Lin Kai’s 
former rich second-generation bastard. 

“Lao Tzu Tractor 456, can you be as big as me?” 

“Don’t believe it?” 

“Compared!” 

… 

“Damn! Leopard!” 

The male soldiers in the dormitory were happily playing cards, and if they dared to do 
this in the army, they would be the second generation of the rich. 

He came to the door and knocked on the door. 

Bang bang bang! 

“Who? Come in!” a male soldier said impatiently. 

With a click, the door was pushed open, Lin Kai walked in with a backpack on his back, 
and cast a cold glance at the group of people. 

Long Xiaoyun’s words echoed in his ears. What she wanted to do on her own was to 
become a qualified captain, not a perverted individual. 

As soon as Lin Kai walked in, the ten of them all looked at Lin Kai, all of them were 
shocked, because Lin Kai’s rank was a bit scary, Major! 

There was silence for a while, and a male soldier squinted his eyes and spit out the 
cigarette **** in his mouth, and smiled: “I thought it was a big man. I was just going to be 
a colonel and another major.” 

“Hahahahaha…” 



There was a sudden burst of laughter. There was no Lin Kai in the eyes of the ten male 
soldiers. The instructors had been changed several times, and no one could control 
them! 

After all, their identities are here, and if you want to move them, you have to weigh your 
own weight! 

“I said, Xiaobaiface, you are not very old, you are eighteen or nineteen, how much did 
you spend for the rank of major? I will buy one too.” A male soldier with a rebellious 
smile on his face asked Xiang Lin open. 

This male soldier is 1.8 meters tall, has a burly figure, and has a fair complexion. Lin Kai 
has read his information and knew his name is Wang Tianye. 

Wang Tianye, the son of the prince of the island, is a veritable rich second generation. 

Lin Kai lowered his head and laughed: “It’s not much money, just the lives of seven 
people.” 

As soon as this sentence came out, the atmosphere at the lively scene once again 
cooled down, so people looked at Lin Kai again. 

Lin Kai had a harmless smile, and Wang Tianye also had a cold expression, staring at 
Lin Kai. 

Seven lives? In other words, this kid killed someone? 

“Heh.” After a long time, Wang Tianye laughed out: “It’s a **** bragging, but seven 
people’s lives, whose life? Mario’s life? Or Contra’s life?” 

“Puff ha ha ha ha!” 

There was another burst of laughter, and some people burst into tears. 

“Wang Shao, you can really make a joke! Hahaha!” A male soldier patted Wang Tianye 
on the shoulder and laughed. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and shook his head. It was really a bunch of thorns. Even now, 
they still regard themselves as the broad-minded in the army. 

“The new instructor, right? Go over there and squat in the corner. Our brothers will play 
cards for a while. Wait a while!” Wang Tianye said, and threw a cigarette in his mouth 
again. The appearance of not opening Lin to his eyes. 

At this time, another male soldier stood up. This male soldier was relatively thin. It 
seemed that he was too drunk and had dark circles under his eyes. 



He came to Lin Kai, took out a soft Chinese cigarette, and handed it to Lin Kai. 

“Come here, the instructor smokes a cigarette, don’t listen to Wang Tianye, how can the 
instructor squat? It must be standing!” The dark circle said deliberately with a serious 
face. 

There was another burst of laughter. 

Lin Kai glanced at him. This person’s name was Chen Qing, the youngest of the Chen 
family of Yanjing, and his background was not small. 

Lin Kai didn’t pick up the cigarette for a long time, and the smile on Chen Qing’s face 
gradually disappeared. He threw the cigarette directly on the ground and stomped on 
both feet. 

“Fuck, shameless, I really thought I was something.” Chen Qing cursed, pucked, and 
vomited a mouthful of sputum at Lin Kai’s feet. 

After all, Chen Qing returned to the crowd of male soldiers, and Wang Tianye smiled 
and said, “I said let him squat? You have to let him stand and slap him?” 

“Hahaha!” Wang Tianye laughed, and Chen Qing was so angry that Chen Qing kicked 
him directly: “Laugh and laugh! Playing cards! This time bet one million! I won’t believe 
it, I can’t win you!” 

A group of people continued to play cards without opening Lin Kai’s eyes at all, and they 
didn’t even look straight at Lin Kai again. 

Lin Kai stood at the door, as if he was a fool, no one paid him any attention. 

On the surface, Lin Kai made an understatement with a smile, but his heart was already 
extremely angry. 

Relying on your own family to serve as a soldier, after arriving in the army, you still 
regard yourself as a wealthy man? Don’t pay attention to the rules of the troops at all! 

If it was Thunder Fight, what would he do? 

Lin Kai thought of this question in his heart. If Lei Zhan is allowed to bring this group of 
thorns, they will definitely be obedient. 

This is the gap between Lin Kai and Lei Zhan, Long Xiaoyun said. 

Lin Kai closed his eyes and looked at the matter from the perspective of Lei Zhan’s 
thinking. 



Lei Zhan is popular in Lei Li, he does things cleanly, and is very angry. 

If he were me, he would walk in with a rifle, and shoot at this group of stingers! 

Chapter 171: Sting 

Chapter 171 

“This stupid instructor is still standing here.” A male soldier glanced at Lin Kai and 
quietly said to Wang Tianye. 

Wang Tianye glanced at Lin Kai, and after seeing Lin Kai in a daze, he dismissed it with 
a smile. 

“Oh, the major, come here.” Wang Tianye waved to Lin Kai, his expression was 
extremely arrogant. 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Tianye coldly, his eyes cold. 

“What about you? Come here!” Wang Tianye said again, his tone stopped. 

At this time, Lin Kai wished to go to the equipment room to hold a large machine gun to 
beat the group of people into fishing nets, but Lin Kai’s reason told him not to be 
impulsive, but to influence them with love. 

So Lin Kai took a step forward and walked in front of Wang Tianye. 

Watching Lin Kai be so obedient, Wang Tianye smiled triumphantly at Chen Qing, as if 
showing off. 

Wang Tianye gave Lin Kai a glance at the card in his hand and said, “How about Lao 
Tzu’s card?” 

The card in Wang Tianye’s hand is three eights. Among the golden flowers, it is 
considered a very big card, that is, the leopard. 

But here is the army, so he ignored Lin Kai and played cards in front of the instructor 
and asked the instructor what his cards were! 

“Cards are not allowed in the army. Who told you to play cards here?” Lin Kai asked 
coldly. 

Wang Tianye was taken aback, the smile on his face disappeared, and with a snap, he 
threw the card in his hand onto the table and stood up. 



“I want to play cards as long as I want to play cards, can you **** control you? Who do 
you think you are? Yo, the rank of major, that’s great! I’m a soldier, but I just look down 
on you!” 

“A rubbish, pretend to be forced in front of my Wang Tianye, and don’t look in the mirror 
to see if you are qualified!” 

“I only need a phone call to make you disappear from the army, believe it or not?” 

When Wang Tianye got angry, everyone else put down their cards and flocked next to 
Wang Tianye. 

“Wang Shao, calm down Shao Wang, just a silly fork, don’t care about him.” 

A male soldier said flatteringly, pointed at Lin Kai, and said angrily: “You! Come over 
and apologize to Young Master Wang!” 

Wang Tianye raised his head and looked to the sky, almost looking at Lin Kai with his 
nostrils, with an invincible appearance. 

They actually asked the instructor to apologize to a recruit! Still a recruit who made a 
mistake! Why? 

This group of thorns are really crazy, they are not thorns, they are simply scum! Why 
are such soldiers still in the army? Instead of being driven out of the army? 

The difficulty of the task Long Xiaoyun entrusted to herself is not that high! 

“Apologize, why?” Lin Kai frowned and asked coldly. 

“Why? He’s Young Master Wang!” The male soldier once again said arrogantly: “Young 
Master Wang is the young master of the island king family, do you know the island king 
family? That’s one of the best big family on the island!” 

“The Wang family wants you to disappear from the army, it’s just a matter of one 
sentence! If you don’t please Mr. Wang now, you will suffer in the future!” 

The island is a very wealthy place in China. The Wang family and Lin Kai have also 
heard that the first-class family of the island has similar status to the Lin family. 

But since he dared to send him into the army, he would never retaliate against the 
instructor who taught his son. Lin Kai understands this because his father thought that 
way. 

“What about the King of the Island? Even if Lao Tzu comes, you can’t smoke and play 
cards here!” Lin Kai said angrily. 



“Yo-yo-yo, you really think of yourself as an onion? Yes, the army is not allowed to 
smoke and play cards. If you have the ability, you can tell us! Look at your superiors 
except for scolding you for incompetence. Can you touch us?” Chen Qing was holding 
his arms and talking, with a playful smile on his face. 

This time, Lin Kai was completely angry. 

Fuck them with love! 

“You wait!” 

After all, Lin Kai walked directly out of the men’s dormitory. 

“Go away again! Hahaha!” Chen Qing hugged his arms and laughed. 

It is simply too difficult to give them this group of thorns to the docile and obedient. They 
do not want to be soldiers, and they are not afraid of anyone. In addition, they have a 
background and let their own temperament be. Rampant in the army. 

The instructors have been angered for several times, but they have not changed. This is 
the dude. 

Wang Tianye pucked, and picked up the cards on the table: “I puck, I thought it was a 
powerful character. I didn’t even last a day, rubbish!” 

“Hahaha! This kid will definitely be scolded to death if he goes to the superior to beat us 
for a small report!” 

“Eating flat with us, and being scolded by superiors, I feel very angry thinking about it!” 

“Hahahaha!” 

A group of people laughed and continued to play cards, without taking the matter into 
their hearts. 

They thought that Lin Kai was ran away by anger. Lin Kai was angry, but he was not ran 
away. On the contrary, he came to the equipment room, which was guarded by soldiers. 
No one could enter except the instructor. 

Lin Kai showed his ID, and after entering the equipment room, he took a handful of the 
95th type and a tear gas canister. 

“Little bastard, isn’t it crazy? Others are afraid to offend you and dare not move the 
truth, I’m not afraid!” 

Holding the equipment, Lin Kai walked out of the equipment room angrily. 



The soldiers guarding the equipment in the equipment room saw that Lin Kai was going 
to be serious, and silently mourned the group of recruits. 

In the mens dormitory, the group of thorns continued to play poker. Wang Tianye was 
lucky and won a lot of money. Of course, they had no money in their hands. They just 
won money verbally. 

With a snap, the door was opened, and everyone looked towards the door. Lin Kai 
dropped a tear gas canister, closed the door with a snap, and locked it with a key. 

Wang Tianye and the others stared at the tear gas on the ground for a moment, and 
said, “Fuck, this kid dares to come true?” 

Stab! I saw a thick white mist emanating from the tear gas bomb, which soon filled the 
room. 

“Fuck me, my eyes!” 

“Why can’t you see anything?” 

“Asshole! Open the door!” 

… 

The door of the dormitory was shaken for a while, but they didn’t have the key and 
couldn’t open the door of the dormitory at all! 

So, a male soldier kicked the door of the room with his foot, bang! boom! boom! 

After kicking a few feet, there was a bang, and the door was kicked open. Ten male 
soldiers crawled out of the male soldiers’ dormitory, really embarrassed. 

Bang bang bang! 

There was a gunshot, and the group of dudes were taken aback. They felt a bullet 
whizzing past their ears, and they didn’t dare to move. 

“Battle! Do you dare to shoot another shot?” Wang Tianye shouted. 

boom! 

With a gunshot, Lin fired a shot on Wang Tianye’s thigh. Wang Tianye let out a cry and 
knelt on the ground, clutching his leg. 

An empty bullet can’t penetrate, but it hurts to hit someone. 



Lin Kai is not afraid to offend them, so he will be cruel! 

“Which one is still dissatisfied, speak out!” Lin Kai shouted as he looked at the group of 
people. 

Of the ten people, no one dared to make a sound again, all squatting on the ground 
rubbing their eyes. 

To deal with this group of people, you cannot be soft, you have to be hard, hard enough 
to make them afraid! 

Chapter 172: Wang Tianye 

Chapter 172: Wang Tianye 

Wang Tianye gritted his teeth. Despite the anger in his heart, Lin Kai was holding a rifle 
at this time, and he didn’t dare to confront Lin Kai again. 

A group of ten people squatted on the ground, not daring to move. 

Lin Kai stared at these ten people indifferently. Wasn’t that the same for Lin Kai before? 
Bullying and fearing hardship? And it’s not a long memory. 

This group of people is no different from the previous Lin Kai. To deal with this group of 
broad and young people, you must be ruthless, so ruthless to make them afraid of you! 

Lin Kai picked up the water gun on the side, turned on the switch, and with a stab, a jet 
of water sprayed out and poured on the ten people. 

“If you don’t want to be blind, just open your eyes to me!” Lin Kai shouted. 

These ten Kuo Shao felt so angry that they were so insulted by a major, but they had 
just been hit by a tear gas, and they didn’t dare not listen to Lin Kai’s words, they could 
only open their eyes obediently and let Lin Kai wash their eyes. 

The method of flushing eyes is very simple, that is, water cannon, simple and rude. 

Three minutes later, Lin Kai turned off the water gun, and the group of Kuo Shao also 
opened their eyes and looked at Lin Kai in front of them. 

There was hatred in Wang Tianye’s eyes. He stood up, and the other nine people also 
stood up, staring at Lin Kai with enthusiasm. 

If it weren’t for fear that Lin had a gun in his hand, they would have rushed in. 



At this moment, in the male soldier’s dormitory in the distance, two sentries and three 
order soldiers gloated at the group of Kuo Shao. 

“After being arrogant for so long, someone finally came to clean them up!” An order 
soldier said angrily. 

“Who is this new instructor? He looks so young and has such a cruel move. Are you 
afraid of offending the family behind them?” another orderly asked. 

A sentinel replied: “I have seen his ID. This year’s newcomer, Lin Kai, is the head of the 
Lin family in Jiangbei. Do you think Lin Shanxi is afraid of them?” 

There was a suddenly realized voice, it turned out to be the Young Patriarch of the Lin 
Family, no wonder the attack was so vicious. 

Chen Qing’s eyes were like those of a poisonous snake, staring at Lin Kai fiercely, but 
there was nothing wrong in his expression. 

He smiled without a smile, and clasped his fists: “Instructor, which unit are you from? 
What’s your name?” 

When I came up, I asked Lin Kai’s troops and their names. This was obviously for 
revenge! 

Lin Kai looked at him without squinting: “You don’t need to know my name, you can call 
me the instructor, or my code name, Crazy Wolf.” 

Crazy wolf? 

Chen Qing laughed disdainfully, and didn’t even dare to say which unit he belonged to. 
What can such an instructor do? 

“Heh, crazy wolf? I haven’t heard of it.” Wang Tianye curled his lips, his face looked like 
he didn’t care. 

“Crazy wolf? We have only heard of the Siberian wolf and the wild wolf. We have never 
heard of the mad wolf. From which corner of the wild mountain a mad wolf jumped out?” 
Chen Qing also echoed. 

“It doesn’t matter if you don’t know each other, you’ll know me soon.” Lin Kai tilted his 
head and smiled. 

“Report instructor! We are not convinced!” Wang Tianye saw Lin Kai’s arrogant 
appearance, and he was the first to disagree and stood up directly. 



“As our instructor, we must have some ability to convince us? What kind of ability to 
hold a gun? I want to single out with you!” Wang Tianye said loudly. 

Wang Tianye, a taekwondo master, a black belt, and outstanding skill, Lin Kai has seen 
this in his information. 

Chen Qing also followed: “Yes, singled out, we want to see how strong you are as an 
instructor! If you can’t even beat us, then don’t be an instructor!” 

It’s really a bunch of thorns! 

Lin Kai stared at Wang Tianye and said, “You have to go heads-up, don’t you? Yes, it’s 
boring alone, let’s go together.” 

“What?” Wang Tianye was taken aback for a moment, and went on together? 

This instructor is too arrogant, right? Hit ten per person? 

Although they are not real special forces, they have two brushes in their hands. They 
are both for practicing family. Lin Kai will fight ten of them alone? 

Depending on his age, he is about the same as himself. Does he have the strength to 
beat ten? 

Chen Qing was also stunned, he thought he had heard it wrong. 

“What?” 

Ten people are all dumbfounded, look at me, I look at you, the first few instructors who 
were angered, no one dared to say that he wanted to beat ten such things. 

This new instructor is so young, yet so crazy? 

“Come on, let’s go together, don’t waste time.” Lin Kai waved his hand, looking 
impatient. 

Wang Tianye glanced at Chen Qing, a sneer appeared at the corner of Chen Qing’s 
mouth, and then at the other eight people behind him, all eight of them were gearing up 
too, wishing to go up and beat Lin Kai. 

“It’s so **** crazy, I have to hit ten by one person, brothers, let him know why the flowers 
are so red!” Wang Tianye squeezed his fist and made a crackling sound. 

“Good!” A group of ten people walked towards Lin Kai. 



The expressions on their faces, with funny smiles, did not look like Chinese soldiers at 
all, but more like street hooligans. 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye are the leaders of this group of people. The two of them 
are extremely powerful. With the two of them taking the lead, the other eight also have a 
solid heart. 

Chen Qing is a master of Sanda, and Wang Tianye is a master of Taekwondo. With the 
two of them, Lin Kai can’t beat the storm. 

Lin Kai looked confident, and threw the rifle in his hand to the ground, walking towards 
Wang Tianye and Chen Qing. 

“drink!” 

At this moment, Chen Qing and Wang Tianye shouted loudly at the same time. Chen 
Qing hit Lin Kais head with a high whip kick, and the air screamed, and the strong wind 
had reached Lin Kais face. . 

And Wang Tianye kicked Lin Kai’s crotch too, and he was extremely insidious. 

The other eight people attacked Lin Kai from different directions. For a while, Lin Kai 
was blocked up, down, left, and right. From the eyes of others, Lin Kai was only going to 
be beaten. 

But Lin Kai dealt with them without even using skills, and could solve them perfectly by 
relying on his own speed and response. 

Lin started to move. He bowed his head and avoided Chen Qing’s high-whip legs. He 
grabbed Chen Qing’s calf and threw him aside. 

Then, Lin Kai clamped Wang Tianye’s calf with both hands and punched him on the 
knee! 

After that, Lin Kai broke out at a very fast speed, came to one person, punched him in 
the face, and knocked down another person. 

No one can react to his speed. In less than ten seconds, no one can stand in front of Lin 
Kai again. 

Ten people, all in seconds! 

“Oh…” Wang Tianye and Chen Qing supported each other and stood up. The other 
eight people also helped each other to stand up, and then looked at Lin Kai with a 
jealous look in their eyes. 



Damn it, is this a monster? Can you fight like this? 

Just now Wang Tianye and Chen Qing were brought down before seeing Lin Kai’s 
figure. 

Chapter 173: Betting Game 

Chapter 173 

Three minutes later, the line stood up, and ten Kuo Shao stood in a row, each with a 
blue nose and a swollen face. 

But their eyes were still unconvinced with Lin Kai, they were all daring to be angry but 
not speaking. The look in Lin Kai’s eyes seemed to kill. 

“Serve it?” Lin Kai asked, looking at these people. 

All ten people were silent. 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing looked at each other, knowing that this time they 
encountered hard stubble, Lin Kai’s melee ability was very strong. 

At this time, Lin Kai recalled Long Xiaoyun’s words in his mind. The difference between 
himself and Lei Zhan was that he was not convinced. 

Why don’t you have no conviction? Because I am not ruthless enough! 

He was clearly called Crazy Wolf, but when facing wild wolves, Lin Kai always chose to 
break out when he was forced to bear it. 

This is Lin Kai’s strength and his weakness. 

These people obviously disagree with Lin Kai, but Lin Kai has a way to convince them! 

These Kuo Shao are not convinced that they can fight because they have seen too 
many who can fight before, but those who can fight are either thugs or their men. 

How can Lin Kai fight? In their eyes, Lin Kai is a reckless man. 

Therefore, if they want them to feel convinced by Lin Kai, they must be ruthless, 
ruthless to themselves! 

“Isn’t it? Okay, wait for a while.” Lin Kai nodded, laughed hard, and turned to the 
equipment room. 



A minute later, Lin Kai walked out of the equipment room with an extra revolver and 
several bullets in his hand. 

After seeing this scene, this group of broad youngsters narrowed their eyes, and their 
hairs exploded. This scene seems to have been seen in the movie! 

Does this new instructor want to kill them? 

“Since you are not convinced, how about we play a game? This is a live ammunition, 
you can take a look.” Lin Kai threw the bullet in his hand to Wang Tianye. 

Wang Tianye weighed it, the bullet was heavy, and it was indeed a live ammunition. 

“What do you want to do?” Wang Tianye asked with a look of fear. 

“The revolver has six bullet holes in total. Put this bullet into one of the bullet holes and 
shoot five shots at yourself. Do you dare?” Lin Kai asked with a smile on his face. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, everyone’s expressions changed. This is killing their lives! 

This is equivalent to everyone having only one sixth chance to survive! Not even one-
sixth! 

What a **** cruel! 

Is this an instructor or a murderer? 

As for Wang Tianye, who has always been arrogant and domineering, his face turned 
pale and his lips were shaking. 

“That’s great, you…do you dare to play by yourself?” Wang Tianye stammered a bit. 

Lin Kai’s expression became cold, and he loaded the bullet into the bullet hole. Then, 
when he dialed the pulley of the revolver, he heard a mechanical turning sound, pop! 
Lin Kai suddenly grasped the pulley of the revolver and pointed the muzzle at his 
temple. 

“Dare I dare, please be optimistic.” 

Click! 

Lin Kai pulled the trigger, but the gun did not go off. 

Everyone trembled, apparently startled by Lin Kai’s actions. 

If the gun fired just now, Lin Kai would be a corpse now! 



Did this kid take gunpowder? Are you so cruel to yourself? 

Click! 

Lin Kai pulled the trigger for the second time, but this time, the gun did not sound. 

Click! Click! Click! 

Lin Kai pulled the trigger three times in one breath, but the gun did not sound. 

Everyone’s faces were pale with fright, even if they were big or young, but they had 
never seen a character who could be so cruel to themselves! 

Lin Kai actually survived a one-sixth chance of survival. His luck is so **** good! 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing looked at each other. This time, their eyes were full of fear 
when they looked at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled pretentiously: “Oh, sorry, I survived.” 

After all, Lin fired the gun at the sky, pulled the trigger, and banged! A bullet hit the sky. 

How did Lin Kai do it? It’s very simple, the God Eye slows down and stops the bullet on 
the far right of the pulley. 

In Chen Qing’s opinion, Lin Kai just fiddled with it at will, and then stopped the pulley 
turning, there was no chance of cheating at all. 

“Come on, it’s your turn.” Lin Kai put in another bullet, fiddled with it at will, then stopped 
the pulley, the bullet was still on the far right, but Lin Kai bet he didn’t dare to shoot. 

Lin Kai handed the gun to a Kuo Shao at random. The moment that Kuo Shao took the 
gun, his whole body trembled. At this time, his face was pale, with the gun in his hand, 
he wanted to cry without tears. 

“Shoot, it depends on your luck.” Lin Kai said lightly, as if life were not worth money in 
his eyes. 

Young Master Kuo really didn’t expect Lin Kai to be so cruel, wouldn’t he be afraid of 
killing someone if he played so much? 

“I…I don’t dare…” Kuo Shao stammered and trembled. 

“Don’t dare?” Lin Kai narrowed his eyes, looked at him directly, and said: “If you don’t 
dare to act in front of me, I can’t bear it!” 



Na Kuo Shao didn’t say a word at this time, lowered his head, didn’t dare to look directly 
at Lin Kai! 

Because there was a faint killing intent from Lin Kai’s body, this killing intent made him 
feel like he had fallen into an ice cellar, and his whole body was extremely cold. 

Lin Kai snatched the revolver from his hand and threw it into Wang Tianye’s hands. The 
moment after receiving the revolver, Wang Tianye also trembled and his face was pale. 

“Dare you?” Lin Kai asked, narrowing his eyes. 

Does Wang Tianye dare? Of course he dare not, but he can’t let go of his face. 

Upon seeing this, Lin Kai took the revolver from his hand and said, “Would you like me 
to help you?” 

Hearing that, Wang Tianye was staring at Lin Kai, he didnt believe Lin Kai dared to 
shoot him, Lin Kai bet his life, he died and he was very light, but he shot himself, in case 
he died, he This is illegal! 

“Dare you shoot me?” Wang Tianye’s tone was trembling. 

“You don’t believe it?” Lin Kaixiemei smiled, picked up the revolver and pointed it at his 
head, and pulled the trigger directly! 

Click! 

The gun did not go off, and Wang Tianye was shocked and screamed, almost not being 
scared to pee! 

Lin Kai really dared to shoot! 

Lin opened the gun and threw it to Wang Tianye, saying, “Did you shoot yourself, or 
should I help you?” 

Wang Tianye was almost crying at this time. When he was at home, who would dare to 
scare him so much? This is not playing a game, this is killing! 

“Don’t! Don’t! I don’t play…I don’t play…” Wang Tianye looked pale and kept shaking 
his head. 

“Counsel!” Lin Kai cursed disdainfully, took the gun from his hand, and looked at the 
group of people: “Whoever dares to play this game with me and survive, I don’t just care 
about you, Instead, you play casually in the army! No one can control you, I said the 
crazy wolf!” 



In fact, all the bullets were hidden in the bullet hole of the sixth gun by Lin Kai. No one 
can kill him, it depends on whether they dare to die! 

But who dares to play this game with his own life? A group of ten people all bowed their 
heads, silent. 

“Don’t dare, don’t put on the spectrum of your rich and young! This is the army, not your 
home!” 

Chapter 174: Weight Bearing Stone Lion 

Chapter 174 

A group of ten people, no one dared to look down upon Lin Kai at this time. They found 
out that the instructor this time was different from the previous ones. Even though he 
was young and vigorous, his methods were extremely vicious, and he didn’t even care 
about his own life. Come on, ruthless! 

“Stand up for me!” Lin Kai shouted loudly, and everyone stood upright with a sharp 
spirit. 

Although they are scared of Lin Kai, this is far from what Lin Kai wants. Lin Kai wants 
this group of people, respects himself in his heart, and is willing to work for himself. 

That was what she wanted, and it was what Long Xiaoyun wanted to see. 

“You want to be special forces, right?” Lin Kai asked. 

After hearing this question, Wang Tianye’s eyes lit up, nodded, and said: “Report! I think 
with my strength, I can already be a special soldier!” 

This group of people has great ambitions. When they come to the army, they simply 
look down on ordinary companies, and they have to be special soldiers. 

Wang Tianye is very confident. This confidence comes not only from his background, 
but also from his family. 

This kid is a rich second-generation guy who likes to fight. He has been taught martial 
arts by countless martial arts masters, so he feels that he is qualified to be a special 
soldier. 

“Very good.” Lin Kai nodded and glanced at his watch: “Then let me see if you are 
qualified to be special forces, with a weight of 50 kilograms, and push-ups for half an 
hour.” 

Lin Kai’s understatement made everyone’s expressions change. 



Push-ups are a sport that consumes more energy than long-distance running, because 
the strength of the thighs is stronger than that of the arms. Running is the thighs driving 
the whole body, while push-ups are the arms driving the whole body. 

People who can run 20 kilometers may not be able to push-ups for half an hour. 

And a person who can push-ups for half an hour can definitely run 20 kilometers. 

But this time, Lin Kai asked everyone to carry 50 kilograms of push-ups for half an hour. 
This is an impossible challenge! 

Push-ups for half an hour are already an extremely difficult challenge, and with a weight 
of 50 kg, let alone half an hour, even ten minutes is impossible! 

When Wang Tianye, who has always been confident, heard that he was carrying 50 
kilograms, his face changed. 

How much is fifty kilograms? It’s the weight of a young girl! It is equivalent to sitting on 
your back and doing push-ups for half an hour! 

Where is the strength of human arms? 

Everyone’s face changed. 

“Report instructor! It’s impossible! Even a special soldier can’t have such strong 
strength and physical strength!” A thorn head raised his hand. 

Others followed suit. 

“Yes! Instructor, this is impossible!” 

“You shouldn’t see that we are not pleasing to the eye, and deliberately make things 
difficult for us, come here if you have the ability!” 

There was a sound of grievances for oneself, no one was willing to carry a weight of 50 
kilograms and push up for half an hour! 

Lin Kai also understands that his requirements are indeed very high. Generally 
speaking, even a special soldier can’t do half an hour push-ups with a weight of 50 
kilograms. 

Lin Kai just made them understand that special forces are not so easy to become! In the 
words of Lei Zhan at the beginning, you have no advantages to cover up your 
shortcomings. Why should I evaluate you according to ordinary standards? 



“Why can’t you? Don’t you want to be a special soldier? You can’t even do this?” Lin Kai 
asked loudly. 

Chen Qing stood up and said, “Report! I don’t believe that even a special soldier can 
carry 50 kilograms and do push-ups for half an hour!” 

“Report! I don’t believe it either!” Wang Tianye also stood up. 

“Report! We don’t believe it either!” A group of people stood up and looked at Lin Kai 
without any shock. 

Lin chuckled and looked at a huge stone lion far away at the door. This stone lion used 
to be at the entrance of a ruined temple on the top of the mountain. Later, the ruined 
temple was demolished. The troops saw that the stone lion had some value, so he kept 
it. Down. 

Approximately, this stone lion should weigh about 500 kilograms. 

Lin Kai wanted to challenge himself very much. He never knew where his physical 
strength was. After seeing this stone lion, his heart became active. 

It just so happens to frighten these new recruits! 

“Have you seen that stone lion?” Lin Kai asked suddenly, pointing to the stone lion at 
the door. 

Everyone looked at the stone lion, and for a moment, what did Lin Kai mean? 

“I see.” Chen Qing replied. 

“Do you think it weighs?” Lin Kai asked. 

This stone lion is huge, a head taller than the average person, and very wide, which 
looks very heavy. 

“Probably…about a thousand catties,” said a thorn. 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Yes, if I do a thousand push-ups with that stone lion, then 
please do your own push-ups obediently!” 

After hearing Lin Kai’s words, there was an exclamation, followed by a questioning 
voice. 

A thousand kilograms? Are you kidding me? Do a thousand push-ups? That stone lion 
can crush people to death with just weight! 



Even if Lin Kai is good at playing, he can carry a thousand catties? What a joke! 

With half a ton of weight, let alone Lin Kai alone, the eleven of them might not be able to 
hold them together! 

Lin Kai actually said that he would do a thousand push-ups with it on his back? 

Chen Qing laughed out loud at the time: “Haha! Instructor, to be honest, you are the 
most bragging person I have ever seen Chen Qing! No one!” 

Wang Tianye also stood up and said, “Instructor, is it true that you can hit, but the stone 
lion weighs at least 500 kilograms, and you can’t lift it, and you still want to do a 
thousand push-ups on your back? impossible!” 

“We don’t believe it!” The others echoed. 

At this moment, the three order soldiers and two sentries who watched the excitement 
in the distance were all puzzled by Lin Kai’s words and deeds. 

Just now they saw Lin Kai beating this group of people violently. 

But now, is Lin Kai thinking about it? Actually want to carry that stone lion? That stone 
lion can be lifted by human power? 

Not to mention Lin Kai, even if Tyson is here, he definitely can’t lift the stone lion! Five 
hundred kilograms, but half a ton of power! 

“This Lin Kai is not as powerful as the rumors! Load 500 kilograms to do a thousand 
push-ups? Bragging right?” A sentry said. 

Another sentry continued: “It was because the stone lion was too heavy, so I didn’t deal 
with it. When I stayed on the top of the mountain, Lin Kai actually had to bear it? Does it 
lose face?” 

“Bringing, it must be bragging, what does Lin Kai think? Isn’t this deliberately 
embarrassing in front of the recruits?” 

“I admired his courage just now. I dare to bet my life. Such a soldier on the battlefield 
must be a nightmare for the enemy.” 

“But now it seems that he is not brave, but that he has a brain problem! If his brain is 
okay, how can he dare to shoot himself? That is, he is lucky and survived.” 

“Now I have to bear a heavy stone lion again. I think he is very ill.” 

Chapter 175: Shocked 



Chapter 175 

Even the few sentinels and order soldiers who were watching could not stand it 
anymore. Lin Kai was joking. It was simply impossible. 

Lin Kai waved his hand helplessly, came to the huge stone lion, and patted it twice. 

Listen to the sound, it is solid, it should be about 500 kilograms. 

Afterwards, Lin Kai turned his back to the stone lion, supported it with both hands, lifted 
it slightly, and felt the weight. 

Just carry it on your back and it will definitely fall off. 

To tie it to yourself with a rope. 

Ever since, Lin Kai called out, “You guys, find a thicker rope and tie the stone lion to 
me!” 

Hearing Lin Kai’s words, Chen Qing and Wang Tianye glanced at each other, and there 
was cruelty in their eyes. 

Lin Kai is really going to be caught by that stone lion, is he crazy? 

And he actually wanted to tie him to the stone lion himself, and for a while he couldn’t 
move his hands and feet, wouldn’t he be able to do whatever he wanted? 

Without even thinking about it, Chen Qing and Wang Tianye agreed and went to find the 
rope. 

After a while, the two of them found a very thick nylon rope and brought it in front of Lin 
Kai. 

The two of them asked very positively: “Instructor, do you think this rope is OK?” 

Lin Kai nodded and said, “Yes, tie it up!” 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye looked at each other, they laughed smirkly, and began to 
tie Lin Kai to the stone lion. 

The two of them circled Lin Kai and the stone lion round and round, and then tied the 
rope with a knot, which was a strong one, without a force of more than a ton, and 
couldn’t escape. 

After the two tied Lin Kai, they akimbo, the smile on their faces disappeared, replaced 
by a sullen expression. 



Damn, scare me with a gun, and kill me? I have tied you here now, I see how arrogant 
you are! 

The other eight people also stood up, flexing their hands, staring at Lin Kai with a smirk, 
and walking towards Lin Kai. 

A dagger even appeared in the hands of a stabbing head. He wanted to bleed Lin Kai 
well! 

But Lin Kai didn’t pay any attention to them. Lin Kai knew what these people thought, 
but he didn’t bother to pay attention. 

Wang Tianye sneered, just about to speak, when Lin Kai in front of him suddenly used 
force and banged, the huge stone lion actually got off the ground! Lin Kai abruptly 
carried him back! 

“Damn!” Wang Tianye, who was about to say something harsh, said I blurted out, and 
fell to the ground with a click of his chin. 

This is too **** exaggerated, right? A stone lion weighing 500 kilograms, when you say 
you carry it on your back, you carry it on its back? That’s half a ton of weight! 

But I was going to taunt Lin Kai fiercely, and then teach Lin Kai’s stingers, the eyeballs 
were about to come out. 

It’s really back! 

They swallowed all those curses back in their stomachs, and cursing Lin Kai now is no 
different from looking for death! 

What kind of cruel person was this sent from above? You can carry 500 kilograms of 
stone lions! 

Lin Kai not only carried a 500-kilogram stone lion on his back, he even took two steps 
and felt it. 

How does it feel to carry 500 kilograms on your body? It feels the same as an ordinary 
person carrying fifty kilograms. Although it is heavy, it is not immobile. 

Lin Kai’s strength and physical strength are very strong, he wants to see today, how 
long he can last! 

I saw him lying down in front of ten thorns, and started doing push-ups. 

One, two, three… 



Lin Kai hadn’t noticed that the group of thorny faces were all green at this time, and Lin 
Kai was completely surprised. 

They vowed that it was impossible just now. When Lin Kai came here, it was completely 
easy to do. 

Is the level of Chinas special forces so high now? If this is the case, China should be 
the largest country in the world, right? 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye looked at each other and swallowed the curse into their 
stomachs. The man who took out the dagger capital, now stuffed the dagger into his 
crotch, for fear of being seen by Lin Kai. 

He hit ten, dared to kill his life, and did a thousand push-ups with a weight of 500 
kilograms. Lin Kai’s various performances told them that he is not an ordinary person, 
he is a super invincible big pervert. 

Fifty, fifty one… 

a hundred 

Lin Kai did a hundred push-ups in one breath, and Lin Kai felt incredible at this time. He 
felt that the pores on his body were opened up and his muscles were moving 
comfortably. 

At this time, Lin Kai felt that he had warmed up, and his whole body was warm. 

Two hundred… 

Three hundred… 

Five hundred… 

He did five hundred push-ups in one breath. At this time, Lin Kai was already sweating 
profusely, and his skin began to redden slightly. At this time, Lin Kai finally felt a little 
tired, but he could continue. 

Six hundred… 

Seven hundred… 

Nine hundred… 

When he reached nine hundred, Lin Kai obviously felt that he was a little exhausted, 
and began to appear thirsty, and the muscles all over his body were trembling slightly. 



But you can bite your teeth and continue to stick to it. 

Nine hundred and fifty… 

One thousand! 

After reaching 1,000, Lin Kaihun had already begun to tremble visibly. The stone lion 
behind him was pressing on him like Mount Tai. At this time, Lin Kai was really 
exhausted and could no longer persist. Go down. 

But Lin Kai told himself in his heart that he could break the limit! 

One thousand one hundred and one, one thousand one hundred and two… 

After reaching one thousand one hundred and twenty in one breath, Lin Kai finally took 
a long breath and exhausted all his strength to stand up, and the huge stone lion behind 
it fell to the ground with a thud. 

Lin Kai seemed to take a shower in his clothes, his body was wet, his hair was soaked, 
and his body was dripping with sweat like it was raining. 

Sweating profusely can’t describe Lin Kai, Lin Kai is now sweating profusely. 

But Wang Tianye and the others were shocked and numb at this time. At first, they felt 
that Lin Kai was just empty of strength. He certainly didn’t have such abnormal physical 
strength. If he couldn’t do a few push-ups, he would be unable to hold it. 

But Lin Kai’s physical strength shocked them a lot. For a thousand push-ups, Lin Kai 
really did it, and there were a hundred and twenty more! 

Let them come, let alone one thousand one hundred and twenty, it’s hard to make one! 
The weight of the stone lion can crush them! 

And they still had a bit of resistance just now, and they didn’t have any at this time. With 
Lin Kai’s hand, they didn’t dare to do it! Lin Kai could kill one of them with one punch. 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing glanced at each other. They are the most powerful of 
these ten people. They have also seen many masters in their respective families. They 
have seen a punch that can kill a cow, and they can be pulled back. Weeping willows, 
but I have never seen the metamorphosis of a stone lion carrying a 500 kg stone lion 
doing a thousand push-ups. 

Compared with Lin Kaiyi, the bodyguards that their family spends millions of dollars in a 
year are simply the difference between ants and elephants. 
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Chapter 176: Firearms Understanding Ability 

Chapter 176 

“Huhuhu…” 

Lin Kai was sweating and panting, his chest rising and falling, his expression exhausted. 

This is Lin Kai’s limit, carrying 500 kilograms and doing 1,120 push-ups. 

If such a strong physical strength and endurance were passed out, it is estimated that 
the entire military area would be shocked. 

At this time, the several orders and sentries in the distance were already looking silly. 
They had always thought that Lin Kai was mentally ill. 

It now appears that people are not only brain-free, on the contrary, they are confident! 

Isn’t this person the reincarnation of Dali King Kong? How can a normal person have 
such a perverted strength? 

“Damn, awesome!” A sentinel put his chin back on his mouth and held out his thumb. 

Wang Tianye and his party were shocked even more than the sentinel. 

The same nine-year compulsory education, why are you so good? 

Lin Kai is about the same age as them, or even younger, but Lin Kai’s strength has left 
them eight streets! 

This makes Wang Tianye, who has always been very confident, very uncomfortable. 
There are people outside, and there are more people who are better than himself! 

“Untie it for me.” Lin Kai said forcefully. 

“Ah? Oh, good!” Wang Tianye reacted from shock at this time, and quickly went to untie 
Lin Kai. 

At this time, Wang Tianye didn’t dare to have any resistance to it, and annoyed this 
great god. Be careful that he carried a stone lion on his back and killed you. 

Chen Qing also came to help, and the two of them hurriedly untied the rope from Lin 
Kai, and then ten people stood in a row and looked at Lin Kai. 



Lin Kai knew that they had already begun to fear themselves, but this was far from 
enough. Lin Kai not only asked them to fear themselves, but the most important thing 
was to make them respect and obey themselves. 

After Lin Kai was put down, he took out a small bench from the room and sat in the 
courtyard, looking at the ten thorns in front of him. 

“It’s up to you now, with a weight of fifty kilograms, push-ups for half an hour, now, hurry 
up!” Lin Kai glanced at his watch and said lightly. 

The faces of Wang Tianye and others all changed. They knew that Lin Kai was not 
joking, he was really going to do this! 

Lin Kai has shown his perverted strength, now what excuses do they use to decline? 

If you can’t do it, hurry up! 

They all started loading their backpacks with their own equipment. The equipment was 
not enough to hold rocks until they were filled with fifty kilograms. 

Lin Kai was watching them by the side, they could only be heavier, not lighter! 

After putting on their backpacks, these people felt that they were too heavy to move. 
They were too heavy to walk! 

“Loading fifty kilograms, push-ups for half an hour, start now!” Lin Kai shouted. 

With a whistle, the ten thorns began to do push-ups. 

The difficulty of doing push-ups with a weight of 50 kilograms is huge, let alone them, 
even those special soldiers of the Thunder and Lightning Commando, it is estimated 
that they will not last for half an hour. 

In less than a minute, some people began to cry out tired, and their arms shook even 
more every time they did a push-up. 

This is not an ordinary weight, it is a weight that can crush people! 

Lin Kai didn’t ask them to do push-ups for half an hour. Five minutes or more would be 
qualified, ten minutes or more would be excellent, and twenty minutes or more would be 
impossible! 

Five minutes have passed, and ten people have fallen and four people have fallen, and 
only six people continue to insist. 



Among them were Wang Tianye and Chen Qing who Lin Kai knew. These two boys 
were the bosses of this group of dudes, but they were still a little bit capable, and they 
could actually clenched their teeth to hold on. 

Although they were already sweating profusely, they did not seem to be exhausted. 

“Ah! Come on! I can be a special soldier!” Wang Tianye roared, and the blue veins on 
his forehead burst out. 

This kid Lin Kai knew that even though his family was rich, he was also dull, and he was 
scolded every day at home. When he arrived in the army, he wanted to look like he 
wanted to go back. 

Looking at him now, he is really serious. 

Ten minutes passed. At this time, six people had fallen and four people had fallen. Only 
Wang Tianye and Chen Qing continued. 

The two seem to be comparing each other, neither of them admits defeat, gritted their 
teeth, and persisted. 

However, Lin Kai saw that Chen Qing was obviously already exhausted, and his push-
ups were also very non-standard, and his whole body was shaking. 

And Wang Tianye is not much better. 

In the end, in the eleventh minute, with a plop, Chen Qing fell straight down. As soon as 
he arrived, Wang Tianye also thumped and fell. 

The two of them became the people who held the weight-bearing push-ups for the 
longest time. 

This group of people was exhausted and exhausted, and Lin Kai himself was very tired, 
and said: “Okay, rest today and continue tomorrow!” 

After that, Lin Kai dragged his exhausted body into the bathroom, took a bath, changed 
into clean clothes, and returned to his single dormitory. 

Today, Lin Kai also broke through the limit of his physical strength. He was tired all over 
his body, and fell asleep on the bed. 

… 

Early the next morning, Lin Kai had breakfast, and after washing himself, he came to 
the door of the male soldiers’ dormitory. 



Look inside, good fellow, all are sleeping! 

Is this the quality of a soldier? It’s eight o’clock in the morning! Actually still sleeping. 

The furious Lin Kai picked up a stone, slammed it in through the window, and shouted: 
“Tear gas!” 

As soon as the voice came out, the ten thorns inside were startled, all of them sprang 
up from the bed, without even wearing clothes, and ran out desperately. 

After a while, all ten people ran out shirtless, but when they looked back, they did not 
find the so-called tear gas. 

Lin Kai looked at them coldly, holding hands behind his back: “Okay! Want to be a 
special soldier, don’t you? Get up at eight?” 

“Report!” Wang Tianye raised his hand and said, “Instructor, we have watched too many 
TV series. I thought you would raid in the middle of the night, so I didn’t sleep all night 
and fell asleep in the morning!” 

A closer look revealed that, as expected, these ten guys had dark circles under their 
eyes, and they had obviously not slept all night. 

Lin Kai was also dumbfounded. He did come here during the special forces training 
camp, but Lin Kai was not there at the time, and he didn’t think of using this trick. 

“I will give you ten minutes to dress and eat. After ten minutes, gather in the equipment 
room. Today, I want to test your understanding of weapons. Remember, every test I 
score is in my heart and perform well. In a few days I will recommend you to join the 
Special Forces. Your performance is poor. Where are you going back and forth!” 

After all, Lin Kai walked away with his hands behind his back. He really had the aura of 
an instructor. 

After Lin drove away, Chen Qing snorted and spit out on the ground: “What is it? Isn’t it 
just because of the strength? By the way, Wang Tianye, don’t you guys often play in the 
shooting club? You should be the gun I understand, I will slap this instructor in the face 
for a while!” 

A smug smile appeared on Wang Tianye’s face. As for firearms, I am afraid that no one 
present knows better than him. 

Chapter 177: Less Than Five Seconds 

Chapter 177 



Wang Tianye is a firearms lover, and he has loved watching gunfight movies since he 
was a child. 

His home even opened a shooting club. This kid played guns at home every day, and 
even went to the United States to go abroad to buy guns legally. After he got tired of 
playing, he would throw it away and return to China. 

Lin Kai actually wanted to test his ability to understand firearms, and Wang Tianye was 
really not at all shy. 

Ten minutes later, all ten people arrived at the equipment room, and Lin Kai stood in 
front of them. 

In front of these ten people, a rectangular table was placed on which were all kinds of 
firearms. 

In the two months of the Wolf Squadron, Lin Kai knew these guns well. 

Coupled with Lin Kai’s sacred eyes skills, he can achieve the ability to never forget. Just 
dismantle it once, and Lin Kai can disassemble and assemble the firearm by himself. 

After Wang Tianye saw the guns in front of him, the corners of his mouth had already 
shown a triumphant smile. He had played almost all of these guns, and Lin Kai couldn’t 
help him. 

“The shooting ability can be trained the day after tomorrow. It will not be assessed for 
the time being. What is being assessed today is your understanding of firearms.” Lin Kai 
said, picking up a handful of Ninety-Five styles from the table. 

“Type 95, the standard rifle of our Chinese army. This rifle is light in weight, has low 
recoil, has a long range, and is very cheap. Who of you will dismantle this gun?” Lin Kai 
asked. 

After asking this question, Wang Tianye raised his hand with a whistle and said, “Report 
the instructor! I will!” 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Tianye, threw the gun to him, and said, “Take it apart and put it 
on again!” 

“Yes!” Wang Tianye promised and began to dismantle the Ninety-Five Pose in his 
hands. 

He saw his hands dancing quickly, and the parts such as the magazine and firing pin 
were taken down one by one by him, and then quickly assembled, which took less than 
thirty seconds. 



“Okay!” When Chen Qing saw this, the first one clapped and crackled. The other eight 
people also clapped and gave Wang Tianye a thumbs up. 

And Wang Tianye’s face showed a triumphant smile. The Ninety-Five Rifle is the 
standard rifle of China. How could he have not played it? 

He knew this rifle well, and it took less than thirty seconds to disassemble and assemble 
the 95-style rifle. 

He dare to say that even the speed of disassembly and assembly of the special forces 
of China is not necessarily as fast as him! 

Lin Kai nodded slightly, Wang Tianye’s disassembly and assembly speed was indeed 
very fast, and it also met the requirements of the special forces, but Lin Kai would only 
evaluate them with a height that they could not reach. 

Not to make things difficult for them, just to make them respect themselves in their 
hearts, knowing that only instructors are the strongest. 

Over time, a kind of subconscious will form in their hearts. What Lin Kai said is an order 
and cannot be questioned! 

Before that, Lin Kai had to ask them to question themselves many times. 

“It’s too slow,” Lin Kai said suddenly. 

The applause in the equipment room stopped abruptly, and the triumphant smile on 
Wang Tianye’s face began to freeze, too slow? 

It takes less than 30 seconds to disassemble a Type 95, which is already very fast, OK? 

Wang Tianye does not believe that Lin Kai can be faster than him! Even if it is faster 
than him, the jet lag is within three seconds, because firearms are just a few parts, and 
people’s speed and reaction are so fast. In less than 30 seconds, it is already the limit of 
95-type disassembly! 

Wang Tianye stood up and said, “Report! I think I’m fast enough! I don’t think you can 
be faster than me!” 

Two words were written on Wang Tianye’s face, dissatisfied! 

Several other people also stared at Lin Kai with suspicion. When Wang Tianye 
disassembled the 95th style just now, they could see clearly from one side. 



Wang Tianye’s hands didn’t pause, and he almost used the fastest speed to 
disassemble and assemble the firearms. This has reached the limit of human speed. 
How could Lin Kai be faster than Wang Tianye? 

too slow? 

How fast can you be? 

“Report! Instructor, how fast do you think is fast?” Chen Qing also stood up with a look 
of dissatisfaction. 

Lin Kaiwei smiled and said, “According to my standards, it only takes five seconds!” 

“What?” Wang Tianye and Chen Qing opened their eyes almost at the same time, for 
five seconds? 

That’s impossible! 

What can you do in five seconds? Can the magazine be removed? Can the bullet in the 
magazine fade out? 

It is impossible to take apart the Ninety-Five Form in five seconds! 

Lin Kai carried a weight of 500 kilograms. This might be due to his innate supernatural 
power. They couldn’t accept it. 

But it takes five seconds to take apart a nine-five-five formula and put it on again. This is 
almost impossible. It has reached the limit of the human body in less than thirty 
seconds. If it is faster, it is estimated that the shadow of the hand will be invisible , How 
to disassemble? 

“Report instructor! I think you are bragging!” Wang Tianye stood up and shouted. 

There was a burst of laughter, and everyone was amused by Wang Tianye’s words. 

Wang Tianye was very courageous, and he dared to say things that others would not 
dare to say. Lin Kai also laughed. As if he were Wang Tianye, he would feel like he was 
bragging. 

How can it be possible to disassemble the Type 95 in less than five seconds? 

If it hadn’t been for Lin Kai’s previous experiments, he would think it was impossible. 

But now, Lin Kai understands that with his own speed and reaction, he can disassemble 
and assemble the Ninety-Five Form in five seconds. 



“You don’t believe me?” Lin Kai asked, tilting his head. 

“Report instructor! We don’t believe it!” Chen Qing also yelled. 

“Okay!” Lin opened his head and picked up a piece of black cloth from one side, and 
said: “Since you don’t believe it, I will challenge the limit and cover my eyes with the 
black cloth. Assembling and disassembling the ninety-five styles within seconds!” 

When this sentence came out, there was a burst of exclamation. 

Also blindfold your own eyes? It’s even more impossible! I can’t even see it, how do I 
disassemble it? 

Touch it with your own hands? It is indeed possible, but it takes less than 40 seconds at 
the fastest. How can Lin Kai disassemble the 95-style in five seconds? 

This is even more nonsense, even more nonsense than Lin Kai carrying 500 kilograms! 

“Report! Instructor, you’re bragging this time!” Wang Tianye stood up again and 
shouted. 

There was another burst of laughter, and no one believed that Lin Kai could 
disassemble the 95th style in five seconds, blindfolded. 

Although the structure of Type 95 is not very complicated, it is a rifle anyway. It takes 
less than five seconds to disassemble and assemble the rifle. Is it amused? Even if its a 
pistol, it takes less than five seconds to disassemble and assemble, is it a bit 
exaggerated? 

“You don’t believe it? Then just watch it!” Lin Kai smiled slightly, covered his eyes with a 
black cloth, and said, “Start timing.” 

After that, Lin Kai’s hands moved quickly. 

Chapter 178: Disassembling Gatling 

Chapter 178 Disassembling Gatling 

It was the first time for Lin Kai to disassemble the 95th style blindfolded. 

But he was very familiar with the 95th formula, and his speed and response were not 
comparable to ordinary people, so Lin Kai felt that he could do it. 

After starting the timing, I saw Lin Kai’s hands dancing quickly, at that speed, only 
afterimages could be seen. 



When Wang Tianye, Chen Qing and others, who had originally looked unbelievable, 
saw Lin Kai’s speed, their jaws almost hit the ground! 

What the **** is this perverted speed? 

I saw a trail of afterimages passing in front of them, and the ninety-five style parts were 
placed on the table one by one. It took just over two seconds to disassemble the ninety-
five style! 

After disassembling, Lin Kai installed the 95-style parts one after another without 
stopping. 

That speed is extremely fast, his hands are constantly dancing! 

Click! 

The magazine is loaded, the second hand stops, and it takes 4.8 seconds! 

Snapped! 

Lin Kai put the 95th style on the table and took off the black cloth covering his eyes. 

Taking a look at the time, Lin Kai nodded, quite satisfied. 

He didn’t notice that the expressions on Wang Tianye’s faces were wonderful. 

The complexion turned red for a while, white for a while, ten people were motionless, 
still staring at Lin Kai’s hands. 

Is this instructor a monster? How could his speed be so fast? It is many times that of 
ordinary people! 

Wang Tianye, who has always been confident, was completely beaten at this time. He 
had never met an opponent when he was disassembling and assembling a firearm. Lin 
Kai was the first existence who could completely abuse him. 

In less than five seconds, and blindfolded, he disassembled a Ninety-Five Style. If this 
news spreads, the entire Southeast Military Region will be shocked! 

so amazing! 

Chen Qing’s expression is even more exciting. Although he doesn’t understand guns as 
much as Wang Tianye, he still knows a little bit. It seems that the Guinness World 
Records is not so fast, right? 

Is Lin Kai too powerful, or is the special forces of Huaxia Nation so powerful? 



They began to shake their inner thoughts at this time. They felt that they could become 
special forces with their own strength. 

But until they met Lin Kai, their thoughts began to waver, do they deserve to be special 
forces? 

If Lin Kai’s strength was the standard strength of special forces, they felt that even if 
they worked hard for eight hundred years, they would not be able to become special 
forces! 

Load 500 kilograms and do 1,120 push-ups! It takes less than five seconds to 
disassemble the 95th style with blindfolded eyes. 

Just these two points are enough for them to work hard for a lifetime! 

Lin Kai smiled slightly, what he wanted was such a wonderful expression on their faces! 

Have you begun to doubt life? I, Lin Kai, want to use my strength to tell you that I am 
the strongest! You must obey my orders! 

“How is it? Am I bragging?” Lin Kai asked, playing with Wang Tianye. 

Wang Tianye fumbled and couldn’t speak. 

Is Lin Kai bragging? They thought it was, and now it seems that their hair is not long 
and their knowledge is short. 

Chen Qing is a little clever ghost. As soon as he entered the equipment room, he 
noticed a Gatling machine gun placed in the equipment room! 

Lin Kai was so arrogant that Chen Qing couldn’t stand it for a long time. This Gatling 
machine gun was huge in size and its structure was very complicated. He didn’t believe 
that Lin Kai could even disassemble the Gatling machine gun! 

“Report!” Chen Qing yelled out loud. 

Lin Kai glanced at him and found that he was staring at himself with a smirk: “Say!” 

“Instructor, the ninety-five style structure is too simple. I think you, as an instructor, are 
definitely different from ordinary people. We have only seen this Gatling machine gun 
on TV. I am very curious about its structure. The officer explained to us the Gatling 
machine gun and disassembled it once.” 

As soon as Chen Qing said, Wang Tianye gave him a thumbs up quietly. 

High! 



Are you awesome? You have the ability to take apart the Gatling machine gun! 

The other eight people also smiled, Gatling machine gun? Huaxia Kingdom hasn’t 
fought a war for many years, this thing is not useful at all, basically no one will 
disassemble it. 

Chen Qing’s hand, high! 

Sure enough, Lin Kai frowned slightly, he really didn’t know how to disassemble this big 
guy. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s embarrassed expression, Chen Qing’s smile became stronger. It 
seemed that his thoughts had been confirmed, and Lin Kai did not know how to 
disassemble the Gatling gun. 

“What does this big guy have to dismantle? Huaxia Kingdom won’t need this thing in the 
next fifty years, you don’t need to learn.” Lin Kai frowned. 

“Report! We want to learn, and learning makes us happy!” Chen Qing roared. 

Lin Kai frowned and said nothing. 

“Instructor, you are so strong. You can do 1,120 push-ups with a weight of 500 
kilograms, and you can disassemble the 95th style in five seconds with your eyes 
blindfolded. A special soldier like you will not even Gatling doesn’t know how to 
disassemble, right?” Chen Qing asked with a smug smile. 

He was praising Lin Kai verbally, so that Lin Kai could not come to the stage! 

If Lin Kai said I would not, he would definitely be laughed at by them. 

And Lin Kai always wanted to establish his perfect image in their hearts, but he didn’t 
expect this group of thorns to be so difficult to handle, and he actually asked himself to 
disassemble Gatling! 

Lin Kai has never learned to disassemble Gatling! 

“I never learned to disassemble Gatling.” Lin Kai told the truth. 

As soon as this sentence was said, a burst of laughter rang out. Although the ten 
stingers did not speak to mock Lin Kai, the expression on their faces just looked down 
on Lin Kai. 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing even stared at Lin Kai with a look that you can’t even do, 
and their expressions are proud. 



“Ugh” 

“I didn’t expect such a tall and heroic instructor in my heart, and there are things that 
don’t. It seems that instructors are also human, not everything is good.” 

“We should understand. After all, the instructor is about the same age as us. It’s pretty 
good to be able to do this step, right?” 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing talked with you one sentence after another. It sounds like 
you understand Lin Kai very well, but the meaning in the words is to mock Lin Kai! 

Lin Kai also sneered and said, “I won’t, but I can learn. I only need to read it once to 
learn.” 

Can you learn it after reading it? 

The corner of Wang Tianye’s mouth showed a playful smile. The structure of this 
Gatling is so complicated, with hundreds of parts large and small, how could it be 
possible to learn it after reading it? 

“Instructor, we understand you, no or no, you must not try your best, this Gatling 
mechanism can be complicated!” Wang Tianye pretended to remind. 

Lin Kai glanced at him and said, “I have said that, I only need to read it once to learn!” 

Chapter 179: Disassembly Successful 

Chapter 179 

Lin Kai emphasized once again that he only needs to read it once before he can 
disassemble Gatling himself. 

Wang Tianye made a cut in disbelief, apparently feeling that Lin Kai was bragging 
again. 

“Instructor, the structure of this Gatling is too complicated, you won’t, there is no need to 
be able to do it.” Chen Qing said with his arms folded. 

Lin Kai didn’t talk to Chen Qing and Wang Tianye again. Since these little rascals 
doubted their own strength, he convinced them. 

Apart from anything else, Lin Kai turned on the computer and found a detailed 
instruction on disassembly and assembly of Gatling. The entire video was half an hour 
long. 

This is its own firearms teaching within the army. 



After the video was played, Lin Kai started to watch it. 

Others just glanced at the progress bar of the video, and felt that Lin Kai had nothing to 
do. 

With a half-hour video and detailed explanations of hundreds of internal parts, how 
much can Lin Kai remember? 

Don’t talk about dismantling Gatlin, he just can’t remember how to dismantle it. 

Only Lin Kai watched the teaching video with relish. He was not afraid that he would not 
be able to remember. He possessed the magic eye skills, Lin Kai could never forget 
everything. 

After the video started playing, a Gatling appeared in everyone’s field of vision, and the 
professional technicians in the video began to disassemble Gatling with only a simple 
screwdriver. 

The first ten minutes of the video is to disassemble Gatlin, the middle ten minutes are to 
explain the magic of various parts, and the last ten minutes are to assemble Gatlin. 

I saw one part after another being disassembled, and a Gatling was quickly 
disassembled into a pile of parts. At this time, only ten minutes of the video had passed. 

Next is to explain the various magical functions of Gatling parts, but at this moment, Lin 
Kai pressed the pause button. 

Others looked at Lin Kai with a look of confusion. What did Lin Kai do by pressing 
pause? Could it be that he thought it was too difficult to disassemble Gatling, so he 
gave up? 

Wang Tianye’s eyes showed a look of schadenfreude. In the video just now, he was in 
the mist, and he did not remember at all. 

Wang Tianye thinks that his memory is pretty good. He thinks that he has to watch such 
a video at least a hundred or eighty times before he can completely disassemble this 
Gatling. 

And Lin Kai hasn’t finished watching it even once now, so he must have chosen to give 
up. After all, if he succeeds in a while, he must dismantle the Gatling, and only shame is 
waiting for him. 

At that time, you have to call professional technicians to assemble Gatlin. Lin Kai will be 
embarrassed. 



Everyone thought that Lin Kai would choose to give up, but what people did not expect 
was that Lin Kai actually closed the computer and moved Gatlin to him. 

A screwdriver has appeared in his hand, and he is about to start dismantling Gatling! 

He didn’t even watch half of the video! After only seeing how others dismantled, he 
would do it himself? 

Chen Qing asked: “Instructor, you haven’t even watched the instructional video. Are you 
sure you want to dismantle this Gatling?” 

Lin Kai just nodded and ignored Chen Qing. 

Chen Qing laughed and looked at his accomplices, ready to watch Lin Kai’s excitement. 

Lin Kai is simply arrogant, relying on himself as a special soldier, and really thinks he is 
almighty. The 30-minute video only takes ten minutes to dismantle Gatling. 

Can he take it apart? This is simply impossible. 

Click! With a clear sound, the first part was successfully disassembled by Lin Kai, and 
his speed continued to disassemble the second part. 

Haha, can you disassemble the first part, can you disassemble the second part? Just 
luck, Chen Qing thought in his heart. 

With another click, Lin Kai removed another part. 

Luck, Chen Qing emphasized in his own heart that it is not surprising that Gatling had 
so many parts that he could remove one or two pieces by luck. 

After Chen Qinggang thought about it this way, he only heard a crackling sound, Lin 
Kai’s hands quickly, one after another part was removed by Lin Kai from Gatlin. 

The movements are very sophisticated, and seem to be very familiar with this Gatling. 

In the video, it took the person ten minutes to disassemble the entire Gatling frame. 
Seeing Lin Kai’s energy, he took apart the Gatling frame in just three minutes. 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye looked at each other, with horrified expressions on their 
faces. How could Lin Kai’s memory be so powerful? 

No matter if he has a strong memory, but it is the first time that Lin Kai has dismantled 
Gatlin. He has to show some unfamiliar expressions anyway? 



Looking at Lin Kai’s appearance again, with a well-established look, Chen Qing and the 
others shook their hearts. Wouldn’t this kid really be able to take it apart? 

One minute and one second passed, and at the second minute and fifty-eight seconds, 
as the last part fell on the table, a Gatling was successfully taken apart by Lin Kai! 

At this time, there was silence for a while. 

Lin Kai once again used his strength to slap their stabbing faces severely. 

That’s awesome! 

This powerful memory only took a look, and remembered to disassemble Gatling in this 
way, and the movements did not look like a life, but very skilled. 

Such a powerful memory and such a powerful operation ability made them, the arrogant 
and rich second generation, have to take it. 

The expressions on Chen Qing and Wang Tianye’s faces were wonderful. They wanted 
to make things difficult for Lin Kai and make Lin Kai lose face in front of them. 

But Lin Kai not only didn’t lose face, but put a force in front of them, and took apart the 
entire Gatling in less than three minutes, more than seven minutes faster than the 
video! 

It is estimated that Lin Kai can be included in the Guinness Book of World Records, the 
fastest person in the world to demolish Gatlin. 

Lin Kai played with the screwdriver in his hand, with a relaxed smile on his face: “How 
about? The speed of my disassembly is not bad, right?” 

A group of people was silent. 

Suddenly, Chen Qing’s eyes lit up again. Lin Kai was quick to take apart, but as the 
saying goes, it is easy to go up the mountain and it is hard to go down the mountain. Lin 
Kai takes apart so quickly, can he install it? 

The difficulty of installing Gatling is much higher than disassembling Gatling. To 
disassemble Gatling, you only need to remove the parts, but to install Gatling, you must 
first know where the parts were originally. 

Lin Kai only watched the video of dismantling Gatlin, but didn’t watch the video of 
installing Gatling at all, so he couldn’t install it at all! 

“Report instructor! I have a problem!” Chen Qing raised his hand again. 



Lin Kai glanced at this thorn who always wanted to make things difficult for him, and 
said, “Say!” 

“Could you ask the instructor to demonstrate how to assemble Gatling?” Chen Qing said 
loudly. 

When this sentence came out, everyone looked at Lin Kai, wanting to see if their 
omnipotent instructor could assemble the hundreds of parts of Gatling. 

Chapter 180: Assemble Gatling 

180 Assembling Gatling 

The difficulty of assembling Gatling is much higher than disassembling Gatling. Lin Kai 
didn’t watch the video of assembling Gatling, so he wanted to assemble Gatling, which 
was too difficult. 

Faced with Chen Qing’s difficulties, Lin Kai only smiled. 

With his memorable ability, is it difficult to assemble a Gatling? 

Since then, Lin Kai began to assemble Gatling, only to see his hands dancing, one by 
one parts were mounted on Gatling by Lin Kai. 

After the disassembly just now, Lin Kai became more familiar with Gatling’s weapon, so 
it took him less than three minutes to assemble Gatling. 

Gatlin was placed on the table, and he was speechless again. 

Lin Kai actually used his powerful memory to forcefully disassemble a Gatling? 

Is the strength of Chinas special forces now so abnormal? 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye were a five-body cast against Lin Kai at this time. After 
seeing Lin Kai’s powerful strength, they even wanted to be a special soldier. They 
wanted to be as good as Lin Kai! 

“Did you see? Gatling’s disassembly and assembly, for special forces, is just a matter of 
seeing it once.” Lin Kai patted Gatling and said without embarrassment. 

As soon as this sentence came out, all the old faces of the stabbing head were blushed. 
So, they are not even as good as one-tenth of the special forces? 

“Since you asked me to disassemble Gatling, I have also demonstrated to you. Now, 
each of you is queuing up to disassemble and disassemble! Anyone who disassembles 
and disassembles for more than half an hour is not qualified!” 



Lin Kai is a grudge, damn, dare to make things difficult for me, Lao Tzu makes you can’t 
eat! 

Sure enough, the faces of the stingers on the scene changed drastically. The structure 
of this Gatling is so complicated, not to mention giving them half an hour, even if they 
are given a day, they cannot complete the disassembly and assembly! 

“No…” A wailing sound was made, but their wailing was completely useless! 

Under Lin Kai’s supervision, they began to disassemble Gatling. 

Lin Kai also silently scored them all according to their knowledge of weapons. 

At present, in Lin Kai’s mind, only Chen Qing and Wang Tianye are qualified. 

Don’t look at these two boys, but they are still talented. If you work hard, you can 
become special forces. 

For one day today, Lin Kai was evaluating their understanding of weapons, and it was 
not until the evening that they disbanded. 

After disbanding, Lin Kai went to the cafeteria to have a meal, and returned to his 
dormitory, eating while playing on the computer. 

In other words, the instructors little days are moisturizing. Not only can he play on the 
computer, but he can also blow the air conditioner. In the dormitory of the thorny head, 
let alone the air conditioner, there is no electric fan. 

After dinner, Lin Kai fell asleep in a daze on the bed while blowing on the air 
conditioner. 

… 

The next day, after Lin Kai washed, he walked out of the dormitory and came to the 
gate of the top base of the mountain. He stretched his waist and felt the fresh mountain 
air. 

Looking down from the top, it was a vast expanse of whiteness, with heavy fog in the 
morning, standing on the top of the mountain, as if standing on the clouds, the air was a 
bit cool, and the breeze was very comfortable. 

As a soldier, everything is good, but a little bit bad. In the army, girls are rare species. 

It seemed that Lin Kai had never seen a few female soldiers in the army except Fire 
Phoenix. 



Think about the female soldiers of the Fire Phoenix. Each of them gave birth to Shen 
Yuluoyan, Moonlight Shame Flower, Lin Kais ex-girlfriend An Ran, and even a flower 
from the Southeast Military Region. 

While sighing, Lin Kai seemed to see a group of heroic girls walking towards him. There 
were four people in total, each wearing military uniform and carrying a huge marching 
backpack, walking step by step towards the top of the mountain. 

Take a closer look at the face, the collagen on the face, the big watery eyes, the small 
cherry mouth, the hair is not very long, but it can bring out the heroic posture of the 
female soldier. 

The lively and lovely Tian Guo, the cold Ouyang Qian, and the arrogant Ye Cunxin are 
Lin Kai’s ex-girlfriend, An Ran. 

Are you dreaming? 

Rubbing his eyes and taking a closer look, it was really the four of them! Fire Phoenix 
people! 

Why are they here? 

“Hi! Lin Kai!” Tian Guo and Lin Kai knew each other, and saw Tian Guo wiggling his little 
hand, and his little baby fat face was full of joy. 

Tian Guo jumped to the front of Lin Kai, patted Lin Kai’s shoulder, just like Lin Kai’s iron 
buddies. 

“It’s been a long time! Are you okay?” Tian Guo asked with a smile, with mischief all 
over her face. 

Seeing this scene, An Ran lowered his head, not ashamed to look at Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai laughed and said, “What can I do wrong? Why are you here?” 

“A few of the others in the team went out on mission. Brigadier He said let us study with 
you, so we came here.” Tian Guo pouted. 

He Zhijun now thinks that Lin Kai is better than Lei Zhan, so he sent a few female 
soldiers from Fire Phoenix to learn from Lin Kai. Lin Kai was also dumbfounded. 

“Lin Kai, I heard that you are an instructor here? Unexpectedly, the recruits who have 
been in the army for a few months have actually begun to become instructors.” Ye 
Cunxin hugged his arms and said sourly. 



Ye Cunxin has been in the army for two years, and has not been an instructor. Looking 
at Lin Kai, he has been in the army for a few months, the rank of second lieutenant, the 
captain of the Wolf Squadron, and now he has become an instructor. Ye Cun feels 
envy, jealousy and hatred in his heart! 

The Captain of Fire Phoenix, An Ran, hadn’t spoken all the time. She knew that Lin Kai 
must still be worried about the last time she helped Lei Zhan eliminate him, and she was 
ashamed to face Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled shyly: “Haha, the chief praised me and asked me to bring a few new 
people. You are the guests when you come, please feel free.” 

“Just right, I want to see how the newcomer can bring the newcomer!” Ye Cunxin said 
very arrogantly. 

The last time Lin Kai met them was when the special forces were training, their memory 
of Lin Kai’s strength still remained at that time. 

So Lin Kai became an instructor, and they were very surprised. 

“Wow…” At this time, there was a booing sound, and ten heads had been poked out 
from the window in the male soldier’s dormitory. The eyes of the female soldier were 
squinting, and the saliva almost came out. Up. 

They have seen a female soldier for the first time since they have been in the army for 
several months! That was an excitement! 

At the same time, they stared at Lin Kai with envy, jealousy and hatred. They were all 
soldiers, so why was the gap so big? Four female soldiers came to see him, why didn’t 
anyone come to see him? 

However, this kid Lin Kai is indeed handsome, not to mention his pale skin, his height is 
just right, he looks thin when he is undressed and dressed in flesh, which is really 
enviable. 

Lin Kai glared at them and blew his whistle. 

“What are you looking at? Come out and gather!” Lin Kai roared fiercely. 

After two days of training, they have fully recognized Lin Kai, the great devil, and they 
also know that this time the superior has sent a master over here. A master who dares 
to die, can’t afford it! 

A minute later, ten stabbing soldiers were already standing in the yard. Because of the 
female soldiers, they all stood up and raised their heads. The military posture was a 
standard. 



Chapter 181: Vital Capacity Assessment 

Chapter 181 Vital Capacity Assessment 

“Today’s assessment item, vital capacity.” Lin Kai shook his hand in front of the ten 
people. 

In front of them, Lin Kai carefully prepared ten big tanks for them. The tanks were filled 
with water enough to make a person jump off. 

Holding your breath underwater is an important test to prove the vital capacity of a 
soldier. 

After being on the battlefield, special forces have to face various situations, so every 
special soldier needs to have a strong lung capacity. 

Only by holding his breath underwater for four minutes can he be considered a qualified 
special soldier. 

With soldiers with good lung capacity, long-distance running must also be leveraged. 
This is the top of the mountain, there is not much space, there is no sea and there is no 
big playground for running, so it is the most sensible choice to directly assess their 
suffocation time. 

After seeing these ten big tanks, the faces of ten thorns showed embarrassment. 

Hold your breath, this is not their strong point. 

Ye Cunxin and the others also stared at Lin Kai with interest, holding their breath in the 
water tank? This assessment is interesting. 

“It’s more than ten minutes, qualified.” Lin Kai said lightly. 

This sentence caused the crowd to explode again, what? Hold your breath for ten 
minutes? Oh my god, don’t you want to die? 

Generally speaking, a normal person can hold his breath for two minutes, and his lung 
capacity is better. Three minutes is not a problem. Even for special soldiers, five 
minutes is the limit. Ten minutes is enough to kill! 

Is this an assessment? This is simply murder! 

Lin Kai smiled slightly. He didn’t want to hold these thorns for ten minutes, just let them 
think that the special forces were not so good! 



“Impossible! How can a normal person hold his breath for ten minutes?” Wang Tianye 
was the first to stand up, saying it was impossible. 

Chen Qing followed closely: “Instructor, you embarrass us like this, but it’s too obvious. 
There are female soldiers watching over there! Who can hold his breath for ten 
minutes? You ask him to stand up and I will kowtow to him!” 

“Yes! It’s impossible to hold your breath for ten minutes!” 

“Instructor, you are so awesome, you can try it for ten minutes!” 

“Yes indeed!” 

… 

A resentful voice sounded, and the group of thorns began to question Lin Kai’s words 
again. 

It seems that Lin Kai still hasn’t met his expectations for the time being, and these little 
brats will still question Lin Kai, indicating that they still don’t fully trust Lin Kai. 

This will not work. 

Not to mention that this group of thorns refused to accept Lin Kai, the new Phoenix 
Phoenix and the others also questioned Lin Kai’s assessment task. 

Ye Cunxin frowned and said, “It’s really three fires for a new official to take office! But is 
Lin Kai’s fire burning a bit exaggerated? Who can do it by holding his breath underwater 
for ten minutes?” 

“Yes, even if it’s Thunder War, the time to hold your breath underwater is less than six 
minutes. Let these little bunnies hold their breath for ten minutes, and you can’t hold 
them to death?” Ouyang Qian also followed. 

“Lin Kai is too unnatural to do this,” Ye Cunxin said. 

Several female soldiers expressed their opinions separately. 

“Sister An Ran, what do you think?” Tian Guo suddenly asked An Ran. 

Always quietly looking at Lin Kai’s back, he couldn’t help but think of the dull Lin Kai 
before, but in front of her, he was another cowardly Lin Kai. 

Everything depends on oneself, never dare to talk back. 

But now, he has changed, he has become stronger and doesn’t put himself in his eyes. 



And Lin Kai did show his amazing strength and created countless impossible. 

An Ran gave a bitter smile, such a good man was actually lost by her. 

“Have you forgotten? Lin Kai is best at creating miracles.” An Ran whispered. 

As soon as this sentence came out, the other three female soldiers carefully recalled. 
Indeed, Lin Kai created many miracles during the training of special forces. 

But this time, no one would believe that he could perform miracles. 

“Sister An Ran, Lin Kai used to be outstanding in physical fitness, but this underwater 
holding of breath is not something that can be trained the day after tomorrow. For 
example, the speed of an electric bike is so fast. Even if you change to Liu Xiang to ride, 
it is so fast.” 

“This is the same as a person’s lung capacity. It is so much at most. Ten minutes is 
impossible.” Ye Cunxin analyzed patiently at this time. 

Tian Guo and Ouyang Qian also nodded, feeling that what Ye Cunxin said was very 
reasonable. 

Hearing what Ye Cunxin said, An Ran also began to wonder if Lin Kai could continue to 
perform miracles. 

At this time, Wang Tianye was yelling: “Instructor, I admit that you are very strong in 
terms of physical fitness and memory, but the power of your lung capacity is placed 
here when you hold your breath under water. Hold your breath for ten minutes, which 
has exceeded your lung capacity. Power, so holding back will kill you!” 

“Yes! Instructor, since you dare to propose to hold your breath underwater for ten 
minutes, come here! As long as you can hold it for ten minutes, we can hold it for ten 
minutes!” Chen Qing also shouted. 

“Yes! You are awesome!” 

This group of thorns once again questioned Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai touched his nose, looked at these thorns, and said coldly: “You must remember 
that I am your instructor and your superior. You must always respect and trust your 
superiors!” 

“The mission of a soldier is to obey orders. You can’t even obey orders. You still want to 
be special forces?” 

Wang Tianye roared at this time: “Report! Then you let me die, let’s go too?” 



Lin Kai almost laughed angrily. He pointed to Wang Tianye and said, “Okay! Today I will 
demonstrate how to hold your breath underwater for ten minutes! If I do, please close 
your mouth and give it to me in the future. obey orders!” 

“If you can’t do it, please refrain from bragging!” Wang Tianye said again. 

There seemed to be female soldiers watching, and this group of people had a lot of 
courage, and they all dared to defy Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai took off his shirt, revealing a beautiful body of slender muscles, perfect eight-
pack abs. The triceps are not the kind of muscle that swells to the explosion, but the 
kind that looks very strong but very strong. Beautiful muscles. 

Coupled with Lin Kai’s skin that even girls would envy, he could almost become a 
bodybuilder. 

Tian Guo immediately showed an idiot face and said, “Wow! So handsome, if only Lin 
Kai could be my boyfriend.” 

Ye Cunxin rolled his eyes and slapped Tian Guo on the head: “What do you think about 
you? That’s sister An Ran’s ex-boyfriend, aren’t you afraid of embarrassment?” 

“If it weren’t for the embarrassment of sister An Ran, I would have done it! Hehehe.” 
Tian Guo smirked. 

At this time, Lin Kai jumped into the water tank, and the stopwatch officially started 
timing. 

Ye Cunxin gloated at the big water tank and said, “Lin Kai is playing with fire this time. 
You said, are we female soldiers here? Lin Kai was stimulated and wanted to show us 
his instructor. Demeanor? That’s why.” 

Ouyang Qian gave Ye Cunxin a glance, and said, “Stop talking nonsense and prepare 
to save people.” 

Chapter 182: Twenty Three Minutes 
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Ye Cunxin and others obviously thought that Lin Kai would not last long, but they were 
afraid that Lin Kai could do it, so they were all ready to rescue Lin Kai. 

The stopwatch also started the official timekeeping. The time passed by one minute 
after another. There was no movement on the surface of the water in the tank. At this 
time, one minute had passed. 



Its nothing strange to be able to hold on for one minute. Its easy for a normal person to 
hold on for one minute. 

Wang Tianye hugged his arms and laughed. If he guessed correctly, Lin Shanshan 
would have surfaced four minutes ago. 

Wang Tianye had tried holding his breath underwater, and the longest time was only 
four minutes. If Lin Kai was not afraid of death, he would continue to stay underwater. 

Soon, two minutes passed, but Lin Kai still did not move at all. 

Three minutes passed, and the surface of the water was as calm as ever, and even a 
bubble did not float on the surface. 

Three minutes, should this kid come out? 

Wang Tianye and Chen Qing stared at the water without blinking their eyes, they 
wanted to see Lin Kai embarrassed from the water. 

Not only these **** are waiting to see Lin Kai’s jokes, but even the little girls like Ye 
Cunxin are also waiting to see Lin Kai’s jokes. 

After all, Lin Kai and them are the same age. Seeing Lin Kai mingling in the army, 
although they don’t say anything, they must be envious in their hearts. 

That’s why I want to see Lin Kai embarrassed subconsciously. 

But Lin Kai did not surface. On the contrary, he still didn’t move at all, and the time went 
up to five minutes. 

It’s been five minutes. This is almost the limit of a normal person. A person’s vital 
capacity is just that. If he doesn’t surface again, he might be dead! 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye looked at each other, their eyes widened, and their faces 
were surprised. 

Does this kid have such a strong lung capacity? Five minutes have passed, how can he 
continue to hold back? 

Tian Guo was very excited holding the stopwatch, and said: “Come on, come on, hold 
on for tens of seconds, and you will break the record of thunder war!” 

The record for the longest hold of Lei Zhan was less than six minutes, and Lin Kai had 
been holding his breath for more than five minutes, and he was able to break the record 
of holding his breath in less than one minute. 



And Lin Kai did not disappoint Tian Guo. Six minutes passed, Lin Kai still did not move. 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye were already a little numb by Lin Kai’s shock. It seemed 
that every time this kid raised the assessment was impossible to complete, but this kid 
could create miracles every time! 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye began to doubt their own cognitive abilities. Did they have 
too little knowledge to doubt the authenticity of what Lin Kai said? 

Eight minutes passed, and at this time, everyone had changed from shock to fear. 

A person can hold his breath underwater for so long, if he gets into the enemy’s waters, 
wouldn’t the enemy be unable to spot Lin Kai? It took only eight minutes to change his 
breath, Lin Kai would be a nightmare for the enemy! 

Ye Cunxin mumbled at this moment: “It’s been so long, Lin Kai won’t be suffocated to 
death, right?” 

An Ran shook his head rationally, and said, “No, if he can’t hold it back, he will take a 
big breath, and the water will pour in from his nose and mouth. There will definitely be 
movement on the water, but you see , The water surface till now, there is still no 
movement.” 

What An Ran said is very reasonable. It is impossible for a person to hold his breath 
and suffocate himself to death. He will only **** water and then drown after being unable 
to hold it. 

Ten minutes have passed, and Lin Kai has finished holding his breath underwater for 
ten minutes. 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye’s faces flushed at this time, and they were beaten by Lin 
Kai again. It turned out that the special forces could really hold their breath underwater 
for ten minutes! 

They thought, Lin Kai held his breath for ten minutes and was uncomfortable. Now that 
the time has come, he should have surfaced. 

But there was no movement at all in the water tank, and Lin Kai continued to hold his 
breath! 

Five minutes later, Lin Kai had been holding his breath in the water tank for fifteen 
minutes! But he hasn’t moved yet! 

Chen Qing and Wang Tianye’s eyes widened. What is Lin Kai doing? It’s been fifteen 
minutes, how can he hold his breath? Is he the reincarnated fish spirit? 



Lin Kai is not the reincarnation of a fish spirit, but he used the turtle diving skills, which 
can give Lin Kai 15 minutes of holding his breath. 

Now fifteen minutes have passed, and the turtle diving skills are no longer valid, but Lin 
Kai doesn’t want to give up. He wants to try, how long is his body’s limit holding his 
breath. 

As a result, time passed again by one minute and one second, and after three minutes, 
Lin Kai felt that his lungs became obviously uncomfortable. Three minutes was the limit 
of ordinary people. 

But he felt that he could hold on a little longer. 

Five minutes passed. At this time, Lin Kai felt that his lungs were about to explode and 
couldn’t help but want to breathe, but he covered his nose and mouth and told himself 
that he must not be impulsive. 

Two more minutes passed, and seven minutes passed. Lin Kai’s body has been 
modified again and again by the system. The various organs are already much stronger 
than before, so Lin Kai can also hold his breath underwater without relying on skills. 
minute. 

At this time, Lin Kai blushed like a monkey’s butt, and he couldn’t hold it anymore. He 
was completely holding on! 

Eight minutes! 

When the time of eight minutes came, Lin Kai stood up, panting, and suddenly a 
dizziness came, and Lin Kai sat down on the edge of the water tank. 

Being lack of oxygen for too long, Lin Kai’s body was still a little uncomfortable when he 
stood up suddenly. 

Lin Kai held his breath for eight minutes, plus 15 minutes of turtle diving skills, Lin Kai 
held his breath for a total of 23 minutes. 

Tian Guo also pressed the stopwatch in his hand, staring at Lin Kai in shock. 

What kind of monster is this? Hold your breath for 23 minutes! 

If this is behind the enemy, and after being discovered by the enemy, he dives into the 
water, where can the enemy find Lin Kai? A hold of breath is twenty-three minutes! 

Looking at the faces of Wang Tianye and Chen Qing, they are also blushing, but what is 
peculiar is that the look they look at Lin Kai does not have the hatred and disdain 
before, but a kind of worship and fanaticism. 



Lin Kai’s strength was too strong. At first, they didn’t accept this instructor who was 
about his age. 

But after seeing Lin Kai’s strength, they discovered that there was a reason why Lin Kai 
became a major at a young age. 

The thief is strong, his body seems to be beaten with iron, and he can always perform 
miracles. 

At this moment, Wang Tianye raised his hand and asked hesitantly: “Instructor, I…I 
want to ask you a question…” 

Lin Kai glanced at Wang Tianye, and found Wang Tianye’s desire to learn, Lin Kai 
smiled slightly, he knew that he was half done. 

“ask.” 
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“Is the strength of our special forces in the Chinese nation so strong? Or is it just you 
strong?” Wang Tianye asked cautiously. 

When he spoke, he added the word you, which obviously showed respect to Lin Kai. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and did not speak. He didn’t want to tell Wang Tianye that he was 
notoriously perverted in the army. 

But before Lin Kai spoke, Tian Guo on the side spoke: “Hey! That rookie, you don’t even 
know Lin Kai? He is the new king in the army this year!” 

“Even Lei Zhan has been defeated by him several times. In the last mission, he killed 
seven terrorists by himself and was awarded the honor of third-class merit.” 

“You don’t even know him. Are you embarrassed to be a special soldier?” 

Tian Guo hugged her arm with a look of pride, as if it were her honor to know Lin Kai. 

Hearing what Tian Guo said, the ten rookies were shocked. It turns out that he is Lin 
Kai! 



Lin Kai’s deeds have been spread in the army. Everyone knows that there is a 
newcomer named Lin Kai in the Southeast Military Region. He is very strong and even 
Lei Zhan is not his opponent. 

But they didn’t expect that the newcomer Wang Linkai was so young, almost like them. 

And they had heard of the name of Lei Zhan. Lei Zhan’s strength is so strong that they 
are not Lin Kai’s opponents. From this point, it can be seen how strong Lin Kai’s 
strength is. 

Now these ten rookies are all balanced. It seems that it is not that they are not strong 
enough, but that Lin Kai is too perverted! 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly. Originally wanted to conceal his identity, Tian Guo, the little 
girl, said it all at once. 

“So you are Lin Kai!” Chen Qing looked at Lin Kai with excitement. 

No wonder, no wonder Lin Kai looked confident, not afraid to offend the rich second 
generation of them. 

Because Lin Kai himself is also a rich second-generation, and his own strength is so 
strong, naturally he would not put them in his eyes. 

Even for top dudes like Chen Qing and Wang Tianye, in terms of family, they can at 
best be equal to Lin Kaiping. 

Originally, they still had some disdain for Lin Kai. After all, although Lin Kai was strong, 
he had no background. Now they don’t think so. Lin Kai is not only strong, but also has 
a background! 

“Instructor, after these three days of training, I am convinced of you now!” Wang Tianye 
clasped his fists, and recognized Lin Kai. 

After the others knew Lin Kai’s identity, they did not dare to look down upon Lin Kai 
again. 

Lin Kai smiled helplessly and stared at them: “Stop this one! I held my breath 
underwater for 23 minutes, let you hold my breath for ten minutes, right? Now take off 
my clothes and jump into the water tank for me! Ten minutes, don’t come out!” 

Lin Kai didn’t accept their approach at all. Wang Tianye and the others smiled 
helplessly. Now they have no reason to refute. Facing Lin Kai’s abnormality, they can 
only admit it. 

No way, take off your clothes and jump into the tank! 



There was a sound of falling into the water, and all ten thorns jumped into the tank, and 
they began to hold their breath underwater. 

Lin Kai also started the stopwatch. 

One minute passed and no one gave up. 

Normal people can hold their breath for one minute. 

After two minutes passed, it was obvious that a thorn with poor lung capacity stood up, 
panting. 

Nine people remain. 

Three minutes passed, four people stood up, and five people remained. 

In four minutes, this was already the limit of ordinary people. Three more people stood 
up, and now only Wang Tianye and Chen Qing were left in the tank. 

Lin Kai nodded silently. These two boys have good talents and can last up to four 
minutes. 

But the time has not yet reached five minutes, and the two boys couldn’t hold on 
anymore, and stood up from the water one after another. 

The best result, four and a half minutes, is already very tough. 

Although he was very satisfied in his heart, Lin Kai still cursed and said: “You big and 
young men and women all eat and sleep every day. You can’t hold on for ten minutes. 
Five hundred push-ups on the spot, starting now! 

Next, Lin Kai launched a devilish assessment on them. 

This group of thornheads complained endlessly, but it was useless. They just broke 
their throats, and no one came to rescue them. 

Until the evening, after training the group of boys to exhaustion, Lin Kai announced the 
disbandment. 

The female soldiers could not stand the hot summer sun for a long time, and went back 
to the dormitory to sleep. 

He Zhijun said that they were asked to learn from Lin Kai. In fact, they were put on 
vacation for a few days. The women’s special forces team was formed by several 
leaders of the Southeast Military Region. 



But in fact, modern warfare doesn’t really need female soldiers. Except when spies 
need to be inserted into the enemy, Fire Phoenix basically doesn’t need to perform 
missions because there are too many male soldiers in the Southeast Military Region. 

So although this group of female soldiers are powerful, they are useless as heroes. 
After training every day, they ate and slept. 

In the evening, Lin Kai had dinner, took a shower, returned to his dormitory, turned on 
the computer, and watched TV for a while. 

Bang bang bang! 

The door knocked suddenly. 

“Who?” Lin Kai asked impatiently. 

Did you let people sleep in the middle of the night? 

“Me, Tian Guo.” A sweet voice appeared. 

Lin Kai is full of spirits, my god, Shui Lingling’s girl! 

Tian Guo has always been an innocent, innocent and big-chested girl in Lin Kai’s 
impression. When he was watching Huo Phoenix in his previous life, Tian Guo liked him 
most. 

Why did she find herself in the middle of the night? 

Lin Kai hurriedly came to the mirror, dressed up in the mirror, and then went to open the 
door. 

Opening the door, Tian Guo was standing outside. She was wearing a military green 
vest without a coat. Her arms were as white as lotus roots exposed to the air, and she 
walked in with her hands behind her back. Lin opened the room. 

“Yeah, Lin Kai, your living conditions here are pretty good, with air-conditioning and a 
computer, so comfortable.” Tian Guo lay directly on Lin Kai’s bed and stretched out 
comfortably. 

Lin Kai touched his nose and smiled: “Hehe, I finally became a Muslim instructor. The 
conditions are not bad. I came to see me in the middle of the night. Is there anything 
wrong?” 

“Can’t I find you if I’m okay?” Tian Guo suddenly sat up from the bed and smiled brightly 
at Lin Kai. 



Tian Guo is a girl who has always been outspoken. She always goes straight to each 
other and never goes around in circles. Lin Kai understands this. 

Sure enough, Tian Guo stared at Lin Kai. First Lin Kai had a handsome face and then 
Lin Kai’s perfect figure. Tian Guo’s small face turned red, and she lowered her head 
shyly. 

“Lin Kai, I want to ask you a question.” Tian Guo squeezed her hands and replied shyly. 

Lin Kai was taken aback, so shy? What does she want to do? 

“What question, you ask.” 
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“Do you have a girlfriend?” Tian Guo asked shyly. 

girlfriend? Could it be that the spring of my forest is finally coming? 

Lin Kai was very excited. Is it possible that the sweet love is finally my turn? 

Be calm! 

Lin Kai cleared his throat and said, “No.” 

Hearing this, Tian Guo’s eyes lit up, she stood up, walked twice in front of Lin Kai, and 
asked a little shyly: “So what, look at me, how?” 

Tian Guo took the initiative to attack! 

There was a spirit in Lin Kaixin, and he almost roared out without excitement. 

But Lin Kai told himself in his heart that he must be calm! He is the youngest of the Lin 
family and the new king of the Southeast Military Region! There is no shortage of 
women around you, you must be cold! 

“You? It’s okay.” Lin Kai said nonchalantly. 

After hearing Lin Kai’s answer, the expression on Tian Guo’s face was slightly 
disappointed. 

However, when she observed carefully, she found that Lin Kai’s face was flushed to the 
base of her neck. 



Tian Guo was amused by Lin Kai’s appearance, and chuckled lightly. 

“What are you laughing at?” Lin Kai asked embarrassingly. 

He also realized that his face seemed to be red, and in the bottom of his heart, Lin Kai 
scolded himself for being disappointed. 

Lin Kai inherited all the advantages of Lin Kai in this life, such as handsome looks and 
distinguished family, but he just didn’t inherit this kid’s ability to pick up girls. 

Ever since, Lin Kai now is still the dull Lin Kai who can’t talk to girls in the previous life. 

“Unexpectedly, the famous Lin family is actually such a big boy who is easy to be shy.” 
Tian Guo smiled with her little hand on her back. 

“I didn’t.” Lin Kai said with a dry cough. 

“It’s okay, Tian Guo likes you innocent, Lord, give a girl a smile!” 

Tian Guo saw that Lin Kai was so shy, she took the initiative to attack, and came to Lin 
Kai’s face, hooked Lin Kai’s chin with her finger, looking provocative. 

And Lin Kai also felt that a fragrant wind hit, Tian Guo had already arrived. 

This Tian Guo is as naughty and cute as on TV. 

“Why are you laughing? Tian Guo, don’t mess around.” Lin Kai pushed Tian Guo’s hand 
away, a little panicked. 

Tian Guo wasn’t angry, but rather bluntly said: “Master, Niu is attracted to you, but in the 
army, non-officers can’t fall in love, Lin Kai, I’ll wait for you to become an officer!” 

After all, Tian Guo bounced out of Lin Kai’s room, and there was a silver bell-like 
laughter. 

After Tian Guo left, Lin Kai calmed down for a long time before suppressing the shyness 
in his heart. 

This little girl is really lively and cute! 

As everyone knows, at the window of the male soldier’s dormitory at this time, ten 
thorns were lying on the window peeking, and they watched Tian Guo walk out of the 
room opened by Lin. 

He bounced around and seemed very happy. 



Wang Tianye gave Lin Kai a thumbs up, and said, “Go high! The instructor is high! The 
female soldiers of the Fire Phoenix can win, amazing!” 

“Envy, whenever I can become a male soldier like an instructor.” A male soldier said 
with envy while holding his chin with both hands. 

Chen Qing slapped the male soldier on the back of his head: “Let’s pull it down. If you 
have half the instructors family background, half the face value, and half the strength, let 
alone the chicks of the Phoenix, Im afraid Lian Long Xiaoyun I have to chase you 
down!” 

The male soldier smiled embarrassedly. 

Naturally, Lin Kai didn’t know that he had been spotted by ten stingers. It was estimated 
that the romantic incident of Young Master Lin would spread throughout the Southeast 
Military Region the next day. 

And Lin Kai didn’t even know that, in a corner of the top base, An Ran stood in the 
corner with a bleak expression. 

She just watched Tian Guo walk out of Lin Kai’s room and saw Tian Guo’s expression 
of joy. 

Tian Guo was interested in Lin Kai, and An Ran naturally knew it, and Tian Guo had 
also consulted her. An Ran who had broken up with Lin Kai was naturally embarrassed 
to say that Lin Kai still had Lin Kai in his heart, so he let Tian Guo boldly pursue it. . 

I didn’t expect Tian Guo to act so fast. 

At this moment, An Ran didn’t know what kind of mood he was in. 

Lost? regret? 

Lin Kai used to be so good to her, but because of his boyfriend, he left him. 

An Ran didn’t really want to leave Lin Kai. She thought that Lin had a meeting to stay, 
but Lin Kai did not. 

Lin Kai changed his previous cowardice and became the new king of the Southeast 
Military Region in one fell swoop! Created countless miracles, even her instructor Lei 
Zhan is not Lin Kai’s opponent! 

Seeing Lin Kai so good and so dazzling, An Ran’s heart finally gave birth to regret. 

Such a good person was actually lost by himself. 



In fact, if there was no such thing as Lei Zhan, An Ran would have a chance to get back 
together with Lin Kai. 

But Lei Zhan had threatened An Ran and asked An Ran to tell Lin Kai the words that 
the knife stabbed his heart. An Ran knew that he had completely hurt Lin Kai. 

This excellent man has nothing to do with him from now on. 

An Ran shook her head, looking disappointed, and turned to her dormitory. 

Lin Kai naturally didn’t know An Ran’s inner thoughts at this time, because the current 
Lin Kai is not the old Lin Kai, and he does not have a strong feeling for An Ran. 

He just thinks An Ran is very beautiful. 

Because the last time An Ran said those words, Lin Kai’s heart had been crushed by An 
Ran. 

Compared to Tian Guo, An Ran is more beautiful, but it is not Lin Kai’s dish. 

Lying on the bed, Lin Kai fell into a deep sleep. Early the next morning, Lin Kai got up to 
wash, and was just about to go to the cafeteria to eat, when Tian Guo bounced over 
with a bag. 

“Lin Kai, this is my breakfast, for you!” Tian Guo passed the paper bag in her hand to 
Lin Kai and smiled sweetly at Lin Kai. 

Tian Guo used to be a soldier in the cooking class, so Tian Guo is a master of cooking. 

Tian Guo has already started his pursuit! 

Lin Kai was taken aback for a moment, opened the paper bag and took a look. There 
were three big fragrant buns in the paper bag, which looked delicious, and there was 
also a bag of milk. 

“Thank you.” Lin Kai smiled at Tian Guo. 

“You’re welcome! Don’t forget what I said yesterday!” After that, Tian Guo bounced 
away. 

He took out the buns, took a bite, and a smell came. The meat buns tasted good, with 
thin skin and big fillings, and there was a lot of juice. Lin Kai’s eyes lightened at that 
time, and he finished three buns in one breath, and then drank it. I dropped the milk and 
burped. 



“Hiccup…” Lin Kai patted his stomach with satisfaction, and went to the male soldier’s 
dormitory to wake up the male soldier. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s greatness, this group of male soldiers also learned how to 
behave. At six o’clock in the morning, they had already gotten up and folded the 
bedding neatly. 

“Hello instructor!” 
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A group of male soldiers saluted Lin Kai in the dormitory, their waists straight and their 
faces serious. 

Compared with the previous few days, this group of thorn heads is much better, at least 
this group of thorn heads have now learned to organize their internal affairs. 

“Gather in the yard, Chen Qing, go and call out the female soldiers of the Phoenix. 
Today, I will test your comprehension ability.” Lin Kai ordered. 

“Yes!” Chen Qing trot to the dormitory of Fire Phoenix after saluting. 

Ten thorn heads also came to the center of the yard to gather and stand in a row. Soon 
after, all four female soldiers of the Fire Phoenix arrived. 

Ouyang Qian, Tian Guo, An Ran, Ye Cunxin. 

A total of fourteen people stood in a row in front of Lin Kai. 

Ye Cunxin’s face still had a look of dissatisfaction. She was sleeping in the dormitory 
when she was awakened by Chen Qing’s knock on the door. 

“Hey, Lin Kai, you don’t even need to evaluate this group of rookies, why do you want to 
bring us?” Ye Cunxin asked dissatisfiedly. 

Tian Guo immediately replied on behalf of Lin Kai: “We were sent by Brigadier He to 
learn from Brother Lin Kai. We have to learn the advantages of Brother Lin Kai. Are you 
right Brother Lin Kai?” 

“Cut!” Ye Cunxin rolled his eyes immediately. 

Lin Kai smiled slightly and pointed to the four wooden men on the side. 



“Today, my purpose is very simple, to assess the comprehension abilities of these ten 
recruits, and let you Fire Phoenix learn by the way.” Lin Kai said. 

“Cut!” Ouyang Qian cut with disdain: “Our Fire Phoenix learns top foreign tactics. You 
are a recruit, even if you are a little stronger, what can we learn?” 

Ouyang Qian’s eyes are full of pride. The Thunder Commando is a foreign simulation 
team, and all they learn are foreign advanced tactics. As the female version of the 
Thunder Commando, the Fire Phoenix is not weak in nature. 

They didn’t think Lin Kai could teach them anything. 

Lin Kai smiled and said, “Hehe, of course, you don’t have to learn, I mainly test the 
comprehension ability of these ten rookies.” 

The faces of Chen Qing and Wang Tianye were also full of curiosity. There were four 
wooden people in front of them. What can they test with wooden people? Piling? 

I saw a dagger appeared in Lin Kai’s hand and played it in front of everyone: “What I will 
teach you next is a method of assault. Its name is Ghost Assault.” 

“The most important thing for ghosts to kill is body skills. Pay attention to your footsteps 
and control the lightness of your body. As for how much you can understand, it depends 
on your own understanding.” 

After Lin Kai said, he looked at the four wooden men. 

The four of Ouyang Qian looked at Lin Kai with their arms folded, the ghost attacked 
and killed? Listening to the name is pretty domineering, but where can there be an 
assault skill like a ghost? 

Wang Tianye, Chen Qing and others also stared at Lin Kai curiously. They knew that 
what Lin Kai taught them must be top-level killing skills, and they must be learned. 

With a brushing sound, Lin started to move, and when he stepped on the ground, his 
body suddenly jumped out, and he saw his feet lightly on the ground, as if they were 
floating past. 

And his body was swaying in the air, a pair of shaky but steady steps, as if he was 
hitting a drunk boxer. 

His speed was extremely fast, just blinking his eyes, he came to the front of the first 
wooden man, a cold light flashed, and with a brush, the head of the first wooden man 
had been shaved off. 



I saw Lin Kai’s speed unabated, turning around and making a puff, the dagger pierced 
into the heart of the second wooden man. 

Then, Lin Kai’s body suddenly accelerated, and he slashed the third wooden man’s 
neck. 

As for the fourth wooden figure, Lin Kai ignored it at all, stepped lightly under her feet, 
and instantly returned to the front of the ten sting heads, then threw the dagger 
backwards, and with a puff, the dagger fell into the fourth wooden figure in. 

At this time, there was silence for a while. 

The Fire Phoenix people, who were still disdainful just now, had their eyes widened, and 
there was a goose egg in their mouth. 

What kind of body is this? It can be done so fast and so lightly. The most important thing 
is that it can’t grasp the track at all, and it seems to float in front of you like a ghost. 

Coupled with Shang Lin Kai’s powerful melee ability, he can kill any opponent in 
seconds without a sound! 

Even foreign advanced tactics have never taught them such a weird body technique. 

As for the ten thorns, they had been shocked to the point of numbness. For Lin Kai, they 
admired in addition to admiration. 

After seeing Lin Kai’s body technique, they all calculated in their hearts, if they use Lin 
Kai’s body technique, how many secrets can they realize? 

“Did you see it clearly?” Lin Kai asked. 

“See it clearly!” Chen Qing replied loudly. 

Lin Kai glared at him: “You fart! Even if you die, you won’t be able to see my physique!” 

Old Chen Qing blushed, do you see clearly? Of course I didn’t see clearly, who could 
see the body like a ghost? 

“I will only teach it once, and then I will test your understanding. Now, one by one, follow 
what I taught you just now and demonstrate it again. I will give you points in my heart 
based on your understanding.” 

“I’ll come first!” Chen Qing raised his hand first and stood up. 



He also drew out a dagger, closed his eyes and carefully recalled Lin Kai’s previous 
movements, his drunken pace, his body like a drunken fist, his upper body was ethereal 
and his lower body was steady and fast. 

After careful recollection, Chen Qing sprinted out with a stride, imitating Lin Kai’s steps, 
but as soon as he took the first step, his legs were knotted and with a plop, his face fell 
directly to the ground and gnawed the dirt in his mouth. . 

“Puff ha ha ha ha!” 

There was a burst of laughter, and Wang Tianye’s tears came out even more. 

“I’m coming!” At this moment, Ye Cunxin raised his hand, his eyes pierced and his face 
was confident. 

He came to the four wooden men and made the starting movement, and the 
movements of Lin Kai in his mind were demonstrated over and over again. 

With a snap, Ye Cunxin stepped on the ground suddenly, and his body rushed out 
directly. The girl was light, and Ye Cunxin’s comprehension was not low. Although the 
movements were not as smooth as Lin Kai, they also imitated three out of ten. 

I saw Ye Cunxin’s body attacking the four wooden people like a ghost, brushing and 
brushing! Four swords fell, Ye Cunxin had completely hit the four wooden men. 

After doing all this, Ye Cunxin opened his mouth, his face was incredible. 

“It’s really amazing. Ye Cunxin has been in the Fire Phoenix for so long. I have never 
seen such a magical body. No one can break this body! It is a hundred times stronger 
than the lightning run of Lei Zhan!” 

Ye Cunxin once learned the thunder and lightning run of thunder war, but that kind of 
body is too masculine, she is a little girl who can’t display the essence of it. 

But Lin Kai’s body method is different, it is light, unisex, and more practical than running 
in thunder and lightning! 

Chapter 186: Thorn Head Assessment Completed 

Chapter 186 

“Is it that magical?” Ouyang Qian snorted with her arms in her arms, obviously a little 
unbelieving. 



Ye Cunxin stared at Ouyang Qian, and said, “Ouyang Qian, your melee ability has 
always overwhelmed me. Just so, let’s try Lin Kai’s ghost attack, whether it’s practical or 
practical. Fight?” 

In Fire Phoenix, Ouyang Qian is not Ye Cunxin’s opponent. 

But in this world, Ouyang Qian is the most powerful melee ability among the Phoenix, 
and a master of Taekwondo, whose melee ability overwhelms Ye Cunxin, a pungent 
little girl. 

Ouyang Qian nodded arrogantly: “Since you want to find abuse, you can!” 

Ouyang Qian looked confident, and she and Ye Cunxin had a very close comparison, 
but Ye Cunxin never beat Ouyang Qian. 

Ouyang Qian is very confident in her melee ability. 

Tian Guo stared at the two of them expectantly. She wanted to see if Ye Cunxin, who 
had learned the ghost attack, was Ouyang Qian’s opponent. 

The two stood on a clearing, Ouyang Qian assumed a defensive posture, and Ye 
Cunxin, who was opposite her, looked eager to try. 

“Come on, Ye Cunxin, even if you practice for another ten years, you won’t be my 
opponent.” Ouyang Qian said confidently. 

Ye Cunxin jumped on the spot twice and yelled, “A ghost attack!” 

Having said that, she saw her right leg kicked on the ground suddenly, and she rushed 
out with a brushing sound. Her body was wobbly in the air, but her feet were very 
steady, stepping on an impenetrable step, drifting towards Ouyang. Qian. 

Ouyang Qianxiu frowned. At this time, she couldn’t lock Ye Cunxin’s position at all. In a 
daze, Ye Cunxin had already arrived in front of Ouyang Qian, the cold light flashed, and 
the dagger had been placed on Ouyang Qian’s neck. 

Ouyang Qian looked at the dagger and was stunned. 

I haven’t reacted for a long time. 

The most terrifying feature of the ghost attack is finally revealed. It is really 
incomprehensible and will give people a trance. When you react, you are already a 
dead person. 

“This…” Ouyang Qian was speechless for a while, somewhat unable to accept this 
reality. 



She has never been defeated by Ye Cunxin, but this time, she was actually killed by Ye 
Cunxin! 

She was already defeated without even giving her a chance. 

An Ran and Tian Guo were also shocked, they knew Ouyang Qian’s strength, Ye 
Cunxin was not her opponent, but now, Ye Cunxin just learned a little bit from Lin Kai, 
and actually defeated the powerful Ouyang Qian! 

How terrifying is this ghost attack? 

Even Ye Cunxin, who has always been arrogant and arrogant, took a high look at Lin 
Kai. Lin Kai’s things were really easy to use. 

“This ghost attack is indeed powerful.” Ouyang Qian also nodded. 

She didn’t feel ashamed of losing because Ye Cunxin defeated herself under Lin Kai’s 
guidance. If she had also learned **** by ghosts, Ye Cunxin might not be able to defeat 
herself. 

“This ghost attack is indeed powerful. I only understand the mystery of 30-40%, and I 
can defeat Ouyang Qian. If I fully learn this trick, wouldn’t even Lei Zhan be my 
opponent?” Ye Cunxinyi The excitement of the face. 

“By the way, Lin Kai, who did you learn such a powerful skill from?” Ouyang Qian asked 
curiously. 

The other three daughters also looked at Lin Kai curiously. Lin Kai must have a powerful 
master who taught him a lot of powerful killing skills, otherwise it is impossible to explain 
that Lin Kai actually mastered such a terrifying killing skills. 

Lin Kai smiled faintly: “Created by himself, named Ghost Attack and Kill.” 

“Created?” The four women exclaimed almost at the same time. 

Lin Kai actually created such a powerful killing skill? What a high level of 
comprehension? 

This ghost attack was placed in China, and it was definitely the top killer skill, and Lin 
Kai was so young and only 19 years old this year, he had actually created such a 
powerful killing skill. 

This kind of comprehension is indeed admirable. 

“Lin Kai, can I worship you as a teacher?” Ye Cunxin asked suddenly. 



“Take me! I also want to apprentice!” Ouyang Qian also jumped out. 

“Don’t **** me! Brother Lin Kai is mine!” Tian Guo said with a small mouth, reluctantly. 

Only An Ran looked at Lin Kai with a look of envy, not daring to step forward. 

Lin Kai gave a wry smile and waved his hand: “Go, don’t delay my assessment of 
newcomers, I don’t accept female apprentices.” 

After driving away these female soldiers, Lin Kai continued to assess the ten male 
soldiers. 

Chen Qing patted the dirt on his body. After experiencing the failure just now, he 
already understood his shortcomings and how to use the ghost attack correctly. 

In the second performance, Chen Qing was very shocking. He actually performed a 
ghost attack similar to Ye Cunxin, and Lin Kai nodded slightly. 

Next was Wang Tianye, and Wang Tianye was not weak in strength. After seeing Chen 
Qing fell, he had been summing up the reasons. 

His performance is almost the same as Chen Qing. 

In fact, among the ten thorn heads, most of the thorn heads were not qualified to be 
special forces, and only a few people were noticed by Lin Kai. 

Apart from Chen Qing and Wang Tianye, there is another person who deserves Lin 
Kai’s attention. 

He was a dark-skinned but tough-looking guy. He was 1.78 meters tall. He didn’t talk 
much. But every time Lin asked the exam questions, he always performed very well, 
second only to Wang Tianye and Chen Qing. 

His name is Xu Mo. 

Soon, it was Xu Mo’s turn to show his insight. 

As a result, Xu Mo’s performance surprised Lin Kai. 

He actually imitated nearly 50% of Lin Kai’s ghost attacks, better than everyone present! 

Lin Kai’s eyes lit up, this Xu Mo is a manufacturable, comprehension ability is the most 
important basic ability of a special soldier, as long as his brain is bright, he can learn 
everything quickly. 

Lin Kai silently remembered the names of these three people in his heart. 



After assessing their comprehension, two other abilities were assessed this afternoon, 
one is marksmanship and the other is melee ability. 

After the assessment, the dissolution was officially announced. Tomorrow will be the 
day when the results will be announced. Lin Kai already knows who is eligible to be a 
special soldier. 

… 

In the early morning of the next morning, all ten rookies had assembled at the top base. 
This time, they carried heavy marching backpacks. Today, they should leave the top 
base. 

Because Lin Kai’s assessment of them was officially over. 

Lin Kai also completed his mission and successfully conquered these ten thorns! 

Lin Kai stood in front of them and said, “Today, your assessment is officially over.” 

“What I have in my hand is a list. Only the top three of you are eligible to become 
special forces. The remaining seven people will all be returned to the original company.” 

Upon hearing this, the ten people became excited and looked at Lin Kai one after 
another, with anticipation in their eyes. 

Chapter 187: Xu Mo 

Chapter 187: Xu Mo 

“The three people whose names I read below, congratulations, you have the opportunity 
to become special forces. I will tell your superiors about your performance. As for which 
unit is assigned, it depends on your luck.” 

“The first person, Wang Tianye.” 

As soon as Wang Tianye’s name came out, there was a round of applause. He became 
a special soldier without any doubt. 

“The second person, Chen Qing.” 

There was another round of applause. 

“The third person, Xu Mo.” 

This time there was no applause. Everyone looked at Xu Mo. Xu Mo talked less among 
the ten of them, and his origin was unknown. No one knew what he was doing at home. 



But since the superiors threw him into this thorn head training camp, it means that this 
guy must be a rich second generation. 

But I didn’t expect that Xu Mo would be qualified to become a special soldier. 

After hearing that he had become a special soldier, Xu Mo’s mouth showed a smile. 

“Soldiers who have not read their names will be disbanded on the spot. If they want to 
return to the original company, they can go back obediently. Soldiers who want to go 
home can also apply for their own chief.” Lin Kai put away the list in his hand. Said 
solemnly. 

After these few days of assessment, Lin Kai finally got rid of the water chestnut on 
them, but this was only aimed at Lin Kai himself. 

When they listen to Lin Kai, they may not necessarily listen to others. 

The other people looked disappointed, and after bidding farewell to each other, they 
went down the mountain. 

The Fire Phoenix also left this morning, because the exercise experience meeting will 
be held tomorrow, and the three special forces brigade special forces will all participate. 

After Lin Kai finished explaining the matter, he put on his backpack and went down the 
mountain. 

Before leaving, Xu Mo suddenly grabbed Lin Kai, and Lin Kai stared at Xu Mo in a daze. 

Xu Mo grinned at Lin Kai and said, “Instructor, you are very strong. I like you very much. 
If you need help in the future, just speak up.” 

After all, Xu Mo left without looking back. 

Lin Kai was at a loss. 

This sting is a bit interesting, dare to talk to the instructor like this. 

Lin chuckled and walked down the mountain with a backpack. 

… 

Half an hour later, Lin Kai appeared in Long Xiaoyun’s office. 

Looking at Lin Kai’s experience report this time, Long Xiaoyun nodded in satisfaction. 



“I already know about you at the top of the mountain. You did a good job. I didn’t expect 
you to be so strong and write well.” 

The white paper in Long Xiaoyun’s hand was written neatly and neatly on a page. The 
font was neat and generous, and it did not seem to be written by a prodigal. 

Lin Kai smiled not modestly. Young Master Lin naturally couldn’t write such a good 
handwriting, but although Lin Kai in his last life was not a famous university graduate, 
he was a graduate student at any rate, and even though he became a hard worker. , 
But you can still write it with a good hand. 

“Done well, go back and have a good rest, and participate in the commendation meeting 
after this urban exercise tomorrow.” Long Xiaoyun said lightly. 

The exercise was about to end, but Lin Kai looked at Long Xiaoyun’s face without a hint 
of joy, but was very depressed. 

Leaving Long Xiaoyun’s office, Lin Kai looked foggy, and Long Xiaoyun seemed 
unhappy! 

After returning to his dormitory, Lin Kai was stunned, one, two, three… 

Fuck, four people! 

A total of seven were eliminated this time, and four of them were eliminated! The other 
two troops added up to eliminate three! 

As the team leader, Lin Kai’s face turned black. 

But after taking a look, Lin Kai breathed a sigh of relief after discovering that there were 
no clever and fat people. Fortunately, the backbone was not eliminated. 

After seeing Lin Kai also walk in, a special soldier sighed and said, “Even the captain 
has been eliminated, oh…” 

They thought that Lin Kai had also been eliminated. If Lin Kai had not been eliminated, 
he would not appear in the dormitory now. 

Lin Kai also instantly understood why Long Xiaoyun’s expression was so ugly. The Wolf 
Squadron was embarrassed again and four people were eliminated! 

“How did you get eliminated?” Lin Kai asked coldly, with a bad tone. 

The four special forces were taken aback for a while, they obviously felt that Lin Kai now 
seemed to have become majestic. 



A special soldier lowered his head and said: “The assessment time is seven days. It is 
good to say that a few days ago, everyone went on their own to avoid the police.” 

“But in the next few days, the three special forces were basically in groups, and the two 
special forces headed by Leng Feng and He Chenguang had begun to use their tactics. 
Only our Wolf Squadron was unable to find the captain. “ 

“Fatty Liu Wanjin temporarily served as the captain, but due to improper command, 
when we were surrounded by the police, all four of us were eliminated.” 

After listening to the special soldier, Lin Kai lowered his head in shame. 

It turned out that it was because of myself. 

Both the Red Blood Cell Special Operations Team and the Tigers have their own 
captains. Leng Feng and He Chenguang are both veterans. They naturally know how to 
protect their players. 

Only the wolf squadron had no leader, the fat man was careless, and it was normal for 
improper command. In the end, four people were lost. 

Lin Kai finally understood Long Xiaoyun’s purpose for letting himself lead the group of 
thorns. His biggest shortcoming was not the individual combat ability, but the team 
command ability! 

A team is equivalent to one person, and oneself is the person’s heart. If something goes 
wrong with oneself, then this person is equivalent to having a heart attack! 

Lin Kaihate, he had known this ending a long time ago, and he shouldn’t have quit the 
exercise early! 

Lying on the bed, Lin Kai looked depressed and fell asleep. 

… 

Early the next morning, after Lin Kai got up, he washed for a while, put on his normal 
clothes, and followed Long Xiaoyun out of the Wolf Squadron base. 

Head towards the auditorium. 

The auditorium was already overcrowded, but it was definitely not noisy or crowded. 
Everyone sat in their place and looked ahead. 

The Fire Phoenix Special Team sat on the right. In front of them was the Thunder and 
Lightning Commando, and further forward was half the Spike Team. 



The special forces of the Tigers Special Operations Brigade and the Red Cell Special 
Operations Brigade were also present. 

The focus of this commendation meeting was the Wolf Squadron, the Red Blood Cell 
Special Operations Team, and the Tigers Special Team at the forefront. 

There are only five people left in the Wolf Squadron, nine people in the red cell, and 
nine people in the Tigers. 

In contrast, the Wolf Squadron is so miserable! 

As soon as Lin Kai walked into the auditorium, he felt several eyes watching him. 

Lin Kai’s previous appearance was too dazzling, so dazzling that there should be no 
flaws in his whole body! 

And this time, during the urban exercise, Lin Kai basically never showed up, and now 
seeing him walking from outside, it is basically certain that Lin Kai was eliminated early 
in this exercise. . 

But this is also normal. After all, wild wolves, mountain wolves, and Siberian wolves 
participated in the exercise to capture Lin Kai. It is understandable that Lin Kai could not 
persist. 

Lin Kai looked gloomy and in a very bad mood, leading the four soldiers behind him, 
bowed his head and walked into the auditorium. 

Chapter 188: Long Xiaotian 

Chapter 188 Long Xiaotian 

Lin Kai sat in the position of the Wolf Warrior Squadron, glanced at his comrades in 
arms, and lowered his head. 

Although Xiaojing, Zhang Wanjin, and Li Wenzhuang were the backbone forces that 
were not eliminated. 

But at this time, the Wolf Squadron’s combat effectiveness was greatly weakened, and 
four soldiers were eliminated. The current Wolf Squadron only has six people left. 

This is what Lin Kai didn’t want to see. 

At this moment, He Chenguang walked in front of Lin Kai with a smug smile on his lips. 

He sat next to Lin Kai, stared at Lin Kai who was disappointed, and smiled. 



“Haha, I didn’t expect our newcomer Wang Linkai would also be frustrated? How? It 
feels uncomfortable to be a countdown? Is your self-esteem lost?” He Chenguang 
asked with a tilted head and a smile. 

Lin Kai gave him a cold look and ignored him. 

He Chenguang was even more proud to see Lin Kai not speaking. 

“Lin Kai, might as well tell you, I am the last person to live in this exercise, and the first 
one is mine.” He Chenguang smiled. 

“Unlike some people, they were eliminated from the beginning. What do you say? By 
the way, Mu Xiu Yu Lin Feng will destroy him, be a human being, don’t be too arrogant! 
Otherwise someone will always teach you .” 

“Hahahaha!” 

He Chenguang laughed wildly, stood up from Lin Kai’s side, and returned to his 
position. 

Leng Feng in the distance also laughed, looking at Lin Kai with a hint of pity in his eyes, 
and shook his head. 

Lin Kai is very strong, so strong that no one of the three special forces is his opponent, 
but he is still too lack of social experience, and his performance is so eye-catching 
everywhere, and finally some people can’t stand it, and he was killed in this exercise. 
Lin Kai’s majesty. 

The Wolf Squadron that Lin Kai was in was also the Special Forces with the worst 
losses in this exercise because of the lack of a leader. Four people were eliminated! 

From a distance, Lei Zhan also gloated at Lin Kai. He already understood the beginning 
and end of this exercise, and knew that Lin Kai had already disappeared in the exercise. 

In this way, Lin Kai should be eliminated first. 

This is also normal, after all, the one responsible for arresting Lin Kai, but the three ace 
special forces of the Spike Special Brigade. 

Lei Zhan had long seen Lin Kai unhappy, and now he saw Lin Kai’s look of loss, don’t 
mention how proud he was. 

Soon after, there was a round of applause, and the heads of the three special 
operations brigades walked out of the side channel and came to everyone. 

Headed by the three of them, He Zhijun. 



After He Zhijun and the others took their seats, they waved their hands to signal 
everyone to stop applauding. 

The applause stopped abruptly. 

“First of all, congratulations to our successful conclusion of this urban exercise! Our 
Southeast Military Region is the first military region to dare to conduct exercises in the 
city, and the superiors also attach great importance to the results of our exercises, so 
they sent special commissioners to grant us this time. The first medal of honor for the 
exercise!” He Zhijun said loudly. 

There was another round of applause, and I saw a middle-aged man in his 30s walking 
out of the passage. The middle-aged man was wearing a uniform and the military rank 
on the collar was very conspicuous. He was a major general! 

Being able to become a general in his thirties, he was so strong, everyone present took 
a breath. 

Lin Kai also looked at the middle-aged man. The middle-aged man looked ordinary, but 
his temperament was extraordinary, and he exuded a murderous aura. He looked like a 
real soldier. 

The fat man on the side suddenly said, “Damn, he is a special agent from Beijing?” 

Lin Kai looked at the fat man and asked, “Do you know him?” 

“Of course I knew it!” The fat man nodded heavily and whispered to Lin Kai quietly: 
“Long Xiaoyun’s brother, Long Xiaotian, although he has the same rank as Long 
Xiaoyun, he has a heavy responsibility. I didn’t expect that this time we will be in the 
Southeast Military Region. Even the old chief was alarmed by the city drills.” 

Hearing what the fat man said so badly, Lin Kai couldn’t help but glanced more. 

And the one who was most excited at this time was He Chenguang. This time, Long 
Xiaotian personally presented the award to himself. Could he not be excited? 

This is a supreme honor! 

And everyone on the Tigers special team is also full of red faces, He Chenguang won 
the award, and they are teammates, their faces are also stained. 

After the applause fell, Long Xiaotian came to He Zhijun’s side and nodded to He 
Zhijun. 

He Zhijun gave up his position, and Long Xiaotian stood up and smiled slightly: “I am 
very happy to be here in the big family of our Southeast Military Region. This time the 



urban exercise was done well, and I have watched all the action videos. Here, I focus 
on praising a soldier.” 

Hearing these words, He Chenguang suddenly became energetic, sitting upright, he 
knew that this was to praise himself! 

After all, he is the one who survived to the end, the first place in this urban exercise! 

And Zhang Tianyi on the stage saw He Chenguang’s red face, and he knew that his 
heart was not good. This kid might be embarrassing Zhang Tianyi! 

Ever since, Zhang Tianyi has been winking at He Chenguang, meaning that you are not 
the first place in this urban exercise! Don’t stand up! 

But He Chenguang didn’t understand what Zhang Tianyi meant, and thought Zhang 
Tianyi was complimenting himself. At that time, He Chenguang’s face became even 
more proud and excited. 

Long Xiaotian said: “This soldier performed very well in this urban exercise. Not only 
was his combat capability very strong, he also saved two of his comrades in arms, 
making the enemies who pursue him out of reach again and again.” 

Hearing Long Xiaotian’s words, the excitement on He Chenguang’s face became even 
stronger. 

What Long Xiaotian said exactly matched what He Chenguang did! 

Even Leng Feng looked at He Chenguang’s gaze with such a hint of envy, this time the 
limelight actually made He Chenguang rob him. 

Not only Leng Feng believed that the champion of this exercise was He Chenguang, but 
the thousands of soldiers sitting in the auditorium believed that the first place in this 
exercise was He Chenguang. 

Because the results of the exercise have been spread among the crowd, Lin Kai, who 
has always performed well, was deliberately targeted during this exercise and 
disappeared from the exercise long ago. 

And He Chenguang is the person who lives to the end. According to the rules, the 
person who lives to the end is the first! 

Therefore, the champion of this exercise is undoubtedly He Chenguang! 

“His spirit is worthy of our study. Dont give up and dont give up. This is the principle of a 
soldier, and his video has also been circulated in the capital. Many chiefs love him, and 
this man is in the Southeast Military Region. He is also very famous, he is…” 



Long Xiaotian hadn’t finished speaking, only a good word burst out: “Okay!” 

All members of the Tigers special team, except He Chenguang, stood up, burst into 
applause, and suddenly became the focus of the auditorium! 

Chapter 189: He Is Number One Again 

Chapter 189 

Everyone swiftly looked at the Tigers special team where He Chenguang was located, 
their eyes fixed on He Chenguang. 

At this time, I saw He Chenguang stand up, smiled at everyone, nodded, his expression 
of humility, it seemed that he won the first place in this exercise, and it was no big deal. 

Many soldiers in the audience showed envy on their faces. It is a supreme honor to be 
awarded by Long Xiaotian himself! 

But He Chenguang did not notice at all. At this time, all the leaders on the stage were 
staring at him with very strange eyes. 

He Zhijun looked at He Chenguang with a playful look on his face. 

And Fan Tianlei’s face was obviously mocking. 

Zhang Tianyi’s face was as black as the bottom of a pot, He Chenguang had lost his 
face so much! 

That Long Xiaotian looked at He Chenguang even more dubiously. 

He Chenguang bowed to everyone, without noticing the expressions on the faces of the 
leaders, and walked to the podium step by step, and then saluted everyone. 

After the ceremony, He Chenguang came to the microphone, coughed dryly, and 
laughed: “Thank you all. The reason why I He Chenguang was able to get this honor is 
due to the support of my brigade commander. I am not as good as the Special Agent 
Long said , I am just an ordinary special soldier. It is my responsibility to defend my 
home and country! Thank you!” 

After all, He Chenguang saluted again, and thunderous applause erupted from the 
audience. 

After He Chenguang said, he looked directly at the Special Agent Long. 

This is waiting for Commissioner Long to give him a medal! 



And Long Xiaotian coughed very embarrassingly, and said, “Ahem, what? Have you 
finished?” 

He Chenguang was taken aback, why did Long Xiaotian ask? 

“Report! That’s it!” He Chenguang replied very honestly. 

“Please go down when you are finished.” Long Xiaotian continued. 

He Chenguang is even more confused, go on? Haven’t given yourself a medal yet? 
Why do you want to go down? 

“Special Agent Long, what do you mean?” He Chenguang asked with a puzzled look. 

Long Xiaotian was even more embarrassed. He glanced at Zhang Tianyi. Zhang Tianyi 
stood up with a dark face, and shouted at He Chenguang: “He Chenguang! Get out of 
here! Don’t be ashamed here!” 

He Chenguang screamed at Zhang Tianyi, and was frightened all over, looking at 
Zhang Tianyi, his eyes were filled with grievances. 

This dragon commissioner let himself go, why did his brigade commander let himself 
go? 

“Why?” He Chenguang asked very aggrieved. 

“Why? Because you are not the first person in this urban exercise! Why do you say?” 
Zhang Tianyi roared, his face flushed. 

After listening to Zhang Tianyi’s words, He Chenguang was stunned, and then his 
complexion changed like a chameleon, black for a while and red for a while, very 
exciting. 

Without a word, he walked off the stage, his face was hot, this time, he was 
embarrassed and lost his home! 

He Chenguang never expected that with his performance in this exercise, he was not 
the first! 

You know, you are the one who lives to the end! Why is it not yourself in the first place? 
He Chenguang was aggrieved in his heart. 

But at this time, Leng Feng’s eyes lit up. He Chenguang was not the first one, could it 
be himself? 



Only this is possible! Lin Kai was eliminated a long time ago. He Chenguang was not 
the first one. Then he might be the best! Ever since, Leng Feng stared at Long Xiaotian 
on the stage with bright eyes. 

At this time, everyone was also very curious, with doubts in their eyes. Isn’t He 
Chenguang the first? Who could it be? 

Lei Zhan was also very confused. Logically speaking, the first one was He Chenguang! 

“Ahem, now let me announce that the one who won the first place in this urban exercise 
is…Lin Kai from the Wolf Squadron of the Spike Special Forces Brigade!” Long Xiaotian 
said loudly. 

As soon as the two words Lin Kai came out, the scene exploded at that time, was Lin 
Kai again? 

How is this possible? It used to be Lin Kai, they didn’t think it was surprising, because 
Lin Kai was always creating miracles, but this time, Lin Kaiming left the drill early in the 
morning! Did he get the first place like this? 

Besides, the three Ace Special Forces specifically targeted Lin Kai. How could Lin Kai 
win the first place? How did he do that? 

The special forces of the Red Blood Cell Special Operations Team and the Tigers are 
dumbfounded. The first one is not from their company, but from the Wolf Squadron? 

The other soldiers of the Wolf Warrior Squadron also stood up, staring at Lin Kai with a 
look of surprise. They never thought that the first one was their captain! 

The fat man who had originally looked lost was also bright at this time, looking at Lin 
Kai, there is still a scene? 

Lin Kai raised his head, stood up, standing upright, but there was no excitement on his 
face. 

Because his number one was obtained with the qualifications of his four comrades-in-
arms as special soldiers! Lin Kai is ashamed! 

He Chenguang looked at Lin Kai who stood up, dumbfounded, he squeezed his thigh 
and told himself that this was a dream, and that Lin Kai couldn’t be the first! 

But the pain from the thigh told He Chenguang that he was not dreaming, and Lin Kai 
really won the first place! 

Thinking of what he had said to Lin Kai just now, He Chenguang felt a burning pain on 
his face! 



Just now, I was actually proud in front of Lin Kai, saying that I was the first! It’s no 
wonder that Lin Kai is not willing to pay attention to himself, because he is the first! 

He Chenguang’s face was hot for a while, but he was not convinced! After brushing it, 
He Chenguang stood up and asked: “Special commissioner! Why is Lin Kai the first? I 
am obviously the last person to survive this exercise!” 

He Chenguang asked angrily. Everyone looked at the commissioner and wanted the 
commissioner to give an explanation. 

After all, Lin Kai basically didn’t show up during this exercise. Now that he has won the 
first place, is there any inside story? 

The commissioner smiled slightly, waved his hand, and saw a video appearing on the 
huge projection cloth on the wall behind him. 

This is Lin Kai’s action video. After the video started playing, everyone looked at the 
video without blinking. 

After a few minutes, after watching the video, everyone was silent for a while. 

At this point, everyone is served! No wonder Lin Kai disappeared without a trace in just 
one day, it turned out that he had already conquered the three ace special forces! 

In the action video, Lin Kai’s strength shocked everyone, and he caught the bullet 
empty-handed! Smash the bulletproof car door! Catch the little girl who jumped from the 
tenth floor! What the **** is this perverted strength? 

After watching the video, He Chenguang couldn’t say a word anymore. Lin Kai’s growth 
rate was so fast that He Chenguang couldn’t keep up with Lin Kai’s footsteps. 
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Chapter 190: Fear Of Heights 

Chapter 190 

Lei Zhan, who was originally holding a lively mentality, almost bit his tongue after 
hearing Long Xiaotian’s words, what? Lin Kai again? 

This kid is too much to toss, right? First every time! 

Originally, Lei Zhan was very upset by Lin Kai, but Lin Kai actually got the first place 
every time, and Lei Zhan blushed with anger. 



He Chenguang was the most frustrated in his heart. Originally, he thought it was a 
certainty that he won the first place, but he didn’t expect that Cheng Yaojin would come 
out halfway. 

The number one of this exercise was Lin Kai! 

Everyone in the audience looked at Lin Kai. Lin Kai’s appearance in the video was too 
strong, so strong that everyone admired him to the ground! 

The strength of the rookie king this year is too strong! 

He Zhijun laughed too, Lin Kai was his pride, the pride of Langya! 

“Lin Kai, please come to the stage to accept the award.” Long Xiaotian said to Lin Kai, 
looking at Lin Kai with a gentle gaze. 

Lin Kai got on the podium, came to the microphone, paid a military salute to the chief on 
the stage and the soldiers off the stage, and finally looked at Long Xiaotian. 

There was a red box in Long Xiaotian’s hand. Long Xiaotian opened the red box. Inside 
the box, there was a golden medal. 

“This medal is called the Mad Wolf Medal. Congratulations on having your own code 
name.” After all, Long Xiaotian personally put the medal on Lin Kai. 

Everyone on the court exclaimed, Lin Kai actually has his own code name? 

How long has he been in the army? 

I have to say that this is a miracle. 

“Is there anything I want to say? Tell everyone.” Long Xiaotian asked with a smile. 

Lin Kai lowered his head and glanced at the medal on his chest. There was no happy 
expression on his face, but a gloomy expression on his face. 

“First of all, I feel ashamed of this medal.” Lin Kai suddenly said this, and the whole 
scene immediately fell silent, and everyone looked at Lin Kai. 

The smile on He Zhijun’s face also disappeared, staring at Lin Kai. 

“I am a fighter and also the captain of the Wolf Squadron.” 

“I didn’t expect that because of my withdrawal, four outstanding fighters from the Wolf 
Warrior Squadron would be eliminated!” 



“I am sorry for them. If I don’t quit, maybe the Wolf Squadron will not have to leave 
alone.” 

“I am ashamed of this medal!” 

“Sorry!” 

After that, Lin Kai had red eyes and saluted the four eliminated soldiers of the Wolf 
Squadron. 

And the four eliminated soldiers also stood up from their seats and returned salute to 
Lin Kai. The four elders were all moistened at this time. 

This scene also touched countless soldiers on the scene. 

They understood the feelings of these four soldiers, as well as the feelings of Lin Kai. 

I regretted being a soldier for three years, and regretted not being a soldier for a 
lifetime. For a soldier who wants to be a special soldier, special soldier is their dream! 

Now that they have lost their dreams, how can they not feel sad in their hearts? 

But Lin Kai, as the captain of the Wolf Squadron, watched his comrades leave the 
special forces, but he was powerless. How could he not blame himself? 

After seeing this scene, Long Xiaotian nodded, the most important thing for a soldier is 
not strength, but blood and affection. 

Lin Kai is bloody, strong, and affectionate, but he is low-key as a wealthy young man. 
Long Xiaotian is very satisfied with him. 

Why are you satisfied with him? Because Long Xiaotian naturally has his wishful 
thinking. 

I don’t know who started the head, and the applause began to sound. At first, there 
were only three or five people applauding. Later, the soldiers in the entire auditorium 
were applauding! 

Even Lei Zhan, who had been watching Lin Kai displeased him, had moistened his eyes 
at this time. Lei Zhan also came from a recruit. He knew how uncomfortable it was to 
watch his comrades leave the special forces. 

“Very well, soldiers should be like this. They should be hard and hard, cry hard when 
they should cry! Lin Kai, this is not your fault, you are already excellent.” Long Xiaotian 
patted Lin Kai on the shoulder. 



Without a word, Lin Kai walked down from the podium and returned to the position of 
the Wolf Squadron. 

Long Xiaotian smiled helplessly, glanced at He Zhijun, and continued the next step. 

In the next link, the seven eliminated soldiers were named one after another. Long 
Xiaotian expressed regret for their elimination, but the troops were so cruel. Once 
eliminated, they would never have a chance to come back. , Formally stage the special 
forces! 

Until three o’clock in the afternoon, the meeting officially ended and all the soldiers 
returned to their company. 

Lin Kai took Fatty and they also returned to the Wolf Warrior Squadron. 

… 

All members of the Wolf Warriors squadron have assembled at the Wolf Warriors base, 
and in front of them is the heroic Long Xiaoyun. 

Of the ten soldiers of the Wolf Squadron, there are now only six. 

The four soldiers who were eliminated have left the Wolf Squadron. 

Long Xiaoyun did not have a trace of sympathy on her face. She carried her hands 
behind her back and said: “The strength of the Wolf Warrior Squadron has been greatly 
weakened. Now there are only six people left in the team of ten.” 

“The Tigers special team and the RBC special operations team each have nine people. 
Just considering the number of people, we are far inferior to the other two special 
teams!” 

A total of seven people were eliminated in this exercise. Among them, the Wolf 
Squadron was eliminated four people, and the other two special teams were eliminated 
a total of three people. 

Because one special force originally had eleven people, after two were eliminated, nine 
were left. 

In average numbers, Wolf Warriors has lost to the other two special forces. 

Lin Kai looked guilty and lowered his head. 

“Next, let me tell you a very bad news. Are any of you afraid of heights?” Long Xiaoyun 
asked suddenly. 



As soon as this problem arises, everyone looks at me and I look at you, all looking for 
people who are afraid of heights. 

Lin Kai is not afraid of heights, and Fatty and Little Smart don’t seem to be afraid of 
heights either. 

Only one person lowered his head, his name was Zhang Zhuang. 

“Zhang Zhuang, are you afraid of heights?” Long Xiaoyun asked sharply. 

Hearing this, Zhang Zhuang was full of spirits, shook his head quickly, and said: 
“Report! I am not afraid of heights!” 

Zhang Zhuang’s face was a little pale, but he still pretended to be calm and said. 

“Are you sure? Our next training, but jumping from a kilometer high in the air, are you 
sure you are not afraid of heights?” Long Xiaoyun narrowed his eyes, staring at Zhang 
Zhuang. 

Zhang Zhuang’s face became paler when he heard this, and he started to stammer. 

“I…I, I, I…I don’t want to quit!” Zhang Zhuang became more and more excited when he 
said that, he actually started to cry, a big man, crying like a woman at this time. 

Several other special forces also seemed to know Zhang Zhuang’s fate, and they 
lowered their heads and remained silent. 

Chapter 191: Skydiving Training 

Chapter 191 Parachuting Training 

Long Xiaoyun was also silent at this time, she saw it, Zhang Zhuang was afraid of 
heights. 

Special forces are all-powerful arms. Not only do they need to be proficient in land and 
water operations, parachuting is also a compulsory course. 

If you are afraid of heights, it is impossible to become a special soldier. 

As a special force soldier, he should know this. 

Zhang Zhuang wanted to be a special soldier too much, so even though he was afraid 
of heights, he took a chance to participate in the training camp. 

Fortunately, he passed and became a special soldier. 



But in the brutal competition of the special forces, the one who should come is still 
coming. It is impossible for people who are afraid of heights to pass the parachute test. 

“Zhang Zhuang, if you’re afraid of heights, I’m sorry, but I can’t do anything.” Long 
Xiaoyun turned his face to the side, and said with some excruciation. 

Zhang Zhuang’s tears fell unconvincingly, but he tried to control his emotions and 
wanted to stabilize himself. 

After a while, Zhang Zhuang finally stopped sobbing. 

“Instructor, I want to give it a try. If I can’t, I will accept my fate!” Zhang Zhuang showed 
a firm look and looked at Long Xiaoyun. 

Long Xiaoyun nodded and said, “Okay, I’ll give you half an hour to prepare. After half an 
hour, I will gather here.” 

Long Xiaoyun has tried his best. Normally, he will only give the Wolf Warriors squadron 
three minutes of preparation time, but this time, he gave everyone half an hour to make 
Zhang Zhuang adapt well. 

Zhang Zhuang nodded, and went back to the dormitory silently, looking for status. 

Lin Kai also found a corner, knelt down, and began to meditate. 

Since his rebirth, Lin Kai has been outstanding in all aspects, but in terms of skydiving, 
Lin Kai feels that he does not seem to have any advantages. 

All his skills seem to be close to skydiving. 

And all his outstanding attributes have nothing to do with skydiving. 

Skydiving is a technical task, and it is also a challenge for assessing a person’s guts. 
Lin Kai didn’t know whether he would show excellent results when he didn’t know 
anything about skydiving. 

“System, do I have any skills related to skydiving?” Lin Kai asked rather disappointed. 

This was the first time Lin Kai felt a little weak. 

The systematic answer surprised Lin Kai. 

“Dangdangdangdang! The handsome and charming system appeared! Report the host, 
no!” 

No? 



Lin Kai was taken aback, and shook his head disappointedly: “What are you doing 
without you being so excited?” 

“But the host, you have a skill that can add points to skydiving after you upgrade!” the 
system said. 

The system’s answer made Lin Kai’s eyes bright, and Lin Kai quickly asked, “What 
skill?” 

“Of course it is the plastic bag skill. The plastic bag skill can greatly reduce the host’s 
weight, but the current plastic bag skill is only at the bronze level, and it cannot give the 
host a particularly great help.” 

“However, after upgrading the plastic bag skill, it will become a balloon skill. Keeping the 
plastic bag skill provides the host with light and non-stop ability, and can make the 
host’s body have a certain amount of buoyancy and strengthen its jumping ability.” 

After listening to the system’s answer, Lin Kai’s eyes lit up. This is simply a skill tailored 
for himself! 

“System, fast, upgrade my plastic bag skills!” Lin Kai said excitedly. 

“Good!” The system replied humanely, and began to transform Lin Kai’s body. 

The balloon skill mainly transforms Lin Kai’s whole body. Any bones and flesh and 
blood must be transformed. 

Fortunately, the pain caused by this transformation was not very severe. After twenty 
minutes, Lin Kai exhaled a long breath, and the skill upgrade was successful! 

Look at Lin Kai’s attributes. 

Host: Lin Kai 

Age: 19 

Sex: Male 

Strength: 140 

Speed: 100 

Reactions: 140 

Stamina: 100 



Defense: 300 

Heart of the strong: 20/100 

Skills: God Eye (Silver), Watermelon (Silver), Balloon (Silver), Ganoderma (Gold), 
Tortoise (Bronze), Mountain Rock (Silver), Yuri (Silver), Furious Spirit Ape (Silver), 
Rhino sticks to the mountain (Silver), Pingtou Ge extraction ability (Half God level) (not 
available) 

Self-created skills: Ghost Kill (Silver) 

Upgrade points: 100 

Attribute points: 0 

The upgrade points have been reduced by one hundred, and the plastic bag skills have 
turned into silver-level skills. 

Not long after Lin Kai upgraded his plastic bag skills, a whistle blew and he was about to 
assemble! 

Lin Kai carried his backpack and ran out quickly, and a group of six people gathered at 
the Wolf Base. 

Long Xiaoyun stood in front of everyone. Not long after, a bang sounded, and a 
helicopter flew slowly from a distance, and flew directly over the Wolf Base. 

A rope ladder was thrown down from the helicopter. Long Xiaoyun looked at everyone 
and sternly said: “Now, you all get on the plane! Right now! Hurry up!” 

Under Long Xiaoyun’s urging, everyone in the Wolf Squadron climbed up the rope 
ladder at a rapid speed and came into the helicopter. 

Long Xiaoyun was the last to board the plane, and then the rope ladder was put away, 
and the helicopter flew towards the distance. 

There is a lot of space inside the helicopter, and the flying speed is not fast. The door of 
the aircraft is open, and a violent wind blows in. 

Lin Kai also watched, the Wolf Base is getting smaller and smaller in his own eyes. 

And Zhang Zhuang’s face became paler. 

“The paratrooper is a very dangerous unit of China.” 



“Airborne troops can be said to be all-powerful troops, because they need to sneak into 
the enemy’s interior to fight, they must have extremely strong individual combat 
capabilities, and sometimes they will fall into the water, then the airborne troops must 
have The ability to fight on water.” 

“Aquatic, land, and air triathlon units are referred to as paratroopers.” 

“But as special forces, we must be more versatile than airborne troops. We may not be 
able to fly planes, but parachuting is a survival skill that must be mastered!” 

“If conditions permit, you can descend the helicopter down the rope ladder, if conditions 
do not permit, you can only parachute!” 

“Now I will explain to you the minimum and maximum altitude of the special forces 
parachuting.” 

“Generally speaking, the minimum parachuting altitude of airborne troops is 400 meters. 
If it is lower, the chance of sacrifice is very high! The highest is 800 meters. No matter 
how high it is, there will be danger to life in the air due to problems such as air pressure 
and oxygen.” 

“The requirements of our special forces are stricter than those of airborne troops! The 
minimum is 300 meters! The maximum is 700 meters!” 

When Long Xiaoyun was talking about this, Zhang Zhuang visibly trembled, 700 meters, 
my mother, wouldn’t he even scared his soul when he jumped down? 

Now that the helicopter is flying at an altitude of 300 meters, Zhang Zhuang obviously 
can’t stand it anymore. His hands are cold, his complexion is pale, and he is trembling 
all over, afraid to look directly under the helicopter. 

Chapter 192: Lin Kai Skydiving 

Chapter 192 Lin Kai Parachuting 

“Zhang Zhuang, how do you feel?” Long Xiaoyun asked quite concerned. 

Zhang Zhuang was trembling all over, was too scared to speak, and might faint at any 
time. 

“Sorry Zhang Zhuang.” After seeing this scene, Long Xiaoyun sighed and shook his 
head. 

She knew that the Wolf Squadron had one less person today. 



Zhang Zhuang cried like a child on the helicopter, and the atmosphere on the helicopter 
was very depressing. 

After a long time, Zhang Zhuang controlled his crying and said, “Sorry, when I get off 
the plane, I will leave. You continue.” 

After all, Zhang Zhuang found a corner and squatted down, hugged his legs, looking so 
helpless. 

Lin Kai shook his head, he couldn’t help but feel helpless. 

“This time taking you on the plane does not mean to let you skydive, just let you feel the 
atmosphere before skydiving.” 

“After I go back, I will give you a few compulsory courses on skydiving, and after that, 
you will start your real skydiving.” 

Long Xiaoyun explained. 

No soldier dared to skydive the first time he stepped on an airplane. Parachuting is not 
bungee jumping. It requires a strong psychological quality. Jumping down from an 
airplane that is several kilometers away, if you cant control the time to open the 
parachute, you will most likely directly Fallen to death! 

The people on the plane, although not as exaggerated as Zhang Zhuang, were 
somewhat scared, after all, it was too high here. 

“Now you know how difficult it is to be a special soldier? You can’t be a person who is 
afraid of heights, you can’t be a deep-sea phobia, and you can’t be a physique. So, 
cherish the moment. After this level, you will be true Special forces!” 

After hearing Long Xiaoyun’s words, Lin Kai was a little eager to try. He is a man who 
pursues omnipotence. He wants to skydive and feel his new skills! 

Moreover, he wants to use himself to inspire Zhang Zhuang. 

“Report!” Lin Kai said suddenly. 

Long Xiaoyun glanced at Lin Kai and said, “Say.” 

“I want to experience skydiving!” Lin Kai preached. 

“Just kidding!” Long Xiaoyun frowned slightly, then he was angry. 

“Skydiving is not a trifle. The first time you get on an airplane, you want to skydive? Do 
you know skydiving?” Long Xiaoyun said angrily. 



Others also looked at Lin Kai in amazement. Lin Kai was a recruit. He dared to 
parachute the first time he got on a plane? 

You know, Lin Kai’s marksmanship, physique, and killing skills are all useless here. 
Here, Lin Kai is a rookie! 

The fat man patted Lin Kai on the shoulder and said, “Okay, Captain, I know you are 
good enough, but parachuting is not a trifle!” 

“Yes, Captain, there is no need to be able to do it, everyone is their own.” Xiaoling also 
said. 

Li Wenzhuang smiled and shook his head. 

Lin Kai looked at the crowd and said with a serious look: “I’m not kidding! I am your 
captain! If the captain is counseled, what confidence do you have? I just want to give 
you a leading role and tell you that skydiving is nothing. Big deal!” 

When Lin Kai said this, his eyes were always fixed on Zhang Zhuang. 

He doesn’t want to lose his teammates because of a mere fear of heights! 

Others stared at Lin Kai unexpectedly, Lin Kai seemed a little different from before! The 
former Lin Kai had always been low-key and didn’t speak much, but now Lin Kai clearly 
has the momentum to be the leader of the team. 

That’s right, the soldier counsels one, will counsel a nest! 

As the captain of the Wolf Warrior Squadron, Lin Kai should give everyone a 
demonstration. 

After seeing this scene, Long Xiaoyun nodded. It seemed that it was not in vain to let 
Lin Kai go to the base of the mountain. Now he has the aura of a captain. 

“Zhang Zhuang, let me tell you, Lao Tzu is also the first time to skydive, but Lao Tzu 
has the courage to jump. You show me that he is also a man. I can do it. Why can’t 
you?” Lin Kai stared at Zhang Zhuang. A little excited. 

Zhang Zhuang turned his head and looked at Lin Kai, with some words: “I…” 

“What are you? I will jump from here today, am I not afraid? I am afraid too! I will see if 
you can overcome your own heart, if after I jump down, you are still afraid, you want to 
go, I will never keep you!” 

After Lin Kai said, he picked up the backpack on the side, put it on his back, and 
buckled his seat belt. 



Long Xiaoyun did not expect that Lin Kai would actually go to battle in person in order to 
motivate his teammates. 

But this is too dangerous after all. The plane has already flown to an altitude of five 
kilometers above. Lin Kai’s first parachuting, he might not even have fun! 

If Brigadier He knew that his precious Lin Kai had been taken away by him, he had to 
kill himself! 

After thinking about it again and again, Long Xiaoyun decided that he wanted to jump 
with him, and they also had a caring for each other. 

“Lin Kai, since you want to skydive, you can, I’ll accompany you, put on headphones, 
and keep in touch at any time. If I ask you to open the umbrella, you open the umbrella, 
understand?” Long Xiaoyun asked with a serious face. 

Lin Kai nodded heavily. 

“Behind your back, there are two bracelets, which are the opening bracelets of the 
umbrella bag. If the umbrella bag cannot be opened, there is a spare umbrella bag. If 
the spare umbrella bag cannot be opened, then wait for death. Of course, it is rare that 
even the spare umbrella bag cannot be opened.” 

“After opening the umbrella bag, there will be a bracelet that controls the direction. You 
should understand this. I gave you a theory class.” 

Long Xiaoyun explained. 

Lin Kai nodded and walked to the door of the plane. Looking at the sky below, his heart 
began to become tense. 

Everyone also clenched their fists and stared at Lin Kai. 

Can Lin Kai once again perform miracles in an unknown skydiving? 

“Now listen to my instructions, one, two, three, jump!” 

Long Xiaoyun snorted and jumped off the plane! Lin Kai followed closely and jumped off 
the plane! 

Everyone in the Wolf Squadron watched, with admiration written on their faces! 

After Zhang Zhuang saw this scene, a look of yearning appeared in his eyes. If he was 
not afraid of heights, that would be great. 



After Lin Kai jumped down, he couldn’t help but exclaimed. After leaving the plane, Lin 
Zhuan felt a feeling of weightlessness, but this feeling quickly disappeared, and 
replaced by a stimulus to the senses! 

With nothing in the air, Lin Kai had almost no sense of security! 

Regardless of Lin Kai’s 300-point defense, he would fall into flesh when he fell from an 
altitude of 5,000 meters! 

That’s why Lin Kai is not nervous! 

Moreover, Lin Kai’s body was spinning in the air uncontrollably, unable to control it at 
all! 

At this time, the earphones in Lin Kai’s ears rang Long Xiaoyun’s voice. 

“Lin Kai! Control your arms, the center of gravity is down! Don’t move! Otherwise your 
umbrella bag will not open!” Long Xiaoyun’s voice echoed in Lin Kai’s ear. 

 


